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Abstract
Tolerance is a human capacity to accept the existence of differences among
people. These differences can be based on gender, religion, color, race, ethnicity,
ability line, caste, religious beliefs. For a peaceful and coherent society it is important
that people give respect to those having any kind of differences. Present study is an
attempt to develop tolerance among prospective teachers through classroom activities.
It was a year long experimental study following Pre test post test control group design.
The subjects were two intact groups (control ,N=42) and (experimental, N=37)of
prospective teachers of B.Ed program enrolled in the department of Education,
University of Sargodha of the year 2009-10, selected on convenience basis.
A Tolerance Scale and three classroom activities (Role Play, Class discussion,
Exposure to Diverse Literature) were developed for the study. Tolerance Scale was
meant to measure the level of tolerance among the subjects on six factors; gender,
ethnicity, different religions, caste, religious sects and disability. All the activities,
constructed for the development of tolerance, were centered on these factors of the
Tolerance Scale. Research tools were validated using respective suitable measures.
Factor analysis along with factor correlation and expert opinion was used to determine
the validity of the tolerance scale. Reliability of tolerance scale was measured as 0.85.
Expert opinion was sought for the validation of activities.
The study was conducted in four different phases. At the first phase the
Tolerance Scale was administered to the subjects as a pre test. In the 2nd phase twenty
six Roles play regarding the six factors of tolerance were performed in sixteen weeks
duration, followed by the administration of Tolerance scale. In the 3rd phase six
discussion sessions, one per week, were held and at the end of discussions the
Tolerance Scale was re administered to record the change in the level of tolerance
viii

during these sessions. At the 4th phase students were provided Exposure to Diverse
Literature and at the end again the Tolerance Scale was administered.
Control group had a significantly higher pre test score on tolerance scale than
experimental group. After the completion of first activity experimental group increased
their tolerance level, but the improvement was not significant when compared with pre
test scores. However the second activity classroom discussion had a positive effect on
the tolerance level of students increasing it significantly high from the previous level.
An important finding regarding classroom discussion was that it significantly increased
the tolerance of students toward other religions and different religious sects in Islam.
At present in Pakistani society there is an increase in sectarian hatred and intolerance
towards other religions. discussion activity seems to be an effective tool to develop
inter religious and inter sectarian harmony Third and last activity, exposure to diverse
literature also contributed in enhancing tolerance level of students. Cumulative effect
of activities is seen during the session. There is a gradual increase in the level of
tolerance after every activity.
It was concluded that tolerance is teachable. Classroom activities, role play,
classroom discussion and exposure to literature were effective in developing the level
of tolerance of students, provided that efforts are continuous and sustained, moreover
order of activities also plays important role.
It was recommended that class room environment needs a change from passive
to active involvement of the students especially related to social and religious issue in
Pakistani society. Students’ direct involvement, active participation in conceiving,
designing and conducting class activities is of vital importance. Simulated activities
can be used for teaching. It will increase students’ exposure regarding others, broaden
their vision and hence ultimately enhance their level of tolerance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Pakistan is a progressive society. It has four different Muslim majority ethnic
nationalities; Baloch, Pathans, Punjabi and Sindhis. These nationalities are different
on the base of their culture and language (Shahzad, 2007). To maintain peaceful
environment in the country, tolerance between social groups and institutions is
essential. But unfortunately, during the last several years, intolerance has increased to
alarmingly high level. Horrifying news of people killing one another on the basis of
language and culture has become part of our lives (www.google.com). Unpleasant
incidents like Lal Masjid, mass killing in Karachi on 12th May, 2008, “urban war”
(Friday Times , 15 July 2011) killing hundreds of people in July 2011 in Karachi and
upheaval in Northern Areas are result of intolerance, whether religious, political or
social. Such incidents have distorted the image of Pakistan round the globe.
Increasing political and economic disparity has created a social divide in the
country. The country is experiencing worst ever social class experience. In such
situations where economic conditions are miserable and politics has dominance, it
might be difficult for people to tolerate those who are different from them or those
who harm them. Intolerance will drive groups apart, creating a sense of permanent
separation between them. In the absence of group experiences individuals base their
impressions and opinions of one another on assumptions .These assumptions can be
influenced by the positive or negative beliefs of those who are either closest or most
influential in their lives, including parents or other family members, colleagues,
educators, and/or role models (Peterson, 2003). If these assumptions are based on
negative feelings, they develop prejudice against certain group (Baron & Byrne,
2006).
1

For developing a coherent society, it is necessary to explore the roots and
causes of prejudice on a general and personal basis, and to build tolerance and
increase understanding of others. The vehicle needed for this can be found in
education system. Classroom instructional time can be used in combination with the
academic subject at hand for anti-prejudice teaching (Klein, 1992). If educational
experiences can be successfully manipulated, attitudes regarding prejudice and racism
can be altered (Ferland & Ferland, 1978 as cited by Klein, 1992). Educational
experiences that offer students insight to their attitudes, may reduce incidents of
prejudice and racism (Klein, 1992). There is a significant body of research literature
that views education as a tool to reduce prejudice either by manipulating the content
or through the influence of the teacher (Schaefer, 1996).
Young people are growing up in a globalized and ever more interconnected
world. To function effectively, they need to develop global citizenship skills. These
are skills of three kinds: cross-cultural efficacy, an interest and positive disposition
towards cultural difference; foreign language skills; and knowledge of world history,
geography and global processes such as trade, international law, environmental and
health challenges. In order to assess global events such as the war in Iraq, they need to
understand global politics; in order to have an informed perspective about global
warming, they need to understand global economics, environmental sciences, and
geography; and in order to communicate successfully with their neighbors from other
cultures, they need to appreciate cultural differences and have skills that allow
effective and respectful cross-cultural interactions (Reimers, 2006). As education and
exposure together accelerate tolerance, educators can help their students develop the
capabilities to make sense of those conditions in ways that lead to productive and
peaceful cross-cultural dialogue and conflict resolution (Reimers, 2006). When they
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become more tolerant their self confidence is increased. This creates an ability to be
more comfortable and thus learn to interact in all kinds of situation and mix with all
different people (Hoss & Wiley, 1997).
Pakistan needs responsible and tolerant citizens capable of making a peaceful
populace because economic and social stability of a country lies in its unity.
Formation of a united nation will result in a developed country. Tolerance is needed
for internal survival as well. The disputes among different sects, ethnic conflicts,
violence on base of religious bias and prejudice have added to the problems of
Pakistan. Solution of these problems can be found in adopting tolerant attitude and its
exercise in social dealings. Moreover, in this era of globalization, it is impossible for
the countries to avoid influence of other cultures and interaction with people having
different religion, language and ideology. Isolation from the world might be harmful
for the progress of a country. To have social terms round the globe people must have
capacity to tolerate and accept the differences. To meet this demand for flexible
attitudes and open minds, education can play its role. When we talk about the role of
education we imply the training of teachers as well. The importance of tolerance
cannot be denied as an essential element in teachers training programmes. Policy and
Planning Wing, Ministry of Education Pakistan (2009) has also stated the inclusion of
tolerance and celebration of diversity in its document on National Professional
Standard for Teachers in Pakistan.
Keeping in view the social circumstances of Pakistan and recent incidents of
violence specifically in Karachi and Balochistan, it is essential to inculcate the lesson
of tolerance in our educational system. The students who will be taught tolerance will
become useful citizens of the country in future and being prospective teachers they
will be able to disseminate the message of tolerance to next generation. Hence, the
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proposed study will be helpful in achieving the goal of promoting tolerance through
teaching.

Statement of the Problem
In view of the international research and emphasis on tolerance and its
importance for a sustainable society, there is need to utilize education as an agent to
promote tolerance. The proposed study aims at developing tolerance among students
(prospective teachers) through classroom activities i.e. discussions, role play, and
exposure to diverse literature.

Objectives of the Study
The objectives of the study were:
1. Examining the existing level of tolerance among students (prospective
teachers) enrolled in post graduate classes.
2. To find out the effect of classroom activities on the tolerance level of
students.
3. To find out the differential effect of classroom activities.
4. To find out the relationship of academic background and tolerance level.

Research Questions
1. What is the present level of tolerance of students at Graduation/Master’s
level?
2. What is the effect of role play on the tolerance level of students?
3. What is the effect of discussion on the level of tolerance?
4. Does exposure to diverse literature has any effect on tolerance level of
students?
5. What is the effect of teaching tolerance activities on the tolerance level of
students?
4

6. What is the differential effect of different class activities in developing
tolerance?
7. Is there any relationship between the tolerance level of students and the
subjects/institutes opted at B.A level by the students?

Significance of the Study
Tolerance is a human capacity to accept the existence of differences among
people. These differences may be based on gender, religion, color, race, ethnicity,
ability line, caste, religious beliefs. For a peaceful and coherent society it is important
that people give respect to those having any kind of differences. Currently, Pakistan is
undergoing a very critical period of anarchy. News on media presents a picture of
Pakistan as an intolerant society where people are not ready to let those live who are
different from them whether on political grounds or religious or ethnic identifications.
Events of violence all over the country especially in Karachi, Quetta, and Peshawar
are alarming, leading the country toward a state of disaster. The factors contributing
towards intolerant behavior are not known completely. In such a condition it is very
important on one hand to identify the factors responsible for intolerance and
discriminatory behaviors leading to violence and on the other to preach the lesson of
tolerance to establish a peaceful environment in the country.
Educational institutions function as an agent of change in a society. Education
can be used as a vehicle for modifying attitudes and thus reducing prejudice and
feelings of hate toward “different” others. The present study is an effort in the same
line and hence very much relevant to the current social situation. It will contribute in
improving system of education by exploring certain methods and teaching strategies
which can be effective for enhancing tolerance among students.
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The study will be helpful in making the curriculum enriched with learning
experiences leading towards open mindedness and difference accepting attitude thus
enhancing the tolerance level of students. As the study will focus on exploring some
content free activities, these activities might be inculcated in running curriculum of
the educational institutions at any grade level and subject.

Operational Definitions
Operational definitions of the key terms (factors) are as follows:
Gender.
The state of being male or female typically used with reference to social and
cultural differences rather than biological one.
Caste.
Caste is a social group or collection of families bearing a common name
which is usually associated with specific occupation, claiming common descent.
Ethnicity.
A community whose heritage offers important characteristics is common
between its members and which makes them distinct from other communities.
Pakistan has four ethnic groups; Balochi, Pujnabi, Pathan, Sindhi.
Other Religions.
Religion is a particular system of faith and worship. In this study four religions
are included; Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism.
Religious sects.
A set of beliefs or aims which guide someone’s actions.
Disability.
Disability is a condition or function judged to be significantly impaired related
to the usual standards of an individual or group.
6

Tolerance.
For the purpose of study tolerance is defined as “low levels of bias toward
gender, religious sects, minorities, caste, ethnicity and difference in abilities”.

Delimitations of Study
The scope of study was delimited to:
1. Activities performed in classroom during the lesson in course of Communication
Skills in English i.e. discussions, role play, exposure to diverse literature.
2. Tolerance towards gender, religious sects, minorities, caste, ethnicity and
difference in ability.

Limitations of Study
A decrease in sample occurred during the experiment (From N=47 to N=37).
The detail of reasons for this reduction is given in the table on the following
page (table 1.1):
Table 1.1
Reasons for the Decrease in Number of Students
Sr.#

Student No.

Reasons for decrease in number of Subjects

1

404

Not attended the class since commencement of first semester.

2

407

Shifted to regular session of B.Ed after one week of
commencement of semester.

3

412

Not promoted

4

415

Not promoted to second semester due to failure in final exam.

5

422

Not promoted to second semester due to failure in final exam.

6

430

Not attended the class since commencement of first semester.

7

431

Not attended the class since commencement of first semester.

8

435

Not promoted

9

436

Not attended the class since commencement of first semester.

10

438

Not promoted to second semester due to failure in final exam.

7

As it was a longitudinal experimental study, mortality of subjects is normal
phenomenon with such long time studies. It can affect the experiment if the absence
of subjects has a significant effect on the results of study (Gay, 1995). In case of
present study the mortality of subjects did not influence the results, because there
were only five students who were dropped out at early stage of the experiment. Other
five never joined the experiment.
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Chapter 2
Review of Related Literature
This section will deal with developing a conceptual framework for the study.
An overview of previous research studies will help in understanding the phenomenon
of tolerance, its importance in an individual’s life as well as for human societies.
Moreover it will be discussed whether tolerance is teachable? How intolerant
attitudes, prejudice and biases can be eliminated through education and what teaching
strategies can help teachers in developing tolerance. As, the debate on tolerance has
recently emerged in Pakistan, there is negligible published research work found
related to the topic yet. So most of the literature related to factors of tolerance in
context of Pakistan is taken from newspapers, magazines and electronic sources.

Tolerance
Tolerance is “the willingness to accept or tolerate somebody/something,
especially opinions or behavior that you may not agree with, or people who are not
like you”(Oxford Advanced Learner Dictionary, 2011). According to American
Heritage Dictionary (1994), tolerance is defined as “the appreciation of diversity and
the ability to live and let others live. It is the ability to exercise a fair and objective
attitude towards those whose opinions, practices, religion, nationality and so on
differs from one’s own”. In its Declaration on the principles of tolerance, UNESCO
(1995) offers another definition of tolerance. Tolerance is respect, acceptance and
appreciation of the rich diversity of our world’s culture, our forms of expression and
ways of being human. Tolerance is harmony in difference.
Tolerance is a social, cultural and religious term applied to the collective and
individual practice of not persecuting those who may believe, behave or act in ways
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of which one may not approve (www.wikipedia.org). It is an entry point on a
developmental process that leads to acceptance, respect and even an affirmation of
differing opinions and ways of life (Nieto, 1996 as cited by Colesante & Biggs, 1999).
Tolerance may also be regarded as a righteous judgment which reflects propositional
interpretation that is rational and verifiable, or narrative interpretation which leads
people to recognize how their dealings can have an effect on the lives of others
(Colesante & Biggs, 1999).
Consistent with respect for human rights, the observance for tolerance does
not mean tolerance of societal unfairness of the rejection or weakening of one’s
convictions. It means that one is at liberty to hold on to one’s own conviction and
accepts that others hold on to their. It means recognizing the fact that human beings,
logically varied in their appearance, circumstances, language, actions, and ideals,
have the right to live in harmony and to be as they are. It also means one’s views are
not to be obligatory on others (Peterson, 2003).
Tolerance is viewed as a way of thinking and feeling-but most notably, of
performing that gives us harmony in our individuality, respect for those different from
us, the wisdom to differentiate human values and the valor to act upon them
(Peterson, 2003).
In fact, it is difficult to ‘define’ tolerance since it is a notion open to numerous
explications that range from indiscriminate recognition to forbearance or ‘Putting up
with’ (Oberdiek, 2001). Tolerance is defined in a somewhat different way from one
language to another, for instance: ‘the capability to agree to ideas or opinions
dissimilar from one’s own’(Spanish); ‘an approach which grants that others may think
or operate in a way unusual from that of one’s self’(French); ‘keenness to tolerate,
forbearance’(English); ‘permit, acknowledge to be kind towards others’(Chinese);
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‘pardon, indulgence, compassion, patience… accommodating others and forgiving’
(Arabic); ‘to admit/accept the being, existence of something/somebody, to settle
oneself to something/somebody’ (Russian) (UNESCO, 1997, as cited in Developing
Empathy & Tolerance). These differences are mostly differences about the notion of
tolerance, rather than the practice of tolerance. In other words, while different
languages or cultures differ likewise they would define the notion, the practice, and
the goals of tolerance as widely accepted as essential to peace. Regardless of their
differences, each definition covers the primary spirit of tolerance: to value the
privileges of others-the ‘different’- to be who they are, to abstain from harm because
harming ‘the other ’means to harm all and to the self.
Tolerance, or social tolerance as a phrase, stresses each member of society to
act with respect among other members of society in social, public environments,
recognizing the differences of each person living in that society. Social tolerance
requires all members of a society to “walk among each other,” without fear of
physical or emotional disturbance (Schatz, 2004). Social tolerance is an essential
aspect for promising democracies and can be used as a key idea in mounting societal
policies (Schatz, 2004). The United Nations enacted a Declaration of Principles on
Tolerance in 1995 (UNESCO, 2003).This international declaration phrases about
tolerance, “live together in peace” and “as good neighbors”. Social tolerance requires
its community to identify differences in individuals and families, and, allow those
who are dissimilar to co-exist, collaborate, on a day by day basis.
Social tolerance refers to an individual's readiness to relate with someone on
diverse levels: from merely living in the similar neighborhood, to living next entrance,
to becoming close associates with that person (Schnittker, 2000).
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Intolerance and its Roots
“Intolerance in multi-ethnic, multi-religious, or multi-cultural societies leads
towards violation of human rights, aggression or equipped conflict” (UNESCO,
1995). Intolerance is very habitually ingrained in the unawareness and fear: fear of
unfamiliar, of the other cultures, nations, religions. Intolerance is also closely linked
to an overstated sense of self-respect and pleasure, whether personal, national or
religious. Following description of bias and the components of bias will help in
understanding the phenomenon of intolerance:

Bias and its Types
The term bias describes an inclination towards a specific perspective, ideology
or result, especially when that inclination is a hindrance to the ability to be impartial,
unprejudiced, or objective (www.wikipedia.org). Following description of bias and its
components will be helpful in understanding how and why people show a
discriminatory behavior and feel negative about those who are different from them.
“Bias is an individual’s predisposition or prejudice towards something or
somebody” (The Concise Oxford Dictionary, 1990). Engberg (2004) in his Meta
analysis of various research studies has provided the following types of bias:
Prejudice.
Prejudice usually is defined as a negative attitude, even though theorists
remain conflicted on the precise nature of the underlying characteristics that escort
such attitudes. Allport's (1954) explanation of prejudice, for example, is steeped in
cognitive provisos and refers to a negative attitude, based on faulty or inflexible
generalizations, that is anticipated for an individual or group. More recent theories (e.g.,
Stephan & Stephan, 1985), however, are based on group membership, emphasizing
that people make assessments and evaluations of others based on their attitudes or
12

viewpoint about the cluster to which the person identifies.
Stereotypes.
Stereotypes correspond to a collection of viewpoints or characteristics about
members of particular groups (Hamilton & Sherman, 1996; Hilton & von Hippel,
1996). Whereas many theorists conceptualize stereotypes as mistaken beliefs resulting
from illogical processes (Allport, 1954) or extreme inflexibility and opposition to
transform (Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswick, Levinson, & Sanford, 1950), other theorists
point to the purposeful value of stereotypes in helping people to process information
about people and simplify the intricacy of their environment (Hamilton & Troiler,
1986). More recent conceptualizations point to the idea of "dispersion inaccuracy," that
involves over attributing the degree to which a particular group shares a peculiarity
(Ryan, Park, & Judd, 1996). This phenomenon has been referred to as the
“magnification of diversity" or the "out-group homogeneity effect,” which emphasize
the propensity for individuals to see their own group as distinct and diverse while
viewing out-groups as a uniform set of others (Mullen & Hu, 1989). Out-group are
most often assumed as uniform along more negative qualities, and research has
established that majority groups are more prone to exhibit this bias than are minority
groups (Oakes, Haslam, & Turner, 1994).
Stereotypes are typically activated mechanically on the foundation of
phenotypical characteristics (e.g., race, age, and sex; Stephan & Stephan, 2001). Devine
(1989) proposes that all individuals are exposed to their society's widespread
stereotypes during socialization and that, unless intentionally overcome, those
stereotypes are automatically activated in everyday life. As a result, information
processing tends to be partial and strongest for well-developed stereotypes, such as
those pertaining to race, religion, sex, and gender (Stangor & McMillan, 1992). In
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addition, Stangor & McMillan (1992) emphasize that stereotypes are maintained by
the larger inclination for individuals to recollect expectancy-confirming information
about different racial groups, which affects how individuals observe, perceive, and pile
up information. This bias is worsened by "illusory correlation" a term introduced by
Hamilton & Rose (1980) that is, a memory bias in which individuals overrate the
incidence with which certain groups (e.g., minority groups) cling to negative
behaviors.
Affective reactions.
The affective dimension consists of more exciting or intuitive reactions based
on the social distinctiveness of a particular individual or group (Dovidio & Gaertner,
2004). Emotional reactions vary from strong negative affect (Mackie, Devos, &
Smith, 2001) to uneasiness and anxiety (Stephan & Stephan, 1985), to minor degrees
of appreciation and reverence for groups different from one's own (Smith & Ho,
2002). Additionally, Stephan and Stephan's research confirmed that high levels of
anxiety are linked with evading behavior, augmented stereotyping, and assumed levels
of difference to out-group members. At last, Wilder & Simon (2003) suggest that the
valence, strength, and blend of affect are important components to consider in
accepting the influence of affect on intergroup associations. For example, studies
show that individuals in negative or positive, rather than unbiased, mood states are
more apt to involve in stereotyping, particularly when interacting across race
(Bodenhausen, Sheppard, & Kramer, 1994; Forgas & Moylan, 1991).
Discrimination.
Discrimination, the final component of bias, involves a baseless negative
conduct toward members of a specific racial group. According to Allport (1954),
discrimination occurs when individuals or groups are denied parity of conduct, despite
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their want or wish for such impartiality. Fishbein & Azjen's (1975) theory of reasoned
action suggests that inequitable conduct is based on the interplay between attitudes
(e.g., prejudice) and communal norms. According to this theory, individuals evaluate
together the worth of the planned result and the chance of accomplishment against
their perceptions of the level of support they will obtain from those most important to
them. Other interpretations through light on unfairness as actions aimed to protect
one's advantaged place at the cost of a targeted group (Jones, 1972).
If nonconforming individuals are dealt with a higher level of tolerance, the
higher tolerance they stir up may become widespread in the group (Klein & Kunda,
1992; Kunda & Oleson, 1995; Lieppe & Eisenstadt, 1994; Mackie et al. as cited by
Golebiowska, 1996). The awareness about multicultures of race, racism, diversity,
prejudice, and discrimination (Gay, 2002; Villegas & Lucas, 2002), learned in the
Foundations of Education course in the societal and cultural context of the School of
Education at the USCS, certainly, had a part in the achievement of students’ new
understanding, and the successive shift in their disposition (Stevens & Charles, 2005).
The revised accredited status of schools of education require them to
dispositions related to diversity, that is, trainers of teachers should help pre-service
educators to develop respect, appreciation, and tolerance toward students and
colleagues from dissimilar backgrounds likewise pledge to the principle of equivalent
opportunity of education for all (National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education, 2001). Such exposures will widen their multicultural understanding, thus
making them teachers able to teach students with diverse backgrounds (Aguillar &
Pohan, 1996; Gay, 2002; Villegas & Lucas, 2002 as cited by Stevens & Jim, 2005).
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Sources of Intolerance
The conception of tolerance imply recognition of diverse identities, ideals and
lifestyles beside racial, ethnic, religious, class, gender, sexuality, and capability lines.
On the other hand, intolerance is described as the condemnation of differentiation
according to any of the previously outlined factors or all of them. In general,
intolerance is linked with assumptions about the uniqueness and supremacy of one’s
own societal cluster, which can considerably influence how one views and acts
toward those perceived as ‘others’. Construction of identification, in provisos of
gender, racial, ethnic, or other traits, is a relational procedure in which individuals and
groups classify themselves as opposed to others (Bryan & Vavrus, 2005).
The United Nations Culture of Peace Declaration casts a wide net while
addressing tolerance and unity, “recognizing the need to eliminate all forms of
discrimination and intolerance, including those based on race, color, sex, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, property,
disability, birth or other status” (Christie, & Dawes, 2001).
In U.S, each year thousands of hate crimes are committed against individuals
due to their race, religion, disability, ethnicity (Hodge & Wolfer, 2008). In the recent
times, the bias and prejudice occurs so often to be regarded as an unfortunate dilemma
of mankind (Khan, 2011).
Different research investigations propose that individuals are usually
prejudiced to other gender, other religion, and race, or ethnicity (Prutzman & Johnson,
1997; Chang, 2002; Hurtado, 2001; Stangor & McMillan, 1992 as cited by Enberg,
2004; Klein, 1992; Brehm, 1998; Hendrson- King& Kaleta 2000; Christie & Dawes,
2001). Keeping in view the conclusions of these investigations, the factors of gender,
ethnicity, disability and other religion have been selected for the study.
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However, caste and religious sects particularly relate to our society. People of
a particular caste, racial or religious minority are discriminated and due to this
distinction, laborer and ordinary workers are positioned at the inferior rank (Krishna
Prasad Upadhyaya Anti-Slavery International 2008). Hindu Scheduled castes are the
nastiest prey to discrimination as they are prejudiced both as minority and lower caste
(Ghosh, 1997). The investigation on tolerance and intolerance are harder to delink
from the societal and cultural setting wherein they are administered (Weil, 1985).
Traditionally and dominantly, it is understood that education primarily
changes individuals, altering their characters and basic ideals in the way of diversity
tolerance and devotion to values that are democratic in nature (Adorno, FrenkelBrunswick, Levinson & Sanford 1950; Hyman & Wright 1979; Lipset, 1960). In
accordance with this, “developmental” viewpoint, these alterations are not an outcome
of simply direct tolerance teaching and democratic ideals, but development in
student’s personality and cognition. Education enhances broadmindedness by
mounting the orientation of students and stimulation of cognition and personality
development (Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswick, Levinson & Sanford 1950). It is agreed
that ego is strengthened by education which in turn develops the capability to tolerate
diversity (Phelan, Link, Stueve & Moore, 1995).
Historically, as a matter of fact, societal clusters have debarred people who do
not accept to the opportunity of the cluster, and these prospects imitate criteria
concerning membership of cluster, like gender, race, and ethnicity. Such denunciation
is never a result of child’s deficiency of societal skills but a result of concerns about
functions of group, that in numerous situations include attitudes based on prejudice
and stereotype on the part of group members. Regarding gender, stereotype has been
considered as shared viewpoint about the distinctive qualities of males and females
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(Ruble & Martin, 1998). Social-cognition domain model, however, holds that
stereotypes are a type of conventional reasoning. The reason being the stereotypes
reflect prospect about what makes society work (Stoddart & Turiel, 1985).
Stereotyping, is a way to process information and a method to process
information to develop understanding of social reality. The social-role expectations
stimulate stereotypes attached to gender. As a result of expectations relate to socialrole, some forms of stereotyping of gender are condoned more regularly than are
expectations about racial and ethnic stereotyping due to multifaceted societal and
political histories and varied forces (Minow, 1990; Okin, 1989, 1999). Stereotypes are
a continual type of knowledge that children use when doing daily societal decisions
(Killen, Lee-Kim, McGlothlin & Stagnor, 2002). Education widens the viewpoints of
highly educated beyond communities and groups (Gabennesch, 1972; Roof, 1974).
With higher levels of education, individuals experience contacts with more
diverse elements of an increasingly abstract and universal store of cultural values and
meanings. These contacts progress from elementary school environments that are
typically located in and dominated by local communities, to universities that
participate in worldwide systems of cultural exchange. As levels of education
increase, the ritual density of "educated" life forms decreases. Therefore, we
hypothesize the more educated to be significantly more likely to favor racial equality.
Furthermore, higher education decreases the density of life-forms by exposing
members to abstract written symbols. As opposed to face-to-face interactions where
co-present actors exert considerable pressures on group conformity, systems of
written communication extend be-yond particular groups and thus decrease the ritual
density of present life forms. In this way, written communication favors abstract and
deco textual modes of reasoning and experiencing that contradict the symbolic nature
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of prejudice (Allport 1954) to perceive and interact in terms of concrete, visible, and
descriptive symbols.
In the following pages the relation of tolerance with these factors is discussed
with the help of various studies, essays and materials from books.
Ethnicity.
Almost in all societies, ethnic tolerance is a serious issue. Prejudice, a rigid
negative approach to entire category of people, is a manifestation of ethnic
intolerance. It is generally accepted that prejudiced attitude and ethnic intolerance are
not only learnt from parents, but also from teachers and significant others (Bergen
2001, as cited by Sebre & Gundare, 2003).
Volkan (1997) as cited by Schatz, (2004) examines the role that ethnic
loathing plays to unite similitude and distinctions amongst people. He suggests that
“When one large group interacts with another, “we-ness” whether it is described in
relation to religious, ethnic, national, or racial association acts as a hidden force in an
unfolding drama”. He furthers this proposal with the suggestion that individuals are
not worried with their “label” until in danger of extinction. When endangered,
however, they come into their ‘ethnic tent,” so to speak.
According to Blumer (1986), ethnic minorities will be received first
politically, economically and lastly as private connections. Although simple
experience to others’ attitudes allow one to build an attitudinal standard, many group
context entail a certain level of dialogue that repeatedly is leaned to making a group
judgment or coming at a group situation. However, such group relations are
tremendously about establishing, negotiating, or confirming group attitudes, norms,
and uniqueness (Hogg & Reid, 2006). Group members deduce or provoke the
substance of a social identity (norms, attitudes, rules) from intra group message and
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the individual assistance of group members (Postmes, Haslam & Swaab, 2005).
Communication serve to build norms and identity and provide the way by which
group distinctiveness may be translated into a tangible situational norm or archetype
that apply to events inside a definite framework. In a research investigation of
electronic communication, Postmes, Spears & Lea (2000) established that as the time
passes, groups converge in the substance and the stylistic form of their
communication, producing attributes that were unique to the group and lessening
within-group heterogeneity. It is also proved that with the passage of time, widespread
views and attitudes consistent to norms tend to take over, and the discourse among
group strain out norm-inconsistent attitudes, narrowing the group’s scale to
concentrate on norm-consistent attitudes (Kashima, 2000).
Members who promote no normative attitude habitually are discredited
(Marques, Abrams, & Serôdio, 2001), and straight condemnation of groups is
tolerated more if the critic is viewed as an in-group, not an out-group, member
(Hornsey, 2005; Hornsey & Imani, 2004).
Like the communal aggression of 1990s, the ethnic and sect base based
aggression has reached to new heights in Karachi these days. This situation is
calamitous for stability, an addition to economic woes, and stimulant to ethnic and
sectarian violence in Pakistan. Since 2004, separatist feelings have taken deeper roots
in Balochistan and are associated with regional political dynamics. The Baloch riot is
unique from other conflicts, mainly in that Sunni-Deobandi philosophies play little
part. It however is fueled by alike factor which include, poverty, low development,
and estrangement (Vira & Cordesman, 2011).
Ethnicity may be defined as a cluster of individuals living together but not
merging with one another. These individuals mingle up on territorial, professional,
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language, and geographical basis while not coming at loggerheads with each other.
Ethnicity itself is not injurious for survival of any state while the strength of various
factors develops contrary and antagonistic environment. Further, an ethnic cluster
may be described in terms of a collection of attributes like religion, caste, region,
language, nationality, race, color, and culture. Some universal characters of an ethnic
cluster may be; collective name, common Mythology, shared history, shared religion
and language (Majeed, 2010).
The Third Committee and, subsequently, the General Assembly adopted,
without a vote, the Resolution on the elimination of all forms of intolerance and of
discrimination based on religion or belief, which replicates last year's text.
(Elimination of all forms of intolerance, discrimination and defamation based on
religion or belief. 61st session of the General Assembly (September to December
2006, New York).
Gender.
It is given that there is no society, in which women enjoy the same
opportunities as men, whether measured by enrollment in school, literacy, preparation
for careers, political participation, earned income, or any other measure that reflects
quality of life (Karam, 1995). Worldwide compared with men, women get only 54%
of the years of schooling, even though more education for women translates into
multiple benefits to societies (Christie & Dawes, 2001). Sadker & Sadker (1986), as
cited by Gray & Leith (2004), define schools as institutions that methodically
generate and reproduce inequalities based on gender. For example, Younger &
Warrington (1996), as cited by Gray & Leith (2004) assert that the majority teachers
think that they treat male and female students equally, but that this is hardly ever
attained.
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Stereotypes have an established reflection toward a definite entity, individual
or fact etc. and these attitudes about distinctiveness of male and female are everlasting
and are proved to be defiant to modify (Dodge, Gilroy & Fenzel, 1995; Leutow,
Garovich, & Leutow, 1995 as cited by Christie & Dawes, 2001).
Males are characterized by aggressiveness, forcefulness, independence and
decisive qualities while females are characterize by kindness, helpfulness, sympathy
and concern for others (Heilman, 2001).
Stereotype towards gender can hamper females from moving up the hierarchy
as the decision-making rank jobs are always thought to be manly. It means that such
positions are thought for individual with hard; commanding with more influential
power and further accomplishment oriented which are regarded male qualities. Hence,
the higher level job description is customarily described as mannish based upon
elements like work sphere and particular area of managing. Some investigations
signify that a portrayal of a superior executive is ascribed by manliness (Heilman,
Block, Martell, & Simon, 1989) and all manly qualities are needed for a thriving
administrator. Therefore, not only the higher level management but also superior
management is said to be a mannish trade.
At times females have to pay penalty for their competency whenever they
strive to rupture the glass ceiling antagonism that is aimed toward them. Likewise
competency is commended in males while taken disapprovingly in females (Horner,
1972 as cited by Kahloon, 2011). Race, class and gender shape individuals’ lives, their
associations with others and/or cluster and the entities around them. Additionally, as
these categories shape dominance and discrimination, this routinely imply those
societal, financial and political wherewithals are distributed unevenly among the
groups renowned by these categories (Boris & Janssens, 1999).
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Gender is at root a position disparity—that is, a system of discrimination
which is based on cultural values about status difference among types of people—
male and female. It has been investigated that a typical male is yet regarded as
considerably more vigorously agnatic than a typical woman, and the typical woman is
yet viewed as more communal than the typical man. It has also been established that
females were viewed as only somewhat less cognitively capable than males (Cejka &
Eagly 1999; Diekman & Eagly 2000; Koenig & Eagly, 2006 as cited by Ridgeway,
2011). These findings illustrate narrow fundamentals of customary gender stereotypes
are yet in practice. Both the core hierarchical and different dimensions of gender
stereotypes continue to carry a prescriptive edge in cultural beliefs about how men
and women should be (Ridgeway, 2011).
Accomplishment is linked with brilliance in customarily gendered domain—
male accomplishments in workplace, female accomplishments at home, in roles like
mother and wife. It is appealing to wind up, if females might surmount the insight that
they lack capability, they might do away with any partiality. But, regrettably, the
stereotype that a female has more communal traits than males do as well may be
difficult for women. It is not only a general understanding that females are extra
communal, but they inflict more stress on females than on males for being communal.
Females, more than males, are anticipated have the traits of kindness, helpfulness,
warmness, and supportiveness. Owing to such prospects, females receive lesser
acknowledgement for communal actions rather have to pay price for not showing
communal behavior. For example, investigators comparing reaction to workers
extending help to their mates has described that people identify and recompense
males’ support but not females’ (Heilman & Chen, 2005).
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In accordance with the theory of social identity and social organization,
individuals prefer in-groups over out-groups since recognizing with sought-after
clusters develops a individuals’ self-esteem (Bertjan, Ellemers & Spears, 1999; Tajfel,
1982). Despite equivalent work, males give female bosses lesser assessment than
male bosses (Eagly, Makhijani, & Klonsky, 1992). Having agreed that gender
inequity is against the law in many developed countries; its ongoing existence may
appear confusing. In numerous perspectives, deliberate favoritism is no more in
practice. Still, unfairness prevails repeatedly in concealed, delicate, and in not
deliberate form (Dovidio & Gaertner, 2004). Individuals may differentiate mistakenly
by way of “mindless” procedures that maneuver away from their cognizant alertness.
Those practicing unfairness may consider that they are simply selecting the superior
individual for the job or else acting in a dispassionate way while in fact they are
partial toward female and minorities (e.g., Lane, Banaji, Nosek, & Greenwald, 2007).
The probability for prejudice towards females as bosses prevails when individuals
hold a stereotype regarding females which is contrasting with the traits that they
consider are necessary for achievement in head role. Even if a female actually has the
traits considered essential for headship, people might suppose that she does not “have
what it takes” for achievement as a boss. These conclusions then elicit a less
approving approach toward individuals who are stereotypically incompatible than to
those who are compatible with the necessities of a head role (Eagly & Karau, 2002;
Heilman, 2001). Such a behavior constitutes prejudice while the stereotypically
corresponding and incompatible people are objectively comparable on the traits that
lead to efficient management. A general consequence is inequitable attitudes toward
incompatible people. Are female susceptible to prejudice owing to the thinking that
people usually hold about them? Gender stereotypes have been examined extensively
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consisting of characteristics that individuals believe male and female possess (e.g.,
Newport, 2001; for a review, see Kite, Deaux, & Haines, 2008). Contrasting to
findings of actual gender differences in qualities (e.g., Costa, Terracciano, & McCrae,
2001), gender stereotypes submit to consensual viewpoint concerning such qualities.
Such stereotypes are persistent and extensively shared by together by males and
females (Chrisler & McCreary, 2010).
Both genders were revealed in extremely gender-stereotyped customs in the
domestic as well as in the work-related separation of labor, and in the actions,
attitudes and qualities portrayed. More or less all and sundry who has done
comparative research on gender favoritism in textbook has come fundamentally to the
same outcome. For instance Jassey (1997) in Japan concluded that virtually all of the
investigations found that textbooks have not sufficiently reflected the variety of
female’s roles and occupations in the daily life. Generally, it looks gender biased
metaphors are abundantly prevailing in school textbooks all over the world (Jassey,
1998, as cited by Blumberg, 2007).
It is considerable fact that textbooks are harder to ignore, Why not? Think
about the following figures: Sadker & Zittleman (2007) cite research “that students
expend as a good deal as 80 to 95 % of class time using textbooks and that teachers
constitute a greater part of their instructional decisions based on the textbook.” And a
Canadian study found that the average teacher uses textbooks for 70 to 90 % of class
time (Baldwin & Baldwin 1992, as cited by Blumberg, 2007).
A further examination viewed at conventional gender roles. Men were
portrayed as “masters” domestically. They didn’t discuss with other gender on matters
like upbringing offspring, and domestic expenses. Women were chastised for
differing with the men. Frequently, they were portrayed as absorbed to maintain the
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house to a higher standard to the happiness of the husband (Blumberg, 2007).
Gender refers to societal constructs of the role and tasks of female and male.
The differentiation in roles and household tasks among female and male stems from
family, society, and culture. The concept of gender includes our expectations about
the uniqueness, attitude and behavior of female and male, and is essential to facilitate
gender analysis. The diverse role, privileges and possessions that both the sexes have
in society are significant determinants of the nature and scope of their inequity and
poverty. Inequity in admittance to possessions between female and male is highly
common in poor and developing countries. Gender inequities refer to disparity in
circumstances among female and male to realize their full human rights (Chaudhry &
Rahman, 2009).
Discrimination based on gender has been an ingredient of all the cultures and
is yet prevailing in numerous areas of developing world. Particularly, the areas where
gender based discrimination is yet evident in a range of forms, are South and SouthEast Asia, and parts of the Middle East and North Africa. The discrimination against
female child is acutely ingrained in the cultures of these regions. Male off springs are
preferred to female off springs due to a lot of reasons. Generally, boys are thought to
be better investment in future, as old-age protection and ways of better social status,
whereas girls are thought to be expensive particularly in regions (such as South Asia)
whereas the parents have to give a dowry to the family of the bride at marriage of the
girl. In these cultures, the girls have to leave her parents’ dwelling after and to live
along and serve up family of husband. So parents may regard daughters as negative
returns on investment (Syed, 2008).
Further, discrimination in inheritance, decision-making exclusion, and
restrictions on movement, the females in South Asia do face partial treatment in labor
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market. They are not equally compensated for equal labor and face harassment and
maltreatment in the work-setting (Upadhyaya & Anti-Slavery International, 2008).
The standing of females in Pakistan is not homogenous due to the
interconnection of gender with other form of barring in the society. There is large
variety in the standing of females along classes, regions, and the rural/urban split
because of irregular socioeconomic improvement and the influence of tribal, feudal,
and capitalist societal formation on female’s lives. However, female’s state of affairs
vis-à-vis male is one of general subordination, determined by the actors of patriarch
cal society across classes, regions, and the rural/urban split. Gender is among the
principles that organize Pakistani society. Patriarchy ideals entrenched in local
customs and cultures predetermine the societal ideal of gender. A false split between
production and reproduction, shaped by the philosophy of sexual splitting up of labor,
has positioned female in reproductive role as wives and mothers in the private domain
of home and male in industrious role as bread hunters in the public domain. It has
resulted to a lower stage of source investment in females by the family and the State.
Therefore, lower investment female human resource, coupled by the ideology of
purdah (veil), negative societal biases, and cultural practice; the notion of honor
associated with females’ sexuality; prohibitions on mobility; and the internalization of
patriarch cal attitude by female themselves, happens to be, the foundation for gender
disparities in all walks of life (Asian Development Bank, 2000).
In an Islamic society, males are thought to be ontologically better than
females. It is widely understood that a female is duty-bound to tender to the male in
his capacity as her “husband, father or brother” (Khan 1983 as cited Syed & Ali,
2005).
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Female status in Pakistan is based on two basic perceptions that females are
inferior to male, and that a male’s honor resides in the acts of the females of his
family (FRD, 1994 as cited by Syed & Ali, 2005). In order to make sure that females
do not dishonor their families, their mobility is limited, and restrictions are placed on
their behaviors and actions, and are permitted limited connection with opposite
gender. These widespread perceptions have deeper implication for female’s involvement
in financially viable actions, specifically in the arena of formal work. The notion of
modesty requires a particular space protocol for male and female. Space is allotted to and
used in a different way by males and females. By untying females from the actions of
males, physically and symbolically, Purdah (veil) induces varied men and women
domains. Most females live major part of lives physically within their homes and
courtyard and move out only for grim and permitted purposes with the consent of their
fathers, brothers or husbands. Away from home, societal life normally revolve around the
actions of males. In many parts of the country, excluding certain urban areas, individuals
consider a female--and her family--to be less than noble if no prohibitions are placed on
her mobility (FRD, 1994 as cited by Syed & Ali, 2005).

Educated girls were considered to be self-conceited and defiant to husband’s
commands and usually deviant to pay proper attention to domestic tasks, which were
then held to limit probability of their possible future marriages in respected families
(Muhammad & Askar, 2009).
Among the most lasting prejudices in Pakistani society is its gender inequality
as portrayed in the socio-economic and political arenas of life, preventing the types of
roles and responsibilities females can assume. This discrepancy is perpetuated and
provoked in the depiction of females in the media both electronic and print that is an
influential device with far-off accomplishment impact and influence on human
consciousness.
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Media in Pakistan generally portrays gender issues in a biased manner.
Women are portrayed as weak, dependent and lacking enlightened approach, while
men are portrayed as aggressive, manipulative and insensitive. The reality is contrary
to the images portrayed. Differences in opportunities and access to the sources
between male and females exist throughout the world, but they are mainly widespread
in poor developing nations. Such inequalities aggravate at earlier stages, for instance,
sons typically obtain a superior distribute of education and health spending than
daughters. Daughters, in numerous developing nations, are permitted less education
by their families than sons, and this may be depicted by the lower level of enrollment
of females’ and lower levels of literacy rates among females. As a result, women have
less job openings, particularly in the formal sectors. There prevail gross gender
inequities in the areas of education, heath, social status, economic empowerment
along with societal injustice. But now there is a mounting apprehension at the policy
formulation level of the government that gender discrimination and inequalities
cannot be acknowledged. Therefore, the Pakistan government has adopted a number
of useful steps to trim down gender inequality (Moheyuddin, 2005).
Disability.
A review of the literature shows that no one likes people with disabilities
literature has many, many illustrations of these attitudes. More examples can be found
in literature reviews and bibliographies in Pfeiffer (2002), Wong-Hernandez and
Wong (2002), Pine (1992), and Leong (1986).
Disability is usually viewed as a calamity, a shame, disgraceful, the result of
sin, and a punishment from God. People with disabilities are considered as objects of
pity which bring into being guilt feelings in their family members and close relations.
They are often taken as a burden to others, to their family, to themselves, and to
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society. Usually they are thought to be useless for the society as a result they are
isolated from others and are treated in discriminatory ways. If the person with a
disability is a woman, the situation gets even worse (Westbrook, Legge, & Pennay,
1995).
Vocabulary for disable varies from language to language but the meaning
remains same and negative. In the English language people with disabilities are often
called worthless (not a valid person), handicapped (implying a beggar with a cap), or
disabled (not able). In Japanese the term for a person with a disability is shoguisha:
sho' means harm, obstacle, illness; `gui' means loss, disaster; `sha' means person
(Iwakuma, 1988). A person with a disability in Japanese is one who is an obstacle and
a disaster, who is ill, suffers harm, and experiences loss. In other languages it is the
same.
The intolerant attitude of society toward disability has three paradigms: the
social model, the social constructionist model, and the oppressed minority/political
model. (Pfeiffer, 2001) according to first model, intolerance is taken as societal
foundation due to which the disable remain non privileged group. In social
constructionist model, this intolerance is a result of stigmatization associated with
disable people. In the oppressed minority/political model this intolerance is seen as
the proof of repression of disable people (Pfeiffer, Sam, Guinan, Katherine, Ratliffe,
Robinson, Norma, 2003).
According to a research about Pakistani disables; published by Japan
international cooperation Agency (JICA, 2002) such people remain hidden from the
scenario. Several research studies exploring people’s views about disability reveal
that it is usually taken as a sign of annoyance and punishment for sins of parents or a
trial from God (Shahzadi, 1992, Hussein et al. 2002 as cited by Singal, Bhatti, &
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Malik, 2009).
Reason for such thinking can be associated with misconceptions of people
about disability and in accurate description of religious beliefs. It has led to the
refusal, prejudiced attitude and discrimination toward disables, thus making them
invisible from the social scene. Consequently parents hide such children from others
or try to present them like normal children. The findings of this survey lay emphasis
on the sustained isolation of young people with disabilities in the areas of education,
employment and marriage probabilities (Singal, Bhatti & Malik, 2009).
Another aspect is presentation of disables and disabilities in the curriculum.
Textbook content often contributes to the construction of pessimistic stereotypes
about disability by associating negative features to children with special needs.
Gloomy social and educational roles of special children are presented.
An obvious stereotype, found in the textbooks, is the negative typecast of the
person with a mental disorder. The behavior of such a person is presented as weak and
insufficient to common norms of society thus showing them as less than normal
persons.
Another very frequent stereotype presented in the textbooks is a set opinion
about the lack of possibilities of mentally abnormal people to take part in social life
and education.
Information about disabled people communicated to students at school is
really negative. Textbook content is often discerning. It does not develop students’
tolerance and understanding of disabled people. It is suggested that tolerance could
and almost certainly should be taught, as a separate school subject. Tolerance towards
different people and respect for human beings could be developed through the school
curriculum (Ruškus & Pocevičienė, 2006).
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The idea of Inclusion is essential because it makes certain the equality and
nondiscrimination on the basis of disability and allows students to receive a “free,
suitable public education.” There are pros and cons, benefits and harms attached to
inclusion. If there is an inclusive classroom, cognitive and social development of
disable students will be improved.
Moreover, as there will be diversity of students, in classroom, students and
teachers will learn tolerance by developing and fostering a sense of community where
diversity and differences are esteemed. The segregation and exclusion that results
from separate special education classrooms is avoided. Finally, under the contact
theory, the more interaction there is with individuals with differences, the more
tolerance, empathy, and acceptance for them there is that is fostered and developed
(Savich, 2008).
Research shows that there is an inverse relation between teachers’ intolerant
attitude and the number of children with special needs in the classroom. Gersten,
Walker & Darch, 1988 (as cited by Tejeda-Delgado, 2009) evaluated the relationship
of teacher tolerance and teacher effectiveness. They stated that teachers with the
lowest tolerance for student behavior problems were also most likely to refuse to
accept students with disabilities in their classroom thereby increasing the number of
students they referred to special education (Tejeda-Delgado, 2009).
Other religion.
According to statistics given by the Pakistani government majority of the
population consists of Muslims. Out of which 77% are Sunni Muslim, 20% are Shi'a
Muslim, 1.5% are Christian and the remaining 1.5% are Ahmadis, Hindus, Zikris,
followers of other faiths, or persons of no organized religion.
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In Pakistan, religious freedom violations and discrimination against religious
minorities is a continued issue. However, the prosecution of minorities is not
confined to Pakistan alone; it seems difficult to understand why and how anyone
could feel threatened by religious minorities in our country, where they make up a
minute fraction of the population.
The marginalization of minorities is a violation of both national and
international legislations, including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, to
which Pakistan is a participant. Moreover, Article 20 of Pakistan’s Constitution
approves every citizen’s freedom to profess religion and to manage religious
institutions. Article 33 gives the state the responsibility to discourage parochial, racial,
tribal, sectarian and provincial prejudices among the citizens. Article 36 further
obligates the state to ensure due representation of minorities in the federal and
provincial services. Despite these provisions, religious minorities are facing problems
in the country.
Religious sects.
Sectarian conflict may be referred to brutal clash alongside religious and
political line like the clash between Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland. It
also refers to general ideological, political or armed clash among different schools of
thought as between Shi’a and Sunni Muslims. Non-sectarians accept that free
relationship and tolerance of diverse viewpoints are the foundation to thriving calm
human dealings. While the sectarianism is chauvinism, unfairness, prejudice or
abhorrence to arise from attaching significant to perceived dissimilarity between
subdivisions inside a cluster, such as among denominations of a religion or the faction
of political association. According to the Oxford Dictionary and Thesaurus, the
expression sect means, “a body of people subscribing to religious doctrines different
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from those of an established Church from which they have separated.” The word
sectarian means “of or relating to a sect; dogmatic or narrow-minded in following the
doctrines of one’s sect.” Sectarian mind-set infuses in a society when close-minded
and short-sighted outlook is pursued by a group of individuals who belong to a
specific sect in opposition to another sect. The thoughts of intolerance, prejudice and
bigotry flourish in an atmosphere which is covered up and devoid of the culture of
compassion and illumination. In a society where self-governing ideals with a
progressive direction figure popular perceptions on essential issues, sectarian
disagreement may not get space. Sectarian intolerance develops in a society in which
the state of mind of the populace and their leadership is contracted. Sectarianism
furthermore depicts deeper schism in a society due to rejectionist outlook pursued by
a variety of clusters that belong to the similar religion. When specific sects feel that it
has been disqualified from the majority religious sphere, it adopts an aggressive route
ensuing in sectarian hostility. If the above definitions of sectarian conflict and
sectarianism are viewed in the Pakistani perspective, it clears that while intolerance
and bigotry infuses in a society, one may not stop those clusters that make use of the
constricted religious way of thinking of people for their close-minded interests. An
open and tolerant society will have no room for sectarian forces to function (Ahmar,
2010).
Many violent acts have been occurring in Pakistan for many years between
Muslims of Shiite and Sunni sects. These violent attacks take the shape of malicious
attacks on peaceful Muslims while offering prayers. After a horrendous murder spree
on 2003-JUL-5, the Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC) issued a news release
titled: "Pakistan Bombing: A Wake-Up Call for Muslims:"
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The suicide bombing in Quetta, Pakistan, Friday, that killed dozens of Shiite
Muslim worshipers and injured about 65, should be condemned by all who believe in
God and human decency. This terrible crime illustrates the depth of misunderstanding
and confusion that has darkened those who claim belonging to Islam. Beyond mere
condemnation, MPAC is urgently calling on all conscious and educated Muslims to
expose the root of the malignant ideas that would lead Muslims to undertake such
terrible acts of sectarian violence. These ideas and subsequent actions endanger and
offend the basic principles of Islam, which are mercy, justice, freedom, and human
dignity.
It adds to the outrage that those misguided individuals violated the sanctity of
human life that God made sacred, and desecrated the sanctity of a place of worship.
This terrible crime illustrates the depth of misunderstanding and confusion that
has darkened those who claim belonging to Islam. Beyond mere condemnation,
MPAC is urgently calling on all conscious and educated Muslims to expose the root
of the malignant ideas that would lead Muslims to undertake such terrible acts of
sectarian violence. These ideas and subsequent actions endanger and offend the basic
principles of Islam, which are mercy, justice, freedom, and human dignity.
Relations between shias and sunnis have been stressed since 1989, as a
consequence of a broadening fault line. More than 1400 lives have been lost during
the last fourteen years owing to sectarian conflict. Though sectarian partition has
forever been prevailing in Pakistan, many developments, inside and outside the
country in the 1980s, increased the aggression and casualties (Chandran, 2003).
Sunni-Shia sectarian hostility sustained unabated in Pakistan in 1998 and early
1999 (US Department of State, 1999). The killing of 25 Shia mourners at the
Mominpura graveyard in Lahore on 11 January 1998 lay down the theater for a
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sequence of retaliation killings that left 75 to 78 people deceased and 80 injured in
Punjab province alone by year end and likely 150 deceased in all of Pakistan (HRCP
1999). Although lesser than for 1997, the final number of deceased was yet the third
highest for any year since 1987 (HRCP, 1998). Also noteworthy, the series of tit-fortat murders, once limited to the southern districts of Punjab province (FEER, 1995 as
cited by Immigration and Refugee Board Canada, 1999), sustained to stretch to the
major cities in Punjab (JIR, 1999; Dawn 26 Dec. 1998 as cited by Immigration and
Refugee Board Canada, 1999), as well as to urban Sindh and Northwest Frontier
Province (NWFP), and broaden to consist of "massacres of innocent worshippers of
both beliefs" (JIR Jan, 1999 as cited by Immigration and Refugee Board Canada,
1999). Analyst Anthony Davis, describing in Jane's Intelligence Review, argues that
Pakistan's calamity in interior security, of which sectarian aggression is one part, is
now the country's "most immediate threat" (Immigration and Refugee Board Canada,
1999).
Religious sectarianism is, in fact, the major basis of radical action in Pakistan.
Shia and Sunni aggressions have massacred more than 2,000 and maimed thousands
in the last twenty years (International Crisis Group, 2005).
The social foundation of the sectarian clash has considerably lengthened
because of numerous factors including: a) the use of print media, school textbooks,
religious literature and posters and banners; b) accessibility to the means of electronic
communication; and c) better transport services which have increased mobility of
sectarian activists (Centre for Peace and Development, 2006).
Religious minorities have turn out to be a endangered entity. This
phenomenon is not limited to Non-Muslim religious entities like Hindus, Christians,
Ahmedis and others which only constitute about three percent of the population. It
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also influences Shia’ites who are targeted and killed on a usual basis and make up
about 20 percent of the population (Baqai, 2011).
Pakistan is a country of about 172 million citizens, of whom about 95-96
percent are Muslims, comprising approximately 80 percent Sunni and 20 percent
Shia. The remaining 4-5 percent are Pakistan’s religious minorities, the most
important of which, in descending order of their number of followers, are Christians,
Hindus (including Jains), Zikris, the Ahmadiyya, Sikhs, the Baha’i, Buddhists,
Zoroastrians (Parsis), the Mehdi Foundation and Jews (Gregory & Valentine, 2009).
Sectarian hostility that includes killing fellow Muslims praying in the mosques
or in religious gatherings speaks volumes about religious abhorrence and intolerance.
Comparatively, more Muslims have fallen prey to religious intolerance of the
opponent sects than have members of religious minorities (Rais, 2004).
Caste.
Discriminatory and unkind, callous, and humiliating dealing of a huge
worldwide population has been warranted on the basis of caste. To a large extent of
Asia and parts of Africa, caste is the base for the characterization and elimination of
dissimilar population groups by grounds of their descent. Nearly 250 million people
globally keep on to experience under what is frequently a hidden apartheid of
isolation, contemporary slavery, and other excessive forms of discrimination, abuse,
and aggression. Caste imposes vast obstacles to their complete realization of civil,
political, economic, social, and cultural privileges.
Caste is descent-based and heritable in nature. It is a feature defined by one’s
birth into a particular caste, irrespective of the belief adapted by the person. Caste
denotes a structure of inflexible societal strata into ranked clusters distinct by descent
and occupation. Under a variety of caste systems all over the world, caste divisions
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also dictate in housing, marriage, and general societal dealings—divisions that are
toughened through the practice and peril of societal exclusion, economic boycotts,
and even corporeal aggression. In August 2000 the U.N. Sub commission on the
Promotion and Protection of Human Rights passed resolution 2000/4 on
Discrimination Based on Work and Descent. The resolution, intended to address the
question of caste, reaffirmed that unfairness based on work and descent is forbidden
underneath international human rights law. The Sub commission also determined to
further recognize affected communities, look at on hand constitutional, legislative,
and administrative actions for the elimination of such discrimination, and make
tangible recommendations for the efficient abolition of such practices.
According to a study conducted in 1979, Punjabi Christians of the sweeper
caste were also allegedly treated as untouchables in Pakistan. Time and again, stiff
social norms of cleanliness and pollution are socially imposed through firm
prohibitions on marriage or other social relations between castes. While economic and
social indicators other than caste have gained in worth, allowing inter-marriage
among upper castes, in many countries strong social barriers remain in place against
marriage between lower and higher castes.
Higher dropout and lesser literacy rates amongst inferior castes have rather
simplistically been characterized as the usual outcomes of poverty and
underdevelopment. Though these rates are partially attributable to the need for
inferior-caste children to complement their family earnings through labor, more
menacing and less well-documented is the unfair and insulting dealing faced by
inferior-caste children who endeavor to go to school, at the hands of their teachers and
fellows.
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Swat is a vicinity of northern Pakistan which had a classification of strata of
uneven social groups (qoum) that can be compared to the Hindu caste system, except
that the people are Sunni Muslims. The notion of rite pollution is absent, its place
taken by notions of right and indignity. The populace of the area is about 500,000 and
the people depend upon subsistence agriculture. The groups are such as are to be
found in an agricultural society, and at the base are loathed people - sweepers, washer
men, barbers and those who work with the mettle of animals. There is an effluence by
occupation but caste standing by birth does not put off change of occupation. In ritual
actions there is parity but in everyday situations divisions exist.
In Sindh Province nearly 1.8 million people are living in repression as
agricultural workers, the mass of who are Dalits originally from India. A huge number
of Dalit families work in the brick kiln industry, also under situation of whole
bondage. Bonded families are fundamental prisoners and not permitted to leave until
the debt is paid. In 1992 the Bonded Labour (Abolition) Act was conceded but
observers note that even when the police take actions, state prosecutors fail to file
charges. (Human Rights Watch, 2001)
In Pakistan, the biradery system is strong and profoundly rooted. The Arains
of Toba Tek Singh, the Makhdoom of Hala and Chaudhris of Gujrat would mark their
ballot for their own Kith and Kin. There is a series of major castes and sub-castes. For
the time being different caste groups become inactive but again appear with new
name. Caste based clash usually is apparent during the elections. Caste systems not
only dominate rural politics but also the politics of urban areas (Majeed, 2010).
Pakistani society is characterized by incredible linguistic, ethnic and cultural
variety. There are also substantial financial disparities between various sections of
society, as well as divisions of caste, tribe, clan and class (Mohanty, 2011).
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Group intolerance is one of the worst human traits which has caused immense
harm and misery to humankind and resulted in the worst of injustices. It has taken the
shape of racial prejudice, gender violence, genocide, ethnic cleansing, provincial bias
and civil war (Irfani, 2004).

How Tolerance can be Developed?
Tolerance is a workable goal for a preliminary review course in the School of
Education since pupil centric instruction is a core outlook. Pupil-centered method of
teaching focuses on education through contact with others and with the environment.
The task of the teacher is that of a facilitator or lead not provider of facts. The
students (candidate) construct or build suitable disposition, knowledge, and skills over
time in the course of experience and with guidance (USCS, 2003). The goal of
tolerance does not go uncontested. “Parents, politicians, and educators across the
country call us and write to insisting that to teach tolerance—simply to teach
tolerance—lacks a moral center” (Heller & Hawkins, 1994). In the School of
Education, instructors, faculty contemporaries and external reviewers confront the
idea of teaching tolerance. Goals to appreciate or celebrate diversity may be regarded
more productive (Stevens & Charles, 2005).
College students may adopt tolerant views for the reason that they know that
college graduates, future leaders, are expected to be that way (chartering), and once
the graduates have really attained privileged positions, they prolong to be tolerant
since their continuing achievement depends on having this attitude or, at least, some
credible appearance of it. It should be anticipated that these indirect effects are
particularly definite when the allocate role of education is clearly institutionalized that
is, when specific degrees (e.g., a BA degree) are widely conferred. In some cases, the
cause why cognitive capability is linked to such varied matters as tolerance, parenting
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behavior and wedded firmness is uncertain. In part, basic scholarly competencies
could unswervingly form behavior by growing a person's capacity to make good
judgments about how social processes maneuver to perceive the link between
measures and outcomes, and the like. But it also views probable that cognitive
aptitude is associated to the attainment of precise skills (e.g., speaking ability) and
individual disposition (e.g., self-confidence) that, in turn, influence societal ending. If
so, the effects of cognitive capability are relatively indirect. Thus, to discover that
cognitive capability has mediating impact in a numerical logic is only the beginning
of an elucidation recognized to influence opportunities determinedly (Kingston,
Hubbard, Lapp, Schroeder & Wilson, 2003).
Hyman & Wright (1979) recognized that the more well-informed are more
helpful of civil liberties, a leaning that they and others take as an indicator of general
tolerance ( Kingston, Hubbard, Lapp, Schroeder & Wilson, 2003).
We find reason to remind that whilst a few writers focus on the liberalizing
consequence of familiarity as such, fundamentally holding that prejudice and
intolerance have to retreat in the countenance of information, others point to the
capability improved by educational schooling "to make connection among ideas"
(Bobo & Licari, 1989; Prothro & Grigg, 1960; Sniderman, Brody, & Kuklinski,
1984). Their innermost argument is that the educated mind will commonly be inclined
to seek reasonable consistency in its slanted cosmos and, therefore, providing it
subscribe to the normative ideology of tolerant democracy, also tend to rebuff
intolerance.
Our conclusion so far is, then, consonant with the literature that stresses the
importance of cognition in addition to apprehension of the nature of democracy-both
of which are aggravated by academic institutions in democratic societies. But what
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about the well-educated people who rank higher among intolerants? The literature to
be referred to tend to entail those individuals have been either unsuccessful to become
knowledgeable in spite of their formal investment in schooling or are provoked by
forces beyond the dominion of rationale. But bringing to its rational conclusion, the
line of logic in our examination call for fairly a dissimilar argument: Intolerance
among students is anchored in political viewpoint departing alongside the granule of
the principles on which democracies of the Danish type respite. When students admit
intolerance, it is not by asset of being less logical in their thoughts than are their
tolerant peers, but by good quality of having taken a position far-off to the right of the
philosophy that underpin the Scandinavian welfare states and, in outcome of such a
position, hold bigoted ideals (Gaasholt & Togeby, 1995).

Is Tolerance Teachable?
Corbett (1982 as cited by Brehm, 1998) finds education to be a significant
influence on the level of tolerance one displays. Searching for a reason why some
develop higher levels of tolerance than others Corbett discovered that not all citizens
receive the same form of civic education. The more education one had, the more
likely one has been exposed to democratic processes and concepts of equality. For
increasing the understanding of democracy and how to apply such values, Corbett
suggests that all students during their formal educational years should attend a class
that teaches tolerance. Education exposes students to different people and ideas which
legitimize diversity and increase tolerance. Higher education is instrumental in
increasing awareness and sensitivity toward minority images and can influence level
of tolerance (Brehm, 1998).
Education is life long experience and does not begin or end in schools.
Endeavors to build tolerance through education will not succeed unless they reach all
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age groups, and take place everywhere: at home, in the workplace, in lawenforcement and legal training (UNESCO, 1995).
A university should stand for free inquiry, tolerance and even celebration of
differences. Teaching the language and primacy of tolerance has swiftly become the
cardinal virtue of higher education. Educating for tolerance begins even before a
student arrives, on campus. At many colleges, students are required during the
summer to read a book that stresses one or more areas of diversity (e.g. racial, ethnic,
gender, sexual orientation) the themes and perspectives of the book (e.g. oppression,
celebration of difference) are discussed during a freshman seminar (some of these
seminars occur before the academic year begins while others last for the entire first
semester). These seminars are the dominant pedagogical site for colleges and
universities to intentionally teach tolerance as a core value on the college campus
(Arthure & Bohlin, 2005).
In recent years a significant number of colleges have developed a range of
interactive group activities to dramatize various themes, such as asking students to
line up by skin color, from lightest to darkest, and asking each one to step forward and
talk about how they felt concerning their place in line. At the core of these initiatives
is the belief and rationale that prejudice is learned and can be unlearned; moreover
that prejudices are attitudes rooted in ignorance and fear of differences (Arthure &
Bohlin, 2005).
The conception of higher education which lay an emphasis upon the
development of knowledge and study for its own sake and upon an associated general
enrichment of the mind and understanding may be argued to be contributing to
education for citizenship in a broad sense. Many of the wider benefits of learning
have resonances for the experience and exercise of aspects of citizenship; these
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include the development of attitudes such as tolerance (Arthure & Bohlin, 2005). In
fact, a positive relationship between level of education and tolerance toward out
groups may well be counted among the most replicated findings in the social sciences
(Jenssen & Engesbak, 1994 as cited by Gaasholt & Togeby, 1995). In all, people with
an academically oriented education are dramatically more likely than people without
such a background to hold tolerant attitudes toward ethnic out groups (Gaasholt &
Togeby, 1995).
There is a significant body of research literature that views education as a tool
to reduce prejudice either by manipulating the content or through the influence of the
teacher. Education would therefore, in effect, be an intervening variable between
important social forces such as competition for jobs and housing, on the one hand, and
individual expressions of prejudice, on the other. Research into education's impact
views formal schooling as a means to reduce attitudes of intolerance or even, as one
researcher put it, "to make our children resistant to prejudicial influences and
propaganda . . . in the same manner as we teach them to beware of foreign ideologies
like communism and fascism" (Saenger, 1953; Allport 1979; Hyman & Wright 1979;
Hyman, Wright & Reed 1975; Levin & Levin 1982; Lynch 1987 as cited by Schaefer,
1996).
Greater efforts need to be made to teach children about tolerance and human
rights, about other ways of life. Children should be encouraged to be open-minded
and curious because tolerance is fostered by knowledge, openness, and
communication, freedom of thought, conscience and belief. Tolerance, the virtue that
makes peace possible, contributes to the replacement of the culture of war by a culture
of peace (Peterson, 2003). The reduction of prejudice is not just a social nicety.
Prejudice and discrimination are profoundly harmful to individuals and to societies as
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a whole (Christie & Dawes, 2001).
If we want universities to be leading institutions in a post Enlightenment world
of autonomous liberal democracies then we would see them as actively defending and
promoting the values of consensus, conversation, democracy, equality, fraternity,
freedom, humanism, individuality, justice, pluralism, reasonableness, tolerance and
truth. Universities should not only critique these values within their core curricula but
should also use them to choose appropriate pedagogical approaches in order to engage
their students (Badley, 2005).
Early research on attitude change viewed source or communicator
characteristics as a key variable in determining the effectiveness of an attitude change
attempt.
Sources high in attractiveness, expertise, and so forth produced more attitude
change and were more persuasive than other sources (e.g. DeBono & Telesca, 1990;
Hovland & Weiss, 1951). However, less attention was given to the impact of shared
group membership between the source and the audience on persuasion.
Research has shown that the social identity, shared or otherwise, of the
individuals in the source and audience roles can have considerable impact on both the
processing and eventual effectiveness of persuasive appeals. According to the social
identity approach, when social identity is salient, the validity of persuasive
information is (psychologically) established by in-group norms (Turner, 1991). Thus,
because in-group messages are perceived as more subjectively valid than out-group
messages, people should be more influenced by in-group than out-group sources.
Research supports this contention. Persuasive messages lead to greater attitude
change when they are presented by a source who shares the message recipients’ group
membership than when they are presented by a source who does not share this
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membership (Abrams, Wheterhwell, Cochrane, Hogg & Turner, 1990; McGarty,
Haslam, Hutchison, & Turner, 1994). However, this effect is not due merely to
heuristic processes or compliance—in-group sources can persuade through a number
of different mechanisms, depending on the circumstances. The mere presence of an
in-group source can act as a persuasive cue, leading to increased acceptance,
especially when the group’s position on the issue is clear (Mackie, Gastardo-Conaco,
& Skelly, 1992) or under low elaboration conditions such as a novel attitude topic
(Fleming & Petty, 2000). However, an in-group message can motivate systematic and
effortful processing, especially on group-relevant or group-defining issues (Mackie,
Worth, & Asuncion, 1990; van Knippenberg & Wilke, 1992) or when the message is
delivered by a prototypical or representative group member (van Knippenberg,
Lossie, & Wilke, 1994). Thus, the processes of attitude change are influenced by
social identities and shared group memberships. The social context of groups
determines what information is deemed to be persuasive and the processes by which
attitudes are changed.
Civic virtues include justice, loyalty, reasonableness, tolerance, tact, poise,
civility and civic attention. All of these virtues or skills need to be taught the liberal
commitment to tolerance requires a respect for cultural diversity. Tolerance is the
virtue of permitting diverse ways of life to continue unmolested. Exercising it requires
us to allow others to live in ways we may find repulsive. Tolerance should be
distinguished from acceptance, which is more controversial. Tolerance merely
requires us to allow others we find repellant to live as they choose; acceptance
requires either open-mindedness about the possible value of a diverse way of living or
a positive acceptance of it. Teaching acceptance of diversity by public representatives
is too intrusive, whereas teaching tolerance should be permitted. It may be the case
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that something ought to be accepted without assuming that teachers in public
institutions and other civil servants ought to teach its acceptability. Teaching tolerance
demands that students not to interfere with those practices that legally permitted
simply because they find them disgusting. We have no business, for instance,
harassing smokers, even if we are committed to having their behavior legally
regulated. It also teaches the prudential value of not allowing our moral convictions to
ruin our civic efforts. Deciding that something is wrong does not automatically
require us to attack it or to attack it in the strongest possible terms. We lose allies and
ruin cooperation if we do. We should set the threshold of intolerability high if we are
to promote both partisan effectiveness and free and fair cooperation. Most important,
we must not allow our moral judgments to wreck our most basic civic commitments
by excluding from citizenship or cosigning to second class citizenship those who have
a right to full citizenship. Civic tolerance recognizes, for instance, the right of
adulterers to full citizenship regardless of our level of moral condemnation
concerning adultery. To renounce civic tolerance in this form requires the strongest
possible assertion of public reason explaining why someone should be consigned to
the status of non-citizen or second class citizen (Bernard, Chappell & Persaud, 2007).

Tolerance and Disciplines
Tolerance can be inculcated into education through two basic approacheseither by explicit instruction or through infusion of the themes, ethics and behaviors
of tolerance throughout the school experience. The subjects in which the lessons of
tolerance can be merged are language, literature, history, social studies, mathematics,
science, and arts. Pre service and in service teachers’ training programmes offering
courses in the philosophical or social foundations of education can also inculcate the
text about tolerance to introduce students and practicing teachers the concept of
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tolerance as an essential social value and an important learning goal for social
education.(UNESCO, 1994)
Many research studies conducted during the past three decades have generally
found that a liberal arts education is associated with an increase in humanitarianism
and a sense of civic responsibility and concern for civil rights and higher levels of
tolerance related to social, racial and ethnic diversity (Henderson-King & Kaleta,
2000).

Methods/Strategies for Teaching Tolerance
Review of books and research studies has supported the effectiveness of
various teaching methods and strategies for changing attitude and .infusing tolerance
among students. Universities and their teachers should, in this view, reconsider their
curricula and their pedagogies in order to promote a culture of tolerance, humanism
and individuality (Badley, 2005). Weston conducted a study trying to reduce
prejudice among ninth grade world history students. She concluded that carefully
selected prejudice reduction activity and attention to opportunities within the regular
curriculum can reduce prejudice (Weston, 1990).
Following are some of the methods which can be used for teaching tolerance:
Role playing.
In role playing, students explore human relations by enacting problem
situations and then discussing the performance. Together, students can explore
feelings, attitudes, values and problem solving strategies (Joyce & Calhoun, 2004).
Role playing as a model of teaching has roots in both the personal and social
worlds and to resolve personal dilemmas with the assistance of the social group. In
the social dimension, it allows individuals to work together, in evaluating social
situations, especially interpersonal problems and in developing civilized and
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democratic ways of coping with their situations (Joyce & Calhoun, 2004).
On its simplest level, role playing is dealing with the problems through action;
a problem is described, acted on, and discussed. Some students are role players, others
observers. A person puts himself or herself in the position of another person and then
tries to interact with others who are also playing roles. As empathy sympathy, anger
and affection are all generated during the interaction, role playing if done well
becomes a part of life. This emotional content, as well as the words and the actions,
becomes the part of the later analysis. When the acting out is finished, even the
observers are involved enough in watching and analyzing the situation (Joyce &
Calhoun, 2004).
Teachers can use play to establish a climate conducive to learning and
mastering effective skills in interpersonal communication classes. A classroom,
wherein everyone is considered a teacher and student at the same time, is a
classroom acknowledging students, promoting respect and acceptance of others'
worldview on a wide range of issues. Having fun, role-playing and working together
in small group structured learning activities, students as well as teachers learn a
great deal about interpersonal communication, enhance their interpersonal
relationships, increase self-awareness of the importance of others, boost selfconfidence (Hashem, 1994).
The core of role playing is the involvement of participants and observers in a
real problem situation and the desire for resolution and understanding that this
involvement produced. The role playing process provides a live sample of human
behavior that provides a way for students to:
1. Investigate their feeling;
2. Gain insight into their attitudes, values and perceptions;
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3. Develop their problem solving skills and attitudes;
4. And explore subject matter in diverse ways.
These goals reflect several assumptions about the learning process in role
playing. Role playing can draw out students’ feelings, which they can recognize and
perhaps discharge. The Shaftel’s version of role playing stresses the intellectual
content as much as the emotional content; analysis and discussion of the enactment
are as important as the role playing itself (Joyce & Calhoun, 2004).
Emotions and ideas can be brought to consciousness and enhanced by the
group. The collective reaction of the peer group can bring out new ideas and provide
directions for growth and change. A final assumption is that concealed psychological
process involving one’s own attitudes, values and belief system can be brought to
consciousness by combining unprompted enactment with the analysis. Furthermore,
individuals can gain some measure of their control over their belief systems if they
recognize their values and attitudes and test them against the views of others. Such
analysis can help them estimate their attitudes and values and the consequences of
their beliefs, so that they can allow themselves to develop.
Two of the possible focuses of role playing session are:
1. Feelings:
i.

Exploring one’s own feelings

ii.

Exploring others’ feelings

iii.

Acting out or releasing feelings

iv.

Experiencing higher-status role in order to change the perceptions of
others and one’s own perceptions

2. Attitudes, Values and Perceptions:
i.

Identifying values of culture or subculture
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ii.

Clarifying and evaluating one’s own values and value conflicts.

By choosing one or two phases for the enactment, carefully questioning and
responding to student’s ideas and building on the ideas of the previous phase the
teacher gradually develops each phase so that it supports the particular objectives that
have been selected for the session (Joyce & Calhoun, 2004).
Instructional and nurturant effects.
Role playing is designed specifically to foster: (1) the analysis of personal
values and behaviors, (2) the development of empathy toward others. Its nurturing
effects are the acquisition of information about social problems and values, and
comfort in expressing one’s opinions (Joyce & Calhoun, 2004).
In a research study authors created four situations, each involving a cultural
conflict where prejudice was evident. After the presentation, participants were asked
to write a quotation of what they would say if they were in this situation. This study
has implications for training within counseling and for the curriculum of teacher
education programs. The findings of this study support the idea that communication
skills training should be a standard part of the teacher education curriculum (Gazda et
al., 1999).
Class discussion.
Discussion-group teaching can change attitudes and behaviors of students
(Goge & Berliner, 1998 as cited Klein, 1992), because discussions are public. When
students participate in a discussion they place themselves to points of view. Class
discussion, participation in research problems and exposure to information can help
students make educated decision with regard to their feelings, attitudes, and personal
biases (Klein, 1992). Informational social influence might operate more in group
discussion than lecture. By participating in the discussion, students indicate, the
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material is interesting to them, which might lead others to pay greater attention,
process more deeply and elaborate more on the material. For informational influence,
the lecture vs. discussion to attitude change relationship would be mediated by
students’ cognitive elaborations about the message (Petty& Cacioppo, 1986 as cited
by Klein, 1992).
Thus, teachers are most likely to develop a culture which supports tolerance
and mutual understanding when they engage in open discussion of troublesome
issues, placing emphasis upon the exploration and understanding of their own and
each other's values. This type of dialogue, which is more searching than the simple
exchange of opinions, will not only help individuals to explore their own 'taken for
granted' assumptions but should also encourage them to come to an acceptance of
what others believe (Donnelly, 2004).
Teaching tolerance through literature.
Exposure and education together accelerate tolerance. Through the study of
literature, students of all ethnic groups approach with greater awareness, appreciation
and tolerance of cultural differences and perspective. They can adapt their new
knowledge to other situations (Russo, 1994).
Page analyzed racial attitude change in eleventh grade students using a black
literature package in 1974. He used three intact classes of sixty-five male and female
students taught by one female English teacher (Klein, 1992). Classroom reading
materials that are multiethnic have helped White children to develop more positive
racial attitudes (Litcher & Johnson, 1969 as cited by Titus, 1998). Experimental
research by Shirely1988) found that incorporating multicultural activities into
English, social studies and reading curricula had a positive effect on the racial
attitudes of racially integrated students (Titus, 1998).
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Yeoman (1999), as cited by Gray & Leith (2004), argues that exposure to nontraditional texts and readings that challenge traditional stereotypes provide
opportunities for classroom debate. Francis (2000), as cited by Gray, Colette and
Leith, Helen (2004), suggests that introducing these topics in mixed-sex group-work
sessions will minimize counterproductive opposition between the sexes.
The table following this page presents a summary of some of various research
studies, projects, and courses regarding teaching tolerance.
Table 2.1
Review of Research Studies, Projects, courses and activities Related to Tolerance, as
Published in Various Journals
Publishing
date/source
EDRS
ERIC May
92

Title of
Research
Teaching
tolerance:
Prejudice,
awareness and
reduction
in
secondary
schools

2004/JSTO
R(Review
of
Educationa
l Research,
2004)

EDRS
ERIC July
96

Author

Sample

Klein,
Tracy
E.

30
collegebound
high
school seniors
in California

Improving
intergroup
relations
in
higher
education: A
critical
examination of
the influence
of educational
interventions
on racial bias

Engber
g, M.
E.

An
investigation
of
variables
that
define
collaborative
and
critical
thinking: the
effects
of
argumentation

Koehle
r, Carol
&
Neer,
Michea
l

Review of
various
research
studies
In four
dimensions:
multicultural
courses,
diversity
workshops and
training, peer
based
interventions,
and service
based
interventions.
90
Students
Enrolled In An
Introduction
To
Communicatio
n
Theory
Course
At
University of
Missouri
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Method
Pretest-post test.
60 item Likert
Opinionnaire.
3 weeks units of
instruction i.e.
reading and
viewing
multicultural
material
Content analysis

Surveys

Output
Increased
awareness
and
tolerance in the
attitudes of the
students.

Of the 73 reported
findings from
Different
intervention
studies, 52 were
positive, 14 were
mixed, and 7 were
non-significant.
The weight of the
evidence suggests
that the majority
of educational
interventions are
effective in
reducing racial
bias.
Caution should be
exercised
when
using standardized
tests to evaluate
practical thinking
ability
when
solving
social
disputes

Publishing
date/source

Journal of
Moral
Education,
1999/

Eric
Document
1998

Teaching
Sociology
1991

Eric
Project
1994
EDRS
ERIC 1998

Title of
Research
style on critical
Thinking,
competence
and
social
tolerance
Teaching about
tolerance with
stories
and
arguments

Teaching
tolerance and
appreciation
for diversity:
applying the
research on
prejudice
reduction
Strategies for
teaching
tolerance
of
diversity
(Development
and
implementatio
n of course)
Tolerance
through
exposure
(Research
project)
Stereotypes,
tolerance and
the classroom

Author

Sample

Method

Output

The studies used
four videotaped
teaching
analogues to
manipulate the
kind of tolerance.
Sex, race,
education, age and
major field of
study were
examined as
subject variables.
Form of reasoning
and domain of
tolerance were the
independent
variables.
Participation
in
cooperative
learning activities
helps
students
develop
more
positive
racial
attitudes.

Student perceived
the teacher as
most
attractive
and remembered
most when the
teacher
used
stories to explain
pros and con
positions.

Kansas City.
Mean Age:22

Robert
J.
Colesa
nte &
Donald
A.
Diggs

Graduate (149)
and
undergraduate
(27) students
most of whom
were pursuing
degrees
in
education.

Titus ,
Dale

Jigsaw activity

Gehrig,
Gail

To
develop
effective strategies
for counteracting
students’
intergroup
tolerance.

Russo,
Caroly
n

All 8th grade
students
in
language arts
classes

Students are
exposed to black
history, literature,
music, art

Education &
exposure together
accelerate
tolerance

Brehm,
Christi
ne J.

Students
attending
foreign
minority
classes-higher
education

Pre-Post
Class
Survey
through
questionnaire

Students who take
one
of
the
foreign/minority/g
ender classes meet
co-curriculum
requirements;
have
no
significant change
in
their
stereotypes or in
their
tolerance
level
toward
women, minorities
and gays after
taking the class.
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Publishing
date/source
ERIC

Title of
Research
Higher
education and
reducing
prejudice:
Research
on
cognitive
capabilities
underlying
tolerance

Author

Sample

Eric 1998

2000/The
Journal of
Higher
Education:

Method

Victori
a
Gutheri
e,
Patricia
M.
King,
Caroly
n
J
Palmer

48 Students 8
male, 8 Female
(16) from three
levels: fresh
middle
advanced
doctoral
students.
Enrolled at
four year
public
university in
the Midwest.

Correlational
research design

The outcomes
of
teaching
tolerance:
A
research report

Mileski
,
Jennife
r

Qualitative.
Writing samples,
open-ended
surveys, interview
before and after
video-viewing
observations.
4 month project.

Learning about
social
diversity: the
undergraduate
experience and
intergroup
tolerance

Donna
Hender
sonKing &
Audra
Kaleta

70 high school
students
enrolled in
teaching
tolerance
program in
Unatrgo High
School
participation in
Govt. classes.
All students
were seniors
and come from
various
socioeconomic
backgrounds.
Undergraduate
students (1387)
at
the
university of
Michigan

Survey through
mail.
Tool: A feelings
thermometer was
used to measure
respondents’
feelings toward
various social
groups. The scale
range from 0
(Cool/Negative)
to 100
(Warm/Positive).

Output
Intellectual
development is
significantly
related to levels of
prejudice; it
indicates that
higher levels of
tolerance are more
likely to be found
in individuals with
higher levels of
intellectual
development.
Tolerance for
diversity is related
to reflective
judgment.
Some
of
the
individuals grew
more tolerant, Not
all of them.

In
general
students’ positive
feelings
toward
other
groups
decline across the
semester.
The
courses
that
focused on human
diversity
may
have
limited
potential
in
enhancing positive
feelings
about
social groups.

Review of literature reveals that many research studies have been conducted in
order to develop different forms of tolerance among variety of subjects through
various ways. Synthesis of studies leads to the conclusion that the topic of the study is
researchable.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
The research was aimed at developing tolerance among prospective teachers
through classroom activities. This chapter deals with the description of sample and its
rationale, development and validation of research instruments, and the procedure
adopted to conduct the study.

Research Design
The purpose of study was to develop tolerance by manipulating some
activities in the class room. It was planned to compare the possible change in level of
tolerance of experimental group with the other parallel group without treatment.
Measures taken on pre test not only help in identifying any differences between the
two groups at the start of experiment but also make the explanations of results of
experiment more understandable. To achieve the purpose, the most suitable research
design was found to be the Pre test post test control group experimental design. Hence
the study was conducted using this research design.
Population.
All the students of age group 19 to 27 enrolled in formal teachers training
programme is the population of study.
Sampling Design.
The plan of study was almost a year long. To conduct such long time study
issue of permission from the concerned authorities was involved. For this reason, it
was not feasible for the researcher to conduct the study other than her own teaching
department. Hence, two intact groups of prospective teachers of B.Ed program from
the Department Of Education, University of Sargodha were taken by using
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convenience sampling technique. Since 2009, in department of education, two
sessions of B.Ed proceed simultaneously during a year, i.e. Regular and Self Support.
Regular is morning session while the other one is evening. To select the experimental
group, draw between the two sessions was held and as a result self support class was
declared as experimental group. The characteristics of both groups are summarized in
the table below:
Table 3.1
Distribution of Sample by Gender, Qualification, Academic Area and Institute of
Graduation
Previous

Academic Area

Institute of

Groups

Participants

N

M.A/ M.Sc

SS+SS

SS+L

SS+I

L+I

NS

Govt. College

Private
College

Private
candidate

Graduation

B.A/B.Sc

Degree

Control

Male

06

05

01

01

02

03

-

-

06

-

-

N(42)

Female

36

32

04

10

03

13

07

03

31

05

-

Experimental

Male

07

07

-

01

02

01

03

-

07

-

-

N(37)

Female

30

21

09

08

04

11

05

02

25

01

04

SS* social sciences; L* language; I* Islamiat; NS* Natural Sciences

At the beginning of study, Control group was comprised of 57 students but till
the end of study the number decreased to 42. Likewise, Experimental group was
comprised of47 students initially and till the end it was decreased to 37. Reasons for
mortality of subjects included dropout, shifting from one session to the other and
withdrawal since the beginning of semester. Decrease in number of students is a
routine in department of education. This discipline is considered a low profile
discipline. So whenever students get a chance of admission in some other department,
they shift from Education. For instance there was also a decrease in number of
students enrolled and degree completing students during last three years. The detail is
give below:
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Table 3.2
Enrolled and Passed out Students during last two Sessions of M.A and B.Ed
Programmes at Department of Education UOS
Session

No. of students enrolled

No of Passed out

M.A regular2008-10

69

49

M.A self support2008-10

40

34

B.Ed 2008-09

60

37

B.Ed 2007-08

53

44

Development and validation of research tools.
For the purpose of study the following tools were developed:
1. Tolerance scale
2. Classroom activities
Details of development and validation of these instruments is given below.
Tolerance scale.
To measure the level of tolerance, various scales were studied while reviewing
the related literature. (Gasser, 1995; Klein, 1992) The study of these scales revealed
that factors adopted by the researchers were related to their society. Various research
studies suggest that people are usually biased toward opposite gender, people having
different religion (minorities) and race or ethnicity (Prutzman & Johnson, 1997;
Chang, 2002; Hurtado, 2001; Stangor & McMillan, 1992 as cited by Engberg, 2004;
Klein, 1992; Brehm, 1998; Hendrson-King& Kaleta 2000, Christie & Dawes, 2001).
After an extensive review of literature, the factors of intolerance were identified
including, race, culture, ethnicity, nationality, gender, disability, religion, sexual
orientation, age, socio-economic status, and color (Bryan, 2005). Keeping in view the
findings of these studies, the factors of gender, ethnicity, other religion and disability
were selected for the study. However, caste and religious sects particularly relate to
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our society.
Keeping in view the context of Pakistani society it was decided to develop a
scale based on the factors of tolerance which are particularly related to our society.
Thus a Tolerance scale was developed based on six factors, i.e. Gender, Ethnicity,
Caste, Disability, Different Religions, and Religious Sects. The factors which are not
included in the study were no doubt important but according to the current
circumstances of Pakistani society, it was demand of the time to address the issues
which are currently very important and serious and need immediate attention to be
given to them. Intolerance in society has been increased based on religious sects,
religious minorities and ethnic groups specially.
Initially the scale comprised of 95 items. After applying factor analysis 77
items were selected.
The following table presents factors, focus and exemplary statements of
factors and their reliability values.
Table 3.3
Factors Name with Example and Reliability
Factors
Name with
Example and
Reliability
Factor Name
Gender

Focus

Item
number
(as in the
scale)

Reliability

Statements

Education

1, 5, 15,

0.75

No of items

Social status

21, 22, 25,

given equal educational

(15)

Domestic affairs

37, 38, 43,

chances.

Equality of rights

44, 45, 60,

A woman can be

62, 64, 68

economically independent

Boys and girls should be

Girls should be consulted of
marriage matters
Husband should be final
authority in home decisions
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Factors
Name with
Example and
Reliability
Factor Name
Ethnicity

Focus

Item
number
(as in the
scale)

Reliability

Statements

Affective

4, 8, 12,

0.53

No. of items

reaction against

17, 23, 29,

(13)

any other ethnic

32, 33,

Balochi are not well wishers

group.

41,46,

of Punjab.

Pathans honor their guests.
Sindhis are hard working.

50,56, 70

Punjabi has the greatest
contribution in country
development

Other

Discrimination

religions

based on

16, 27, 40,

established for non-Muslims.

No. of

difference n

54, 58, 67,

We should get awareness

items(10)

religion

3, 9, 14,

0.62

76,

Separate schools should be

about other religions as well.

acceptance for

Non Muslim children should

minorities

not play with Muslims

segregation in
society due to
differences
Religious

Based on social

11, 31, 35,

sects

practices

39, 48, 65,

all others should adopt it.

No. of items

Differences

71, 74, 77

One can offer prayer in the

(09)

among various

mosque of opposite creed

creeds.

The differences among

Acceptance of

various creed are of trivial

different sect

nature

0.45

My creed is the best one so

Discussion on different sects
should be allowed in the
classroom.
Disability

Acceptance of

7, 13, 18,

No. of items

disable as part of

24, 30, 34,

in development.

(16)

society

42, 47, 51,

Disable are courageous

53,57, 61,

Disable are burden on society

63, 69, 72,
75

60

0.739

Disable people have no role

Item
number
(as in the
scale)

Reliability

Statements

Social caste

2, 6, 10,

0.601

All castes are equal.

No. of items

system

19, 20,

(14)

Discrimination

26,28, 36,

my caste

based on caste

49, 52, 55,

Higher Education is not

Caste and social

59, 66, 73

necessary for low caste

Factors
Name with
Example and
Reliability
Factor Name
Caste

Focus

I am proud to be known by

status

people
There is no harm in cross
caste marriages

Over all cronbach Alpha is 0.85

Finally, the tolerance scale was completed with 77 statements (31 positive and
46 negative statements) selected (see Annexure).
The scale is six point Likert type scale. The Score range is from: 6= strongly
agree to 1= strongly disagree. The Cronbach‘s alpha of the tolerance scale was 0.85.
That represents a very strong reliability of the research instrument (Hogan, 2003).
Following table presents factor wise loading of statements:
Table 3.4
Loadings of the Statements on Different Factors (Factors-wise)
Sr.# Statements
C

19

C

52

C

20

C

55

C

59

C

28

C

36

C

73

C
C

2
49

caste: my friends belong
to all castes
caste: higher education
not needed for low caste
caste: high post for high
cost people
caste: no respect for low
caste in society even
with higher positions
I am proud to be known
by my cast
caste: caste system is
correct
caste: get help from low
caste in need
caste: I am against caste
based groupings
Caste: equality of castes
caste: low caste should
meet other castes

Gender Ethnicity caste Disable Other
religion

Religious
sect

.013

-.109

.556

-.037

-.097

-.140

.239

-.095

.541

.201

-.221

-.114

.075

-.113

.470

.043

-.125

-.122

.193

.062

.423

.118

-.060

-.167

.132

-.198

.411

-.013

-.247

.267

.162

-.380

.392

.196

-.161

.056

.132

.158

.387

.035

-.091

.184

.146

-.117

.380

.260

-.059

.210

.250
.286

-.175
.204

.371
.366

.222
.101

.058
-.037

-.034
.218
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Sr.# Statements
C

10

C

6

C

26

C

66

D

57

D

13

D

61

D

53

D

30

D

42

D

72

D

47

D

75

D

34

D

51

D

7

D

63

D

24

D

69

D

18

E

56

E

33

E
E

32
29

E

50

E

8

E

8

E

17

Caste: not in favor of
inferior due to caste
Caste: no harm in
making friends with low
caste people
caste: marriage outside
caste
caste: preference be give
to same cast in setting
marriage
disability: disables cause
shame to parents
Disable: no need of
education for special
Its wastage of resources
to provide facilities to
disables
disability: I don’t make
friends with disables
disability: parents should
hide disable children
disability: disables
burden over society
disability: no ability in
disables to grow
disability: disables can’t
help anybody
Disable people are
second level citizens so
they should e given less
facilities
Disability: disable
always depends on
others
Physically handicap are
also mentally retarded
Disable: disable has no
role in country
development
disability: separate
institutions for disables
Disables are very
courageous
disability: blind people
very clever
Disable: feel shame due
to disable friend
ethnicity: People of
NWFP stand to their
words
ethnicity: punjabi given
more facilities
Pathans are idiots
Sindi and Punjabi are
equally respectable fro
me
Ethini-sindis are not
loyal
Jokes about pathan are
based on facts
Jokes about pathan are
based on facts
ethnicity: balochi are
very brave

Gender Ethnicity caste Disable Other
religion

Religious
sect

.308

-.033

.365

.087

.001

-.127

.216

.025

.328

-.108

-.194

-.118

.222

.059

.321

-.108

-.218

.256

.292

-.120

.313

-.013

-.235

.257

.236

-.097

-.122

.549

-.108

.035

.021

-.153

.039

.540

-.196

-.067

.101

-.171

-.104

.521

-.139

.194

.249

-.118

-.095

.511

-.031

-.033

-.016

.108

-.256

.507

-.123

-.114

.139

.031

-.243

.495

-.030

.076

.258

-.078

-.119

.476

.129

-.071

.350

-.250

-.091

.453

.075

.065

.137

-.066

-.101

.439

-.198

.129

-.115

-.203

-.096

.390

.278

-.097

.211

-.117

-.234

.379

.122

.035

.099

-.257

-.005

.346

.060

-.153

.259

-.118

-.257

.341

.179

.031

.171

.113

.111

.332

.125

.163

.213

-.103

-.122

.324

-.029

.194

.161

.103

.101

.221

-.135

.168

.125

.492

-.028

.101

.149

.032

.287

.491

-.006

-.391

.104

-.052

.123
.183

.456
.437

-.086
-.018

-.398
-.296

.239
.123

-.127
-.063

.137

.433

-.128

.182

.197

.022

.159

.391

.235

.011

.039

.168

.159

.391

.235

.011

.039

.168

.087

.385

.257

.207

.151

-.420
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Sr.# Statements
E

46

E

70

E

4

E

4

E

41

E

23

E

12

G

60

G

43

G

62

G

25

G

37

G

15

G

21

G

5

G

22

G

44

G

68

G

45

G

38

G

1

G

64

O

40

O

3

O

27

O

14

O

76

O

54

O
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ethnicity: balochi not
sincere to Punjabis
ethnicity: Punjabis are
most loyal
ethnicity: pthans are
hospitable
ethnicity: pthans are
hospitable
ethnicity: sindhi are
friend and well wisher
ethnicity: Punjabi has
the greatest contribution
in the country
development
Ethnicity: sindhi hard
working
Gender: higher positions
only for men
Gender: women be
dependent on man
economically
gender: girls should take
only arts subjects
Gender: female doing
household only
Gender: boys be
preferred over girls
Gender: to spend on girl
education is lavish
Gender: home decisions
made by husband
Gender: equal education
opportunities for male n
female
Gender: same subjects
for girls and boys
Gender: girl view be
known in marriage
gender: girls actively in
sports
Gender: women only in
health and education
profession
Gender: no harm in
women doing job
Gender: need for girls'
education
gender: men should help
women in house chores
religion: non-Muslim in
neighborhood disliked
religion: separate
schools for non Muslims
religion: dislike for nonMuslim teacher
religion: equal rights for
Muslim n non Muslim
Non Muslim nations are
our enemies
religion: separate
identity mark for nonMuslim
It is all right to mix with
people of other religion

Gender Ethnicity caste Disable Other
religion

Religious
sect

.017

.381

-.034

.046

.023

-.136

.202

.372

-.031

-.188

-.028

.210

.259

.361

.245

.011

-.039

-.368

.259

.361

.245

.011

-.039

-.368

.112

.360

-.046

.051

.118

-.022

.199

.332

.102

-.281

-.022

-.058

.092

.312

.208

.077

.165

-.307

.562

.050

-.016

-.054

-.014

-.046

.555

-.066

.017

-.260

-.075

-.046

.532

.118

-.222

.078

-.110

-.042

.530

.067

-.087

-.311

-.053

.046

.527

-.099

.093

-.181

.003

-.058

.481

-.018

-.157

.149

-.274

-.131

.479

.069

-.125

-.349

-.048

.032

.417

.207

.238

.016

-.133

-.228

.388

.067

.199

.098

.044

.174

.367

.227

.025

-.182

-.082

.164

.362

.252

-.252

-.040

-.005

-.021

.360

.024

-.101

-.105

-.020

.240

.335

.231

.055

-.238

.085

.059

.324

.225

.149

.020

-.110

-.063

.314

.298

-.149

.046

-.160

-.065

.373

.011

.068

-.050

.475

.044

.080

-.170

-.066

.064

.459

.080

.228

-.043

.044

-.204

.443

.010

-.115

-.120

.012

-.230

.410

.135

.143

.123

-.114

-.101

.408

.163

.385

-.120

.012

.045

.405

.023

.023

.163

-.109

-.001

.394

.201
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Sr.# Statements
O

Gender Ethnicity caste Disable Other
religion

Religious
sect

16

religion: non-Muslim
.084
.107
.356
-.144
.102
.334
equal to Muslim children
in class
O
67
religion: we should also
.114
.117
-.183
-.011
.108
.308
know about other
religions
O
9
religion: non-Muslim
.044
.077
.021
.004
-.100
.275
children play separate
R
77
I respect people of other
-.127
.134
-.178
-.098
-.145
.472
sects
R
35
sect: my sect is right all
.252
-.036
.143
-.206
.227
.394
people should follow it
R
11
religious sect: offering
.045
-.112
.264
.266
.187
.367
prayer in other sect
mosque
R
48
sect: friendship possible
.211
.236
.170
.122
.247
.364
between different sects
R
39
sect: minor differences
.069
.195
.232
-.034
.134
.354
among all sects
R
65
sect: I need not to know
.198
-.077
.057
-.004
-.149
.348
about other sec
R
71
sect: discussion on
-.015
.127
-.184
-.043
-.027
.347
different sects in classroom
R
74
My beliefs can be
.233
-.134
-.086
.067
.173
.341
influenced by knowing
by other sects
R
31
sect: separate course of
.145
.003
-.176
-.096
-.183
.319
Islamic studies for
different sect.
N= 813
45.08% variation of the total scale is explained
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation converged in 8 iteration
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
† English statements are here given for reference only; all psychometric properties are regarding the Urdu version of
tolerance scale

The following table (table 3.5) shows correlation among factors.
Table 3.5
Correlation among Factors

Gender
Caste
Ethnicity
Disability
Religion
Total Scale
N=813

Gender

Caste

Ethnicity

Disability

Religion

-----.963***

.466***
----.976***

.343***
.247***
---.984***

.363***
.332***
.223***
--.974***

.572***
.494***
.283***
.423***
-.986***

Religious
Sect
.215***
.217***
.104***
.222***
.445***
.991***)

p<0.001

Table describes the correlation among factors, and factors with overall sum of
Tolerance Scale. The inter-factor relationships are less strong than contribution of
each factor to the total scale. It shows that each factor contributes into the scale but
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still its independence is established because of weaker relationship with other factors.
Classroom activities.
Intensive review of literature suggested that tolerance can be enhanced
through group work, exposure to diverse reading material, role play, simulations,
class discussions, critical thinking exercises, etc. among this variety, three activities
were selected for the purpose of research Reason for the selection of these activities
is that these could be merged appropriately into the courses of Communication Skills
of English and Methods and Approaches of English Language Teaching, the
researcher was to teach to the B.Ed session.
Following activities were selected:
1. Role play
2. Class discussion
3. Exposure to diverse literature
Validation of class room activities.
All the situations for role play and questions for students’ written reflection,
topics for discussions and questions for discussions, reading material and their follow
up questions were derived from the tolerance scale in order to maintain a harmony in
the data collected through all activities. In this way it was made possible to get the
data well aligned with objectives of the study.
Whole material was discussed with experts and validated by getting their
feedback on an opinionnaire. In the light of comments from experts, some of the
material was modified to be more effective.
Placement of activities in course outline.
The activities were merged into the outline of the course; students were
studying at the time of administration of activity. For instance the first activity was
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role play. Role play was already part of the outline of the course “communication
skills in English”. The purpose of this topic is to provide students a chance to write
dialogues on a given situation or topic and enact it in the class; ultimately improving
their skill to communicate in writing and speech. The viewers comment on the
presentation and thus participate in the activity and develop verbal competency.
Researcher used this segment for the purpose of research by providing students the
topics and situations related to the factors of tolerance. Similarly the second activity
class room discussion was used as Discussion method for language teaching during
the course methods and approaches to language teaching.
Exposure to diverse literature was given during the practice teaching. While
orientation session, students were briefed about the use of newspapers, extracts from
books, internet, and other sources in various activities in classroom. As a practice on
this they were given reading material based on tolerance factors; taken from
newspapers, books, and internet and asked to provide their opinion, comments and
critical views on the information. As the practice teaching was in procession, students
had to submit their summaries, comments and critical reviews on “one factor in a
week”, base. Thus the duration of this activity was six weeks.
Administration of activities.
The semester started in September 2009. It took researcher almost one month
to develop a report with the class to start the long term experiment with the group.
The developed activities were administered under the following procedures:
Role play.
The first activity was conducted during the course “communication skills in
English” three days a week class (three hours per week).usually the third day of the
class was fixed to perform the activity. Sometimes, the consecutive class was taken to
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maintain the sequence and to complete the task. Following table summarizes the
number and duration of role plays enacted.
Table 3.6
Total Number and Duration of Activity 1: Role Play
Factor

No. of
Role Plays

Preparation
Time
Two weeks

Enactment
Time
(1 hour/week)
Four hours

Total Time
Duration (in
weeks)
06

Other Religion

04

Gender

05

One week

One hour

02

Ethnicity

04

One week

One hour

02

Religious Sect

04

One week

One hour

02

Disability

04

One week

One hour

02

Caste

05

One week

One hour

02

Total

26

07

09

16

The first series of role plays was on other religions. Four religions, Judaism,
Hinduism, Christianity, and Islam were selected for the activity. Class was divided
into four groups to present role play on religions. To present a religion in the class,
two weeks time was given to the groups to collect data about the specific religion
allotted to them. The allotment of all topics was randomly done through playing
draws. Each group had to submit a written assignment on the day of their
presentation. Thus the duration of this activity was six weeks.
For the factor of ethnicity, students were asked to collect and submit racial
jokes. Jokes were finally selected by the teacher. Students were directed to dress up
traditionally according to their relevant ethnic group purpose was to make them
identify with that particular group. One student from each group introduced his/her
ethnic group. Afterwards a student told jokes about the four groups. At the end
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students reflected their views in writing.
For the factors of gender, religious sects, disability and caste, the class was
divided into four or sometimes five groups to prepare and present role plays on
various themes/situations related to the concerned factor. The socially embedded
themes were provided by the teacher and were derived from the tolerance scale. Each
group had to write dialogues on the randomly allotted theme and submit before the
presentation. At the end of each role play students provided written reflection about
the presentation.
Snap shots of all role plays were taken for keeping record.
The total duration for first activity was sixteen weeks.
It was almost the end of the first semester. Within one week of the completion of
activity post test on tolerance scale was given.
Activity two: class room discussions.
Second activity was merged into the course of Methods and Approaches to
English language teaching during the second semester held from February 2010 to
July 2010.
Six discussion sessions were held in six weeks duration, on one a week bases.
The questions for discussions were derived from the tolerance scale in order to
maintain a harmony in the data collected through all activities. In this way it was
made possible to get the data well aligned with objectives of the study.
Each discussion session was of two hours duration. Students were informed a
day earlier about the topic of discussion to make them prepared for the discussion and
a longer than usual sitting.
On the very first day of discussion sessions, students were briefed about the
pattern of participation in discussion. As discussions were to be audio recorded, prior
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consent from students were sought. They were instructed to introduce them first by
telling their student number and name and then share their ideas. The medium for
communication was English language. However, students were allowed to use Urdu
language to explain their idea. It encouraged those students to express their opinion
who were feeling shy due to language barrier.
Teacher played the role of mediator whenever it was necessary to bring the
discussion on track. Students were open to say whatever their true opinion was about
the issue being discussed.
Each discussion was audio recorded, transcribed and typed.
Activity three: Exposure to diverse literature.
Third activity was conducted during the practice teaching.
Reading material for the activity was selected keeping in view the level of
students. It included a column on gender, news from Urdu newspapers related to
disability, other religions, and religious sects. Material on caste was taken from a
book and ethnicity material was downloaded from electronic source.
The material was either in simple English or in Urdu so that students may get
the whole understanding of the ideas presented in material. However they were
encouraged to comment in English language and there was a mix response from
students.
All the readings were followed by two questions first a summary or the theme
was required to ensure that students have read the material. The other question sought
their personal opinion about the issue.
Phases of study.
Phase 1.
Administration of Tolerance Scale (Pre Test) & report development with class
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(sep2009 to October 2009).
Phase 2.
Activity 1 Role Play Was Conducted. & Administration of Tolerance Scale
(October 2009 to January 2010).
Phase 3.
Activity 2 Classroom Discussions Was Conducted & Administration of
Tolerance Scale (April 2010 to June 2010).
Phase 4.
Activity 3 Exposure to Literature & Administration of Tolerance Scale (Post
Test for both groups) & last session on feed back from students of experimental
group. (September 2010 to December 2010).

Ethical Issues in Research Study
Ethical concerns hold very important position in experimental research. The
major ethical concerns reported by Cohan, Manion, & Morison (2007), Dowson
(2007) and Lodico, Spoulding & Voeglte (2000) are:
1. Protection of participants from any harm
2. Ensuring the confidentiality of data
3. Deception to the subjects
The most important issue regarding the ethics in experimental study is to
protect the subjects from any possible physical or psychological harm during or even
after the intervention due to manipulated variable. The present research needed to
manipulate some classroom activities aimed at developing tolerance among the
students toward certain social and religious factors. According to Wallen and Fraenkel
(2001) activities related to almost all educational research is routine procedure
employed in educational setting and involve little or no risk.
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While planning and implementation, keeping in view the ethical concerns,
following measures were taken:
1. Special attention was paid while construction of statements about the language
related to ethical issues about gender, race/ethnicity or religion. The developed
tools were also reviewed by the experts keeping in view this issue.
2. Before the start of study, Class was briefed that during the session there will be an
address to the various social issues like gender disparity in society, caste system,
respect for other religions, acceptance for different religious sects , consideration
for the disable as part of society and endurance for other ethnic groups of
Pakistan. Students were mentally prepared that as an adult it was responsibility of
each student to have opinion about various social issues and evaluate them
critically before accepting various social norms. However it was not disclosed till
the last session of feedback from students that the various activities dealing with
particular issues were part of any research study.
3. Students’ permission was taken prior to record the discussions and to shoot the
role play and discussion activities.
4. To ensure the confidentiality of the data, researcher herself collected the data from
control and experimental classes. Scores on tolerance scale, data at the end of each
activity in the form of written reflections and discussions were personally coded
and entered by the researcher. Students were assured that data would only be used
for the research purpose.
5. The research design of the study did not require any deception from the students,
so no deception was involved.
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Chapter 4
Analysis and Interpretation of Data
This chapter consists of analysis of the results to answer the research
questions. It was an experimental study based on pre test post test control group
design, aimed at developing tolerance among prospective teachers through classroom
activities. Two intact classes of B.Ed programme from department of education,
university of Sargodha were taken as control (regular session N=42) and experimental
(self support, N=37) groups. To measure the level of tolerance of prospective teachers
at various stages of experiment, a tolerance scale was developed along with three
types of classroom activities and a measure for socioeconomic status.
After administering the pre test, first activity role play was conducted and then
post test was given, afterwards second activity class room discussion, post test and
lastly exposure to literature was done ending at post test from both groups. The data
was recorded in two forms: quantitative (scores on tolerance scale) and qualitative
(written reflections, discussions, comments of students).
Quantitative data was analyzed through SPSS 15 and results were described
through graphs and tables.
The following table 4.1 states mean scores difference between experiment and
control groups on pre-test of tolerance scale. Students of control group (M=361.69,
SD=30.33) scored significantly higher on tolerance scale than students of
experimental group (M=347.26, SD=32.97) having t value (2.119) at p<0.05.
When data was further analysed on basis of scale’s factors separately, the
results were different for different factors. Students of control group (M=76.6.69,
SD=9.45) scored significantly higher on factor “gender” of tolerance scale than
students of experimental group (M=71.36, SD=10.53) having t value (2.388) at
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p<0.05. The eta2 value for this difference was 0.01.
Table 4.1
Comparison between Control and Experiment Groups on Mean Scores of Pre-test
Tolerance Scale
Scale &
Factors
Overall scale
Gender
Ethnicity
Other
Religion
Religion Sect
Disability
Caste

Groups

N

Mean

SD

control

42

361.69

30.33

experimental

45

347.26

32.97

control

42

76.6

9.45

experimental

45

71.36

10.53

control

42

53.97

6.05

experimental

45

51.9

7.75

control

42

39.85

8.08

experimental

45

41.65

7.75

control

42

39.72

6.92

experimental

45

38.62

5.95

control

42

81.76

5.97

experimental

45

77.79

7.01

control

42

71.43

6.91

experimental

45

67.59

7.79

T

P

2.119*

0.037

2.388*

0.019

1.336

0.185

-1.035

0.304

.789

0.432

2.818**

0.006

2.326*

0.023

Similarly students of control group (M=71.43, SD=6.91) scored significantly
higher on factor “caste” of tolerance scale than students of experimental group
(M=67.59, SD=7.79) having t value (2.326) at p<0.05. The eta2 value for this
difference was 0.02.
While students of control group (M=81.76, SD=5.97) scored significantly
higher on factor “disability” of tolerance scale than students of experimental group
(M=77.79, SD=7.01) having t value (2.818) at p<0.01. The eta2 value for this
difference was 0.01.
Whereas on “ethnicity” and “religious sect” factors of tolerance scale, the
control group students (M=81.76, SD=5.97 & M=39.72, SD=38.62) were not
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significantly different than experimental group students (M=51.9, SD= 6.07&
M=38.62, SD=5.95) having t values (1.333 & 0.789) at p<0.05 respectively.
Students of experiment group (M=41.65, SD=7.75) did not score significantly
higher on factor “other religion” of tolerance scale than students of control group
(M=39.85, SD=8.08) having t value (-1.035) at p<0.05.
Table 4.2
Comparison of Mean Scores of “Role Play” Activity on Students’ Tolerance Level of
Experimental Group
Scale &
Factors
Overall scale
Gender
Ethnicity
Other
Religion
Religion Sect
Disability
Caste

Type of
Test
pre test

N

Mean

SD

37

348.19

33.62

post test

37

355.11

31.43

pre test

37

71.39

11.29

post test

37

73.45

9.02

pre test

37

51.65

8.4

post test

37

55.75

7.24

pre test

37

41.94

8.01

post test

37

41.72

7.13

pre test

37

38.81

5.72

post test

37

38.33

5.94

pre test

37

77.23

7.51

post test

37

79.37

9.76

pre test

37

67.4

7.76

post test

37

68.94

6.92

t

p

1.292

0.205

1.010

0.321.

2.881**

0.007

-.141

0.889

-.141

0.684

1.446

1.089

0.157
0.284

**p<0.01

Table 4.2 states mean scores difference between pre test and post test
regarding “Role Play” activity on tolerance scale and its factors separately. The mean
score (M=355.11, SD=31.34) of experiment group students on post test was not
significantly higher on tolerance scale than the mean score (M=348.19, SD=33.62) of
experimental group students on pre test having t value (1.292) at p<0.05.
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When data was further analyzed on basis of scale’s factors separately, the
results were different for different factors. The mean score (M=55.75, SD=7.24) of
experiment group students of post test on factor “Ethnicity” of tolerance scale was
significantly different than the mean score (M=51.65, SD=8.4) of experimental group
students on pre test having t value (2.881) at p<0.05.
While the mean score (M=73.45, SD=9.02) of experiment group students of
post test on factor “Gender” was significantly different on tolerance scale than the
mean score (M=71.43, SD=11.29) of experimental group students on pre test having t
value (1.01) at p<0.05. Similarly the mean score (M=41.72, SD=7.13) of experiment
group students of post test on factor “Other Religion” of tolerance scale was not
significantly different than the mean score (M=41.94, SD=8.01) of experimental
group students on pre test having t value (-0.141) at p<0.05.
The mean score (M=38.33, SD=5.94) of experiment group students of post
test on factor “Religious Sect” of tolerance scale was not significantly different than
the mean score (M=38.81, SD=5.7) of experimental group students on pre test having
t value (-0.141) at p<0.05. The mean score (M=79.37, SD=9.76) of experiment group
students of post test on factor “Disability” of tolerance scale was not significantly
different than the mean score (M=77.23, SD=7.51) of experimental group students on
pre test having t value (1.446) at p<0.05.
The mean score (M=86.94, SD=6.92) of experiment group students of post
test on factor “Caste” of tolerance scale was not significantly different than the mean
score (M=67.4, SD=7.76) of experimental group students on pre test having t value
(1.089) at p<0.05.
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Table 4.3

Comparison of Mean Scores of “Discussion” Activity on Students’ Tolerance Level
Scale &
Factors
Overall scale
Gender

Ethnicity
Other Religion
Religion Sect
Disability
Caste
*p<0.05

Type of
Test
pre test

N

Mean

37

355.11

31.43

post test

37

368.65

29.23

pre test

37

73.83

9.126

post test

37

77.03

10.03

pre test

37

55.52

7.12

post test

37

55.35

7.49

pre test

37

40.88

7.61

post test

37

42.91

5.98

pre test

37

38.54

5.88

post test

37

41.25

4.43

pre test

37

79.26

9.89

post test

37

82.55

7.45

pre test

37

68.66

7.02

post test

37

70.66

6.24

SD

t

p

2.732*

.010

1.744

.092

-.124

.902

1.898

.066

3.516**

.001

1.902

.066

1.635

.11

**p<0.01

Table 4.3 states mean scores difference between pre test and post test
regarding “Discussion” activity on tolerance scale and its factors separately. The
mean score (M=368.65, SD=29.23) of experiment group students on post test was
significantly higher on tolerance scale than the mean score (M=355.11, SD=31.43) of
experimental group students on pre test having t value (2.732) at p<0.05. It reflects
that the tolerance of students increases significantly after the “Discussion” activity.
When data was further analyzed on basis of scale’s factors separately, the
results were different for different factors. The mean score (M=41.25, SD=5.88) of
experiment group students on post test on factor “Religious Sect” of tolerance scale
was significantly different than the mean score (M=38.54, SD=5.88) of experimental
group students on pre test having t value (3.516) at p<0.05.
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While the mean score (M=77.03, SD=10.03) of experiment group students of
post test on factor “Gender” of tolerance scale was not significantly different than the
mean score (M=73.83, SD=9.12) of experimental group students on pre test having t
value (1.74) at p<0.05. Similarly the mean score (M=55.35, SD=7.49) of experiment
group students on post test of factor “Ethnicity” of tolerance scale was not
significantly different than the mean score (M=55.52, SD=7.12) of experimental
group students on pre test having t value (-0.124) at p<0.05.
The mean score (M=42.91, SD=5.98) of experiment group students on post
test of factor “Other Religion” of tolerance scale was not significantly different than
the mean score (M=40.88, SD=7.61) of experimental group students on pre test
having t value (1.898) at p<0.05. The mean score (M=82.55, SD=7.45) of experiment
group students of post test on factor “Disability” of tolerance scale was not
significantly different than the mean score (M=79.26, SD=9.89) of control group
students on pre test having t value (1.902) at p<0.05.
The mean score (M=70.66, SD=6.24) of experiment group students on post
test on factor “Caste” of tolerance scale was not significantly different than the mean
score (M=68.66, SD=7.02) of experimental group students on pre test having t value
(1.635) at p<0.05.
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Table 4.4
Comparison of mean scores of “Literature Exposure” Activity on Students’ Tolerance
Level
Scale &
Factors
Overall scale
Gender
Ethnicity
Other Religion
Religion Sect
Disability
Caste
*p<0.05

Type of
Test
pre test

N

Mean

37

355.11

31.43

post test

37

368.65

29.23

pre test

37

73.83

9.17

post test

37

77.03

10.03

pre test

37

55.52

7.12

post test

37

55.35

7.49

pre test

37

40.88

7.61

post test

37

42.91

5.98

pre test

37

38.54

5.88

post test

37

41.25

4.43

pre test

37

79.26

9.89

post test

37

82.56

7.45

pre test

37

68.66

7.02

post test

37

70.66

6.25

SD

T

P

2.732*

.010

1.744

.092

-.124

.902

1.898

.066

3.516**

.001

1.902

.066

1.635

.11

**p<0.01

Table 4.4 states mean scores difference between pre test and post test
regarding “Discussion” activity on tolerance scale and its factors separately. The
mean score (M=368.65, SD=29.23) of experiment group students on post test was
significantly higher on tolerance scale than the mean score (M=355.11, SD=31.43) of
experimental group students on pre test having t value (2.732) at p<0.05. It reflects
that the tolerance of students increases significantly after the “Discussion” activity.
When data was further analyzed on basis of scale’s factors separately, the
results were different for different factors. The mean score (M=41.25, SD=4.43) of
experiment group students on post test on factor “Religious Sect” of tolerance scale
was significantly higher than the mean score (M=38.54, SD=5.88) of experimental
group students on pre test having t value (3.516) at p<0.05.
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While the mean score (M=77.03, SD=10.03) of experiment group students of
post test on factor “Gender” of tolerance scale was not significantly different than the
mean score (M=73.83, SD=9.17) of experimental group students on pre test having t
value (1.744) at p<0.05. Similarly the mean score (M=55.35, SD=7.49) of experiment
group students on post test of factor “Ethnicity” of tolerance scale was not
significantly different than the mean score (M=55.52, SD=7.12) of experimental
group students on pre test having t value (-0.124) at p<0.05.
The mean score (M=42.91, SD=5.98) of experiment group students on post
test of factor “Other Religion” of tolerance scale was not significantly different than
the mean score (M=40.88, SD=7.61) of experimental group students on pre test
having t value (1.898) at p<0.05. The mean score (M=82.56, SD=7.45) of experiment
group students of post test on factor “Disability” of tolerance scale was not
significantly different than the mean score (M=79.26, SD=9.89) of experimental
group students on pre test having t value (1.902) at p<0.05.
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Table 4.5
Comparison between Control and Experiment Groups on Mean Scores of Post Test on
Tolerance Scale
Scale &
Factors
Overall scale
Gender
Ethnicity
Other
Religion
Religion Sect
Disability
Caste

Groups

N

Mean

SD

control

42

355.78

24.41

experimental

37

385.91

21.26

control

42

74.33

7.15

experimental

37

77.77

6.39

control

42

53.57

5.83

experimental

37

53.64

7.06

control

42

40.57

6.54

experimental

37

49.64

3.86

Control

42

38.91

5.67

experimental

37

45.24

4.68

Control

42

79.73

6.71

experimental

37

85.24

5.42

control

42

68.73

7.85

experimental

37

74.45

5.18

t

p

-5.813***

.000

-2.225*

.029

-.053

.958

-7.375***

.000

-5.347***

.000

-3.960***

.000

-3.757***

.000

*p<0.05 **p<0.01

Table 4.5 states mean scores difference between experiment and control groups on
post test of tolerance scale. Students of experimental group (M=385.91, SD=21.26) scored
significantly higher on tolerance scale than students of control group (M=355.78, SD=24.41)
on post test having t value (-5.813) at p<0.001.
When data was further analyzed on basis of scale’s factors separately, the results were
different for different factors. Students of experimental group (M=77.77, SD=6.39) scored
significantly higher on factor “Gender” of tolerance scale than students of control group
(M=74.33, SD=7.15) having t value (-2.225) at p<0.05. The eta2 value for this difference was
p<0.01.
Students of experiment group (M=49.64, SD=3.86) scored significantly higher on
factor “Other Religion” of tolerance scale than students of control group (M=40.57, SD=6.54)
having t value (-7.375) at p<0.001. Similarly students of experiment group (M=45.24,
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SD=4.68) scored significantly higher on factor “religious Sect” of tolerance scale than
students of control group (M=38.91, SD=5.67) having t value (-5.347) at p<0.001.
While students of experimental group (M=85.24, SD=5.42) scored significantly
higher on factor “Disability” of tolerance scale than students of control group (M=79.73,
SD=6.71) having t value (-3.960) at p<0.001. The eta2 value for this difference was 0.01.
Similarly students of experimental group (M=74.45, SD=5.18) scored significantly
higher on factor “Caste” of tolerance scale than students of control group (M=68.73,
SD=7.85) having t value (-3.757) at p<0.001. The eta2 value for this difference was 0.02.
Whereas on “Ethnicity” factor of tolerance scale, the experimental group students
(M=53.64, SD=7.06) were not significantly different than control group students (M=53.57,
SD= 5.83) having t values (-0.053) at p<0.05.

Table 4.6
Comparison between Pre Test and Post Test of Control and Experiment Groups on
Mean Scores on Tolerance Scale
Group

N

Experimental
Group

37

Control Group

42

Type of test

Mean

SD

Pre-test

348.18

33.62

post test

385.91

21.26

Pre-test

361.69

30.33

post test

355.78

24.41

t

p

6.72

0.000

1.245

0.22

Table 4.6 states mean scores difference between pre test and post test of
experiment group on tolerance scale. The mean score (M=385.91, SD=21.26) on post
test was significantly higher than mean score (M=348.18, SD=33.62) on pre test on
tolerance scale of experimental group having t value (6.72) at p<0.001.
Table 4.6 states mean scores difference between experiment and control
groups on pre-test of tolerance scale. Students of control group (M=361.69,
SD=30.33) scored significantly higher on tolerance scale than students of
experimental group (M=347.26, SD=32.97) having t value (2.119) at p<0.05.
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Table 4.7
Descriptive of Between-Subjects Factors
Variables

Categories

Reading

Group

Value Label

N

1.00

pre-test

79

2.00

post-test

79

1.00

Control

84

2.00

Experimental

74

Table 4.7 indicates that variable reading has two categories i.e. pre test and
post test and variable Group has two categories i.e. Control and Experimental.
Table 4.8
Comparison between Mean Scores on Pre Test and Post Test of Control and
Experiment Groups on Tolerance Scale
Source

Type III Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

type of test * group

18726.377

1

18726.377

Error

119134.480

154

773.601

Total

20926338.000

158

148922.709

157

Corrected Total

F

Sig.

24.207 0.000

R Squared = 0.200

Table 4.9 shows that when pre test and post test of control and experimental
groups were compared by applying Univariate Analysis of Variance, the F value
(24.207) was significant at p<0.000. The R2 was 2.0. It reflects that both groups show
variation in their pre and post tests. The figure 4.1 shows the interaction between both
groups and explains the change in tolerance level among students of control and
experimental groups. The experimental group students have significantly increased in
their tolerance level. On the other hand students of control group have decrease in
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tolerance level.

390.00

Estimated Marginal Means
group
controle
experimental

380.00

370.00

360.00

350.00

340.00

pre-test

post-test

Fig 4.1: Comparing the groups on two tests
Table 4.9
Descriptive of Three Activities on Gain Scores of Experimental Group
Activity

Gain Mean score

Std. Deviation

Role Play

8.01

32.35

Discussion

13.92

30.48

Exposure to Literature

14.31

28.31

N=36

Table 4.9 indicates that activity Exposure to Literature has the highest mean
score (14.31), followed by mean score (13.92) of activity “Discussion”, and mean
score (8.01) of activity “Role Play”.
The F value (0.993) for three activities (Role Play, Discussion & Exposure to
Literature) on tolerance scale was not significant at p<0.05 (table 4.10). It is clear now
that three activities were not significantly different in developing the tolerance among
students in the experimental group.
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Table 4.10
One Way ANOVA on Three Activities on Tolerance Scale
Sum of
Squares
2033.856

df
2

Mean Square
1016.928

Within Groups

110647.243

108

1024.512

Total

112681.099

110

Between Groups

F
0.993

Sig.
0.374

Part 2
Qualitative analysis of three activities of experimental group.
This part deals with the interpretation of data obtained through classroom
activities i.e. Role Play, Classroom Discussion, and Exposure to Literature. All the
three activities were woven round the six factors of the study, i.e. Other Religions,
Gender, Ethnicity, Religious Sects of Muslims, Caste, and Disability. A factor wise
analysis of students’ responses is given for each of the activities.
Before the description of responses of students for each activity, a detail of
tolerant and intolerant statements is given to indicate the frequencies and percentages
of such statements. Same pattern will be followed for the elaboration of other two
activities.
Activity 1 – role play.
Numbers of statements for each factor have been shown in the following table
(table 4.11).
These statements are related to tolerance and intolerance in role play.
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Table 4.11
Frequency and Percentages of Statements of Tolerance and Intolerance in Role Play
Activity
Factor

Tolerance

Intolerance

Frequency

Percentage

Frequency

Percentage

Gender

108

58.4

77

41.6

Ethnicity

73

41

105

59

Other Religion

82

87.2

12

12.8

Religion Sect

89

67.4

43

32.6

Disability

121

94.5

7

5.5

Caste

126

90.6

13

9.4

Total

599

70

257

30

Table 4.11 states the frequency and percentages of sentences regarding
“tolerance and intolerance” used by participants involved in activity “Role Play”.
During the whole activity of “Role Play” the participants used 70% sentences
indicating “tolerance” and 30% sentences indicating “intolerance”.
Similarly the participants used 58.4% sentences indicating “tolerance” for
“Gender” and 41.6% sentences indicating “intolerance” for “Gender”. While
participants used 41% sentences indicating “tolerance” for “Ethnicity” and 59%
sentences indicating “intolerance” for “Ethnicity”, and the participants used 87.2%
sentences indicating “tolerance” for “Other Religion” and 12.8% sentences indicating
“intolerance” for “Other Religion” . The participants used 67.4% sentences indicating
“tolerance” for “Religious Sect” and 32.6% sentences indicating “intolerance” for
“Religious sect”. Similarly the participants used 94.5% sentences indicating
“tolerance” for “Disability” and 5.5% sentences indicating “intolerance” for
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“Disability”. The participants used 90.6% sentences indicating “tolerance” for
“Caste” and 9.4% sentences indicating “intolerance” for “Caste”.
Following session will deal with the nature of responses obtained through
feedback sheets provided at the end of each activity.
Activity 1: role play.
In total, twenty six role plays were presented. (For details see ch 3 pp). . Each
Role play was followed by a written reflection given by students. (Annexure).
Tolerance towards Other religions.
Role play on four religions Judaism, Hinduism, Christianity and Islam were
presented. Students had to prepare their assignment according to a fixed frame work
where they had to give information about concept of God, Man, Basic Beliefs and
Social Customs of the religion.
The following analysis is derived from students’ responses taken in writing at
the end of Role Play.
Prior knowledge
Answers were different regarding different religions.
Almost all students responded that information presented about the religion
Islam was already known and nothing was new to them. However six out of thirty
seven students expressed their surprise that mehndi, a ritual performed at wedding is
not Islamic.
More students knew about the basic beliefs of religion Hinduism and
Christianity than Judaism. Almost all except two reported that they had knowledge
about the rituals performed at wedding ceremony of Hindus and Christians. Further
inquiry from teacher disclosed that students had a frequent exposure to Indian and
English movies and dramas which provided them information of these rituals and
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social customs. It shows that media has strong impact on the level of information of
students.
Is this important to know about other religions?
Six (16.21%) out of thirty seven said that we should not get knowledge about
other religions. It might create confusions and shatter our beliefs.
In the words of students:
“Knowledge of other religions can mislead us”. (Case no 04)
“We should not get deep knowledge. Other religion information creates
confusion in mind”. (Case no 09)

Twenty two (59.49%) students expressed that we should get knowledge about
other religions, because it will provide opportunity to understand the other religions.
Knowledge gives openness to mind and we can accept other people who have
different views and beliefs.
“People should know more about one another when they are living in a society”.
(Case no 34)
“If we get knowledge, we can understand other religions in a better way”. (Case
no 07)
“Information about other religions tells the facts on which it is based”. (Case
no.37)
"Knowledge about other religions will make us clear about their beliefs and
culture. (Case no.32)

Other nine (24.32%) students reasoned that getting knowledge about other
religions will enable us to know the weaknesses and basic beliefs of other religions
and we can convince them about our religions.
“Yes we should get information about other religion so that they do not try to
astray you from the right path”. (Case no 21)

Learning from Role play.
All students answered almost the same that they learnt about the basic beliefs
of the religion presented and the social customs like their wedding ceremony, birth
and death rituals.
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Realization of the importance of interaction with other religions.
Thirty one students said that we should interact with people of other religions.
Twenty two among such students said that in this way we can have good social
relations. Other nine students had the idea that interaction with other religion can give
us chance to explain our own religion to them. These reasons show the level of
tolerance for other religions.
“Interaction with other religion will give awareness. (Case no 08)
“We can adopt good things from other religions too”. (Case no 15)
“Discussion opens the minds and reduces wrong beliefs about one another”.
(Case no 11)
“Social relations develop through interaction”. (Case no 28)

Other six students denied the idea of having interaction with people of other
religions. The reason they told was that as a result of mixing up we can have a
negative impact on our religious beliefs.
“We should not interact; their beliefs can influence our belief”. (Case no 09)
“A Muslim can never tolerate to eat a Jew”. (Case no 24)

Caste.
There were five Role plays on caste based on various themes and situations
related to this factor. All the situations were socially embedded and were part of
students’ observation of customs and traditions of society. At the end of all
presentations, students’ responses against various questions were recorded in writing.
Discrimination on the basis of caste.
All students agreed that it is not fair to discriminate people on the basis of caste. They
reported various reasons for their thought.
No it is not fair to discriminate on the basis of caste because:
“It’s bad to behave rudely with low caste. God has made us equal”. (Case no 10)
“Personally I do not like this”. (Case no 07)
“Because we are educated and don’t believe in it”. (Case no 22)
“Because it is unjust to do so” (Case no 31)
“Caste is a social division; I think we should follow religion” (Case no 28)
“Discrimination on caste may hurt the feelings of others”. (Case no 06)
“Caste system is not good sometimes relationships are broken due to caste
differences”. (Case no 17)
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Acceptance of help from a low caste person.
All students accepted that they will seek help from a low caste person in the
hour of need. They expressed that there is no harm in it. In a student’s words:
“Yes I will seek help from a low caste because we are getting progress after
them.”(Case no 19)
Concept of high and low castes.
Students’ responses were of three kinds. One category of students said all
human beings are equal according to religion’s teaching, so they don’t believe in the
concept of high or low castes.
“Some castes are considered superior in our society but I think its wrong view”.
(Case no 15)
“No I don’t think that my caste or any other caste is superior in society”. (Case
no 33)
“I do not believe in caste system. I think all are equal”. (Case no 03)
“All are creation of God and we cannot be superior due to castes according to
religion”. (Case no 21)
“No because Castes are just for the identity not for superiority in society”. (Case
no 16)
“Caste system is useless thing”. (Case no 20)

Another category of students were of the opinion that they knew about the
superiority of their caste but they did not personally believed in the concept of high n
low castes. They had friendship with low castes as well.
“My caste is superior but I think it is bad to think that your caste is superior to
other castes”. (Case no 23)
“My caste is superior but I have friends from all castes”. (Case no 26)

Third type of students had the opinion that their caste was superior to others
and they also believed in the concept of high and low castes. They gave various
reasons for this idea however most students had no reason to tell except that their
parents told them about the superiority of their caste.
“Yes some castes are superior and some are low in society because humans are
different to God due tot their acts”. (Case no 35)
“Yes my caste is superior”. (Case no 11)
“Yes my caste is superior because my parents told us from our childhood”.
(Case no 28)
“Yes my caste is superior. I know there are so many lower castes in society”.
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(Case no 12)
“Yes my caste is superior. Because of high caste people respect, marriages can
be settled in good families; I consider it a gift from God”. (Case no 08)
“Yes there are some castes which are superior because it is part of our social
thinking and customs” (Case no 01)
“Yes some castes are considered superior. I have an Awan(a caste) friend her
aunty does not talk to others until she confirms their caste. She does not talk to
kammi and low caste people”. (Case no 14)
“If society wants to discriminate in the base of caste, they should do, because
caste system is used at social level”. (Case no 35)
“Yes my caste is superior as Syeds are superior because they belong to the race
of Holy Prophet”. (Case no 11)

Suggestions to decrease caste based discrimination from the society:
Students provided various suggestions to reduce differential attitude o f people
towards castes. Majority suggested that by disseminating teachings of Islam, we can
change the negative attitude of people because Islam forces on the equality of human
beings. There is no concept of superiority on the base of caste, tribe or race in Islam.
“Develop awareness about Islam and its customs/spread teachings of Islam and
follow the example of Holy Prophet (PBUH). Islam says: no one is superior to
others; no Arab is superior to non Arab. All are son of Adam and superiority is
based on piety. All human beings are equal”. (Case no 24).

Another major suggestion was in favor of spread of Education. Students said
that school and teachers can bring change in society using the tool of education.
Quoting the ideas of students:
“Promote love for literacy and education. If all the people are highly educated
then they get broad minds. It will decrease the caste based discrimination from
society”. (Case no 36)

Students also suggested that there should be social interaction among various
castes in the form of friendship and marriages. This practice might bring people of
low and high castes closer. Belief in equality of humanity can be helpful in reducing
the gaps among social sects and in bringing positive change in society. Students also
suggested that elimination of poverty from society and public discussions on the
reasons for such discrimination can alter the situation.
“If we consider all people equal and respect and love them, positive things will
be possible”. (Case no 19.)
“There should be Social interaction among people of low and high caste in terms
of friendships, marriages etc”. (Case no 24)
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“Eliminate poverty from country it is the main cause of caste discrimination”.
(Case no 17)
“There should be discussions on low and high caste to find out the reasons for
discrimination”. (Case no 02)

Religious Sects.
Four role plays were presented for religious sects .Three sects of Muslims i.e.
Ahle Sunnat, Ahle Tashi, Ahle Hadith were represented by the students by wearing
socially identified caps for the three sects. However, verbally none of the sects was
mentioned to avoid any hurt feelings from the part of students. At the end of role play
students provided their feed back on certain questions related to the presentations.
Are differences among religious sects acceptable?
Number of students accepting the difference was less than refuting the
acceptance, but both type of responses are without any solid reasons. Students stated
that they accept the differences because it is right to every one to follow the beliefs of
his sect because every one is free. Some stated these differences are not natural so
they accept them because all have same basic beliefs.
Following statements are given by the students accepting the differences:
“I accept them as they are because differences effect social relations.” (Case no
19)
“Beliefs are different of all the sects but I can accept them”. (Case no 09)
“Yes the difference is present. There are different trends among all the sects. I
accept because everyone is free to follow his own beliefs”. (Case no 28)
“Yes I accept the differences among sects because these are not natural. People
have added them, so these are not important”. (Case no 03)
“Yes because all are Muslims”. (Case no 37)
“Yes, there are differences but these should be respected not interfered” (Case
no 33)
“Yes, because differences are due to lack of religious knowledge”. (Case no 08)
“I will accept the other sect but they should accept my sect too”. (Case no 13).
“Yes I can accept if they don’t interfere with my belief”. (Case no 17)

Other group of students was not ready to accept the differences. However they
had no clear reasons for the non acceptance.
“No the differences are not minor so I cannot accept them”. (Case no.09)
“No because due to these differences sects are there”. (Case no 06)
“I cannot accept because it’s a cause of quarrel among Muslims”. (Case no 30)
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Can differences among sects be ignored?
Students responded in two ways: one kind declared the differences as
ignorable for sake of peace in country, to maintain social relations or to avoid clashes
among individuals. For instance the following statements given by the students
expressing tolerance toward the differences of sects:
“Yes the differences can be ignored to avoid clashes and maintain peace in
society”. (Case no 30)
“Differences are of trivial nature and can be ignored because we can not prove
the authenticity of sects from Quran”. (Case no 35)
“We should ignore because we all are Muslims”. (Case no 29)
“All sects should be free to act according to their beliefs”. (Case 16)
“Differences are cause of quarrel among Muslims so these should be ignored”.
(Case no 12)
“There is no place for sectarianism”. (Case no 24)
“Yes, the differences are minor and we should not go in depth and we should not
fight with one another on these differences”. (Case no 20)

Another category refused to ignore the differences. But the reasons given by
students were not clear. Following are the examples of students’ quotes:
“Differences are not ignorable because little things play a vital role in beliefs”.
(Case no 16)
“I think differences cannot be ignored. Sects are different in beliefs”. (Case no
07)
“The differences among sects cannot be ignored because all sects don’t show
flexible attitude and don’t make any compromise. A person belonging to one
sect is not ready to offer prayer after the imam of other sect”. (Case no 02)
“No the differences cannot be ignored because it is not personal matter”. (Case
no 31)
“There is huge difference among all sects. From birth to death at every step
many conflicts lie”. (Case no 10)

Similarities among sects perceived by the students.
All students responded that as all sects belong to Islam, they have same basic beliefs.
“Religion is same. All have same basic beliefs”. (Case no 09)
“All sects are Muslim and they follow Quran”. (Case no 14)

Differences among sects perceived by the students.
Students enlisted the following differences among sects as they perceived them.
“Social activities, basic beliefs are different”. (Case no 03)
“All sects have different interpretations of Quran and sunnat”. (Case no 12)
“Difference in timings of namaz, roza, and other matters”. (Case no 34)
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Disability.
There were four role plays on the factor disability. After the enactment of all
situations, students’ views were taken against the following issues:
Disables are burden on society?
Four of the students affirm the statement and expressed their own reasons for
considering disable a burden for society.
“As disable are unable to do anything on their own, he will always be dependent
on others. So he will become burden for parents and society”. (Case no 36).

The other students had the following ideas:
“Disable people are burden on society. They have no future. People do not treat
them better and they can turn into beggars. Such people are really burden for
society”. (Case no 23)
“Yes if he is not performing his role in society, he will be a burden for society”.
(Case no 19)
“Yes, they are burdening on their parents. They remain full time in tension due
to their Disable child”. (Case no.31)

Students expressed their views showing a tolerant attitude toward disables.
Examples of students’ statements are given below:
“Disable may have an intelligent mind. By using his abilities he can become a
useful person and good citizen of society”. (Case no 01)
“Disable is part of society. We should treat them kindly and support them
because they cannot work easily”. (Case no 34)
“Where mental work is involved, disable can solve their problems. (Case no 06)
“They can participate in development of country like a normal person”. (Case no
07)
“If a disabled person has some qualification or skill, he is not burden on society.
(Case no 27)

One student (case no 15) expressed her views in these words explaining why a
disable is burden and on the other hand why not a burden for the society:
“Yes he is a burden because now a day situation of society is that every one likes
to live with a complete person.”
“In our Islamic point of view, he is not a burden. Allah has given him the
qualities and he can use these qualities and make progress”.

These two thoughts reflect that socially there is less space for a disable
person, however religious teachings direct to accept such people as human beings and
creature of Allah. A person who follows religion will consider disable as part of
society.
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Personal contribution to help a disable stand independent in society
Students expressed positive ideas regarding the help of a disable person.
Majority said that through providing educational opportunities or by teaching them
some skills they can help a disable person become independent and useful member of
the society.
“I can give him education and teach some skill”. (Case no. 11)
“I will establish a society to help the disabled”. (Case no 03)
“We should encourage disable person to get admission in school and provide
financial and academic support”. (Case no. 18)

Moreover, almost all the students pointed out that we should behave kindly
and provide disable a support to save them from feeling of being low and inferior.
“We should behave with them in good way. If we treat them badly, they can
become victim of inferiority complex”. (Case no 34)

Equal treatment of on merit disables.
Should an intelligent disable be given admission to a college if he stands on
merit? In response to this question, all students agreed that if a disable person falls on
merit, he must be treated equally to the normal persons. They regarded it the right of
disable because physical disability does not mean mental retardation.
“Because, it is his right. Physical disability should not be considered, study
needs mental ability”. (Case no. 19)
“Disable may be more intelligent and honest with his work” (case no. 21)
“There should be quota for disabled people and they must have equal job
opportunities”. (Case no.16)
“They are not less than normal people in intelligence and mental capacity”.
(Case no.30)

Feelings of empathy.
Feelings of empathy can be helpful for developing understanding and
tolerance. Students were asked to put themselves in place of an intelligent disable
person who was refused admission in medical college in spite of meeting the criteria.
Almost all students expressed their feeling of despair, disappointment, and
hopelessness on such a situation. It shows the empathetic attitude of students.
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“I feel very disheartened, hopeless and desperate if I don’t get admission”. (case
no.12)
“I feel very bad, it is against humanity”. (Case no.25)
“I will feel much anxiety, great sadness”. (Case no.14)
“I will feel very much disappointed, angry, worried and depressed. This is not
fair”. (Case no.21)
“I'll become victim of inferiority, stressed & upset”. (Case no.37)
“I will feel myself an inferior person than others. It will affect my performance”.
(Case no. 30)

One student said she will be glad if she does not get admission because it will
make her safe from the teasing remarks of students and teachers at college.
“I will feel saved from teasing comments of people”. (Case no.20)
Gender.
Five situations were presented related to the theme of gender. Students
provided their written feed back on various questions at the end of all role plays.
Acceptance of other genders’ superiority.
There were various responses. One category of students reported they will
accept the superiority of other gender in certain conditions. Some female students said
they accept males’ superior only because it is part of social custom and religious
teaching that males will be the head of family and superior to females. Another group
expressed that as males are physically strong and perform difficult tasks, they are
emotionally more stable than females, so they accept them as superior to females.
“We accept the superiority because it is teaching of religion that a male will be
the head of family”. (Case no. 07)
“Yes, no doubt we accept the superiority of other gender. God has created them
physically and mentally strong than females”. (Case no 04)

Male students expressed their acceptance of other gender’s superiority
conditioned with their abilities and competence.
“Yes, if she is able to deal the things, we should accept her” (case no. 01)
“As a boss I can accept her because it is our duty to respect her”. (Case no. 24)
“Yes, if they have more abilities I will not be hesitant in working under a
woman”. (Case no 02)

However some students were against the concept of superiority of any gender.
Female students had the idea that both genders are equal because women are working
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in all fields as men. Some expressed their dislike for social customs where males are
given superiority to females.
“I want to discourage the superiority of males because they are damaging our
life with their decisions” (case no. 05).
“Now a day women are working in every field side by side with men, so I
cannot accept that the other gender is superior to girls” (Case no.29)
“I don’t accept the superiority of males. Our society gives them high place”.
(Case no. 14)

Three of the male students denied the superiority of women in any case:
“I will not accept. Women are low than men. Women are not mentally as well as
physically strong. Men should decide house and outside house matters. women
get emotional soon”.(case no.09)

One female student expressed the idea of equality of both genders:
“I think there should be equality between the two genders, because women are
as important as men. Women also have abilities and they can compete with men
in every field”. (Case no. 17)

Importance of other gender and their positive roles.
Students were asked to highlight the importance of other gender in their lives.
Responding to this question, female students confined the importance of other gender
and their positive roles in their lives, to their father and brother’s contribution in
providing them the facilities and moral and financial support. However, some of the
students mentioned male and female teachers’ role and their contribution as well.
“Other gender my father, brother are important for my social status”. (Case no.
17)
“Other gender provides protection, honor, respect and source of income”.
(Case no.30)
“Males earn for the family and take care of us. They motivate us in all
activities” (case no. 22)
“Male teachers also help us and guide us in study”. (Case no. 36)
“Father is good leader of family. Males are loyal and honest”. (Case no. 19)

Male students regarded females’ contribution as caring family members. They
expressed their ideas in following words:
“Females do household tasks and take care of family”. (Case no. 02)
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Areas of biasness for other gender.
Negative feelings are also part of both genders’ thinking. Female students had
negative feelings against the authoritative nature of males, who do not allow them to
make even small and every day decisions. They exert their force on them and consider
them at low status. Moreover females are teased at public places where males show
disrespect to females.
“Males’ behavior at public places is not good. They don’t give respect to
women”. (Case no.12)
“We want to make decisions and do many things but we cannot do because of
them”. (Case no.19)
“I have negative feelings about other gender as, boss, in banks, at social
places”. (Case no. 34)
“Males use their power on women, it is not good. We are not allowed to do
anything without the permission of father and brother”. (Case no. 35)
“Husbands don’t understand the problems of wife. They force their decision on
women and don’t think about others” (case no. 14)
“Males get aggressive immediately. They have no patience when they try to
force their decisions on females”. (Case no. 30)
“Males are given importance in society and at homes. Working wife has to do
household work as well. This is not fair”. (Case no.11)
“Mostly boys change after marriage; they neglect their parents and leave them
alone”. (Case no. 05)
“My brother is very conservative. He does not allow going out without his
permission. He is against my education further”. (Case no 26)
“I feel negative when boys run after beautiful girls who look beautiful
temporarily”. (Case no. 03)

Male students had their own biases. They think women are less intelligent,
they become emotional immediately. They also expressed their negative thoughts
against educated and working women who, to them, become disobedient due to
education and economic independence. They showed their dislike ness for
independent women who want to decide on their own. Examples from students’
quotes are given below:
“Females are emotional, they get aggressive. When girls get high education they
don’t respect elders. In university girls come without covering their head. They
should not do it”. (Case no. 22)
“When girls get high education and go outside home for job they become
stubborn. They disobey elders. They want to decide about them”. (Case no.09)
“I feel negative when girls mix up with males and make friendship. This is bad
in society”. (Case no. 24)
“Women create problems in married life. They are not compromising”. (Case
no.02)
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One female student had no negative feelings for other gender.
“I don’t have any negative feeling”. (Case no.20)

Analysis of responses reveals that society and religion has great impact on the
thinking of students. It seems majority has accepted the social norms as these are
imparted by parents and elders. In our society males dominate the whole scenario and
this norm is inculcated in young minds starting from the beginning. Both males and
females are educated by their family to play their socially accepted roles in which
males possess a superior position than females.
However in depth there are feelings of non acceptability of social norm which
gives undue importance to males. Females want to get equal opportunities as males.
They want to be independent in making their day to day decisions. Moreover males
teasing behavior at various social places, is disliked by females. They want to be
respected in and outside home.
Feelings of students at changing roles
In some situations males and females were given roles of opposite gender to
play, i.e. girls performed males role and vice versa. After the enactment they
described their feelings in following words:
“It was a new and unique experience. I played the role of such a sister who was
not allowed by her father to continue education even after getting better grades
than her brother. I think it is very unfair to treat girls in harsh manner. When I
put myself in her place, I felt girls are sometimes deprived of their rights. It
could have hurt them a lot”. (Case no. 02)
“It was strange experience to play the role of a girl. I felt hesitant and my class
fellows made fun of me. I think females should be given proper rights and
people should treat them as human beings”. (Case no. 22)
“After playing the role of a female, I feel they also have feelings and they can
think. We should not treat them in bad way” (Case no. 24)
“I played the role of a girl who did not want to get married without her consent.
But her father imposed his decision. I feel parents should ask girls too but girls
should follow the decision of parents”. (Case no.09)
“I performed the role of chaudry. I felt myself a powerful person but he was
not good. He did not help his mzara for education of his son” (case no. 11)
“I played the role of father who was very strict. He did not allow his daughter
to get admission in college despite of good marks. I felt bad. This is not fair to
treat the females in harsh manner”. (Case no 14)
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Responses depict that playing opposite gender roles evoked in-depth feelings
of students. All students except one expressed that playing such role enabled them to
think how other gender feels when treated in a specific way.
Ethnicity.
Class was divided into four groups labeled as Pthan, Balochi, Sindhi and
Punjabi. Each group presented a brief introduction of their ethnic group. After
introduction, a student presented jokes about the each ethnic group. At the end
students responded about the presentations reflecting their opinion in writing.
Following is the description of responses of students.
Empathy.
Students were asked to put themselves as Pthan, Balochi, Sindhi and Punjabi
and write their feelings on hearing a sarcastic joke against them. Majority of students
expressed that they felt bad, ashamed and hurt. They did not like to hear such jokes
where they are made fun due to their ethnic identity.
“I could not tolerate that they make fun of me and my province”. (Case no. 01)
“I felt Very bad, insulting & unbearable”. (Case no.21)
“I felt Very angry and sorry for such jokes”. (Case no. 09)
“I felt hatred for the person who said such thing”. (Case no.28)
“I don’t like to hear such comments which make me or my province low”.
(Case no. 33)

However some of the students reported no feelings or they took it as joke and
fun and nothing like serious.
“I didn’t feel anything”. (Case no. 11)
“I just enjoyed and forgot that”. (Case no.19
“I felt no ashamed, it was just jokes”. (Case no.34)
“No negative feeling on jokes”. (Case no. 22)

Feelings of biasness toward other ethnic groups.
“People of other provinces do not educate their women.” (Case no. 05)
“They are conservatives and treat women badly”. (Case no. 17)
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Similarities among four ethnic groups
One student responded that there are no similarities at all among the groups.
“There are no similarities”. (Case no. 22)

However majority of students stated all groups are Muslims and have same
beliefs.
“All ethnic groups are ready to fight against non Muslims”. (Case no. 26)
“All are Muslims and have same belief”. (Case no. 12)

Differences among four ethnic groups
Almost all students had the same idea that ethic groups differ in language,
culture, dress and traditions.
“Ethnic groups are different in language, traditions, culture and geographical
conditions” (Case no.13)

Feelings of biasness for other groups
Students were asked to report any kind of negative feelings they had for other
ethnic groups. Students stated following thoughts:
“Sindhi don’t obey /follow government rules, Pthans are much egoistic,
Balochi are moody and quarreling people” (Case no. 02)
“Pthans use little wisdom. Sindhi feel no good opinion about Punjabis.
“Balochi are fighters”. (Case no. 23)
“Balochi have very strict feelings for women. Punjabi are proud. Sindhi
discriminate among people of their province and other provinces”. (Case no.
36)
“Sindhi have fighting behavior. It is heard that Balochi kill their daughters in
name of honor. Pthans are not intelligent”. (Case no. 28)
“Pthans sell their daughters. There are bad traditions of other groups: karokari,
wani, girl's marriage with Quran” (case no. 22)
“Sindhi and Balochi are against Punjabis, they don’t like us” (case no. 01)
“Balochi hate Punjabi. They kill Punjabi who goes there for job. Pthans are
narrow minded”. (Case no. 09)
“Sindhi think Punjab has stolen their water and are using their resources.
Pthans are smugglers and deal inn drugs and illegal weapons. Punjabi are
robbers”. (Case no. 20)
“Pthans are stubborn and they can act without thinking anything. Sindhi are not
sympathetic, they are cruel. Majority of Balochi is cheaters. Punjabi are very
clever”. (Case no.17)
“Sindhi are selfish and quarrelling people. They don’t pay bill for electricity
and put the whole burden on Punjab due to which Punjabis have to face
damages. Balochi are illiterate, they don’t treat their family well”. (Case no.14)
“People of other provinces have negative feelings for us. Sindhi are
conservative. Punjabis like every ethnic group”. (Case no.29)
“Sindhi can kill their guest to equalize the murder of opponent party.I don’t
know about Punjabis”. (Case no. 25)
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Activity 2: classroom discussion.
Six discussion sessions were held in class regarding the factors of tolerance.
Each session was audio recorded and later on transcribed on word to word bases. The
following table describes the frequency and percentage of statements regarding
tolerance and intolerance.
Table 4.12
Frequency and Percentages of Statements of Tolerance and Intolerance in Discussion
Activity
Factor

Tolerance

Intolerance

Frequency

Percentage

Frequency

Percentage

Gender

52

61.2

33

38.8

Ethnicity

43

74.1

15

25.9

Other Religion

75

74.3

26

25.7

Religion Sect

78

58.2

56

41.8

Disability

30

93.8

2

6.25

Caste

35

47.3

39

52.7

Total

313

64.7

171

35.3

Table 4.15 explains the frequency and percentages of sentences regarding
“tolerance and intolerance” used by participants involved in activity “Discussion”.
Overall during the whole activity of “Discussion” the participants used 64.7%
sentences indicating “tolerance”” and 35.3% sentences indicating “intolerance”.
Similarly the participants used 61.2% sentences indicating “tolerance” for
“Gender” and 38.8% sentences indicating “intolerance” for “Gender”. While
participants used 74.1% sentences indicating “tolerance” for “Ethnicity” and 25.9%
sentences indicating “intolerance” for “Ethnicity”, and the participants used 74.3%
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sentences indicating “tolerance” for “Other Religion” and 25.7% sentences indicating
“intolerance” for “Other Religion” . The participants used 58.2% sentences indicating
“tolerance” for “Religious Sect” and 41.8% sentences indicating “intolerance” for
“Religious sect”. Similarly the participants used 93.8 % sentences indicating
“tolerance” for “Disability” and 6.2% sentences indicating “intolerance” for
“Disability”. The participants used 47.3% sentences indicating “tolerance” for “Caste”
and 52.7% sentences indicating “intolerance” for “Caste”.
Each discussion was based on various questions or issues related to the key
factor of the study. In the following section, factor wise responses of students are
given.
Gender.
Q1 who should make home decisions: wife or husband?
Students’ responses indicating tolerance or intolerance regarding the questions
are as under:
“Husband and wife should make mutual decisions”. (Case no.18)
“Husband and wife are two vehicles of car. They should make mutual
decisions”. (Case no. 30)
“While making decision husband should ask his wife because she is also
somebody”. (Case no. 26)

Statements indicating Intolerance
“There should be a female's control at home”. (Case no. 16)
“A woman has always been weaker and emotional in making decisions. So
husband should decide”. (Case no. 27)

Equal educational opportunities for boys and girls.
Majority of the students was in favor of providing equal educational
opportunities to both genders.
“Educational opportunities for boys and girls must be equal”. (Case no. 04)
“It is necessary for girls to get education and contribute in progress of
country”. (Case no. 13)
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Intolerance.
“Girls should be taught about household task s and males about other
responsibilities”. (Case no. 26)
“Girls should study only arts. They cannot do field work and heavy
engineering tasks”. (Case no. 02)
“Girls should adopt only the field of education or health. These are safe for
females”. (Case no. 22)

Can a woman do job and become economically independent?
All female students except two were in favor of women’s economic
independence. On the other hand only two male students out of seven were positive
about the idea.
“A woman should be economically independent as men”. (case no 08)
Intolerance
“Girls do job in banks, police and army but it does not suit everyone that a girl
is standing on a thorough fair”. (Case no. 22)
“Girls should not be allowed to do job only for her will”. (Case no. 26)
“There should be no economic independence for women, because it is a male's
duty to provide them all things”. (Case no. 17)
“Males must be economically dominant”. (Case no. 23)

Parents should seek consent of girl while making decision of her marriage.
Do you agree?
“Girls must be consulted before making decision about their marriage”. (Case
no. 09)
“Girls can be consulted but it does not mean that girls disobey their parents”.
(Case no 03)

Male and female have equal role in the development of country. Express
your opinion.
“Whole nation depends on her-on a mother”. (Case no. 01)
“Yes they can do all kind of work, as men, now I am convinced”. (Case no. 02)
“Females play a positive role in society”. (Case no. 19)
“In social development they must have equal contribution because both are
important element”. (Case no. 31)
“I am quite agreeing that both should be given importance at their places and
both should fulfill their respective responsibilities completely”. (Case no. 16)

Acceptance of the superiority of a female boss/ a female working on a
higher rank.
“If a person is greater in age, position and education, he must be respected in
any ease and I think no harm in working under person’s supervision”. (Case
no. 02)
“I think nobody should have any objection working under her. One should take
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her as a person”. (Case no. 12)

Intolerance.
“I have not seen males abiding by the rules and regulations in offices. Females
focus on rules and regulations more than males”. (Case no. 18)
“In their hearts, males like women to be their subordinate”. (Case no. 25)
“Mostly males are aggressive and harsh they alter the facts” (Case no. 13)

Ethnicity.
Q1 Sindhi are well wisher of Punjab. Express your opinion.
Students responded in favor and against the statement.
“I think Sindhi are quite well wisher of Punjab”. (Case no. 02)
“In fact we never had an interaction with them. So I don’t have any idea what
kind of people they are”. (Case no. 05)

Q2 Balochi are not well wisher of Punjab.
Half of the students were against the idea:
“This is not true that Balochi are not well wisher of Punjb. They favor Punjab
but are against policies of government”. (Case no. 15)

Intolerance
“Balochi are not absolutely well wisher of Punjab” (Case no. 25)
“I think they are eager prone to murder Punjabis”. (Case no.12)
“Chiefs of Baloch tribes have been eating money taken from Pakistan but they
have not utilized money for development purposes”. (Case no. 02)

Q3 How Pakistan can stand united? Express your ideas.
“Put contrary ideas aside and we should resolve our disputes and diminish
clashes”. (Case no. 06)
“Education gives person awareness about what is right and what is wrong. So
we should spread education to all”. (Case no. 35)

Caste.
Caste system is essential part of our society? Express your opinion?
“I don’t think there should be a caste system, because all human beings are
equal”. (Case no. 03)
“Caste system should be there but not for superiority or inferiority”. (Case no.
14)
“This is tragedy of our society that we give importance to caste not to the
persons”. (Case no. 28)
“To some extent caste system is essential. For recognition, caste is important”.
(Case no.19 )
“I think caste system must be there in society”. (Case no. 11)
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Some castes are superior and others are inferior’. Express your opinion.
“I think all castes are equal”. (Case no. 04)
“I think this practice is unfair. All people should be given equal respect”. (Case
no. 16)
“This is not good in society”. (Case no. 21)

Inter caste marriages can be done, if the match is well suited in other
aspects. What do you think?
“We marry outside caste and caste is not important”. (Case no. 32)
“We do marriages within our caste”. (Case no. 11 )
“In our caste if other party is zamindar, we marry within that family. Others are
kammi and belong to low caste”. (Case no. 02)
"If a girl owns land, she gives it to her brothers otherwise many problems
occur”. (Case no. 23).

Can we bring change in the prevailing customs of society regarding caste
system? If yes, how?
Students’ responses that were in favor of change are given below:
“When people themselves will not develop their thinking and change it, nothing
can be done”. (Case no. 03)
“We should develop the qualities of our ancestors rather than being proud to be
from the same caste”. (Case no. 34)

Following are the statements of students who expressed that change is difficult
or impossible at all. They also described reasons why it was a difficult task to bring
such change:
“It is very difficult to marry outside caste because one has to face bradri and
society.so it is impossible to do it”.(Case no. 18)
“There are certain traditions of society against which we are helpless. Bradri
boycott that person socially and cut him off from rest of bradri. People
comment like: this is the person who gave his daughter to kammi”. (Case no.
02)
“Same thing happens in our family. They consider it their disrespect if a
marriage is held outside caste”. (Case no. 10)
“I will not do outside caste marriage because we are ahle tashi and our
ideology is different from sunni and others.” (Case no. 32)
“It is very difficult to bring change because those who belong to different caste
have different set up. Inter caste differences are greater than similarities”.
(Case no. 08)
“Caste is important when marriage is decided. I will prefer my bradri if I have
to decide”. (Case no. 22)

Can you give reasons/references for the superiority of certain castes?
“We hear it from our family and parents about the castes”. (Case no. 11)
“I never thought about it before, so I don’t have any idea”. (Case no. 37)
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“Sadaat belong to the family of Holy Prophet that is why they are superior from
others”. (Case no. 32)

Other religion
“I will surely allow the Christian friend to drink water from my glass.so that she
might not hurt”. (Case no. 16)
“To avoid conflicts and clashes, we should not say anything bad about other
religions”. (Case no. 20)
“We should respect other religions because this is teaching of our religion”.
(Case no. 03)
“We should get knowledge about other religion to avoid talk that can hurt their
feelings”. (Case no. 15)
“Awareness and knowledge can resolve confusions”. (Case no. 21)
“Knowledge brings clarity and resolves many disputes but the important thing is
to listen to others with patience”. (Case no. 02)
“Hate in people's minds for others can be decreased through knowing
others”.(Case no. 29)
“Awareness brings better understanding and reduces gaps and resolves clashes”.
(Case no. 35)
“We will not say anything wrong about his religion in front of him, so that he
must not be hurt”. (Case no. 05)
“Thinking can be changed if you talk and listen patiently and avoid objecting
others for trivial things”. (Case no. 31)
“Our Holy Prophet used to have meals with non Muslims, so we should follow
His example”. (Case no. 37)

Intolerance.
“I will not allow a Christian to drink water from my glass. I have a disgusting
feeling”. (Case no. 17)
“If we have knowledge we can bring them to right path and right belief”. (Case
no. 22)
“We should have knowledge to judge about the beliefs of others whether it’s
right or wrong”. (Case no. 19)
“If I come to know that person is Christian. I will not allow using my glass
because he is non Muslim and I am Muslim”. (Case no. 09)
“A Christians’ used glass will remain napak (not cleaned).even if they touch
our glass, it will become napak and we cannot use it”. (Case no.34)

Religious sect.
Majority of students had the opinion that one sect should accept the existence
of other sect and should not interfere with them. Expansion of knowledge about
others, discussion and being patient while talking to others can save from disputes
among various sects. Statements of students are quoted below:
“If we have quality of patience and tolerance only then we can live
appropriately in a society and adjust in our environment”. (Case no. 02 )
“I think it is essential to tolerate other sects and should ignore the differences
among our sect and other sects”. (Case no. 11)
“By listening to others and enduring and by not criticizing we can avoid many
disputes and problems”. (Case no.13)
“Discussions should be held on points of similarities and common beliefs but
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not on differences”. (Case no. 29)
“If we read books of fiqhi scholars, there are very minute differences which
can be ignored”. (Case no. 25)
“Discussions should be conducted with positive mind. One group should not
force its opinion on the other”. (Case no. 33)
“As a teacher I will seek knowledge first and then have a discussion in my
class. I went to my teacher, studied books to get information about sects for
discussion”. (Case no. 31)
“Yes, people of one sect can offer prayer in other sect's masjid”. (Case no. 03)
“The division of sects is not good”. (Case no. 17
“We should accept the existence of sects in Islam”. (Case no.26)
“If we want to cope up with differences we will have to seek information and
understand them”. (Case no. 34)
“I want t read about other religions. I have started reading Hinduism and
Sufism”. (Case no. 31)
“Knowledge opens mind and make many things clear. If you are strong enough
in your belief, no one can shatter you”. (Case no. 19)
“We should accept one another with differences because variety in people and
their beliefs is part of our society”. (Case no. 06)
“Our base is same”. (Case no. 36)
“Without having knowledge we can hurt feelings of others”. (Case no. 30)
“To show patience is essential”. (Case no. 01)
“Islam says to get knowledge and analyze that knowledge using reason and
thinking”. (Case no. 15)
“We should not interfere with the matters of other sects, because it’s the matter
of their belief”. (Case no. 07)

Intolerance.
Some of the students expressed that discussion and knowledge about other
sects can increase the rift and create confusions in minds.
“In case of differences among sects, discussion flairs up the aggression because
one's point of view is against other. When you listen to them you get aggressive
automatically. Discussion in this matter does not clear up the mind but increases
hardness against other sects”. (Case no. 02)
“I think we should not get knowledge about other sects. It is not necessary
because it can shatter and influence our own thinking and beliefs”. (Case no. 22)

Disability.
All students expressed positive thoughts regarding disable people. They
pointed out that disable are not burden on society. Education and skills should be
imparted to such people to make them useful member of society. Moreover people
should show kind behavior to disables
Responses of students are given below:
“I think disable people are not burden on society. They can participate equally
in the development of society”. (Case no. 27)
“We should treat them in good manner to give them a feeling that they are not
burden on society”. (Case no. 30)
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“Educational opportunities should be provided to disable”. (Case no. 34)
“I will establish a society to help the disabled”. (Case no. 22)
“Those who have some close relative disable, they can understand their
feelings”. (Case no. 17)
“There should be quota for disabled people and they must have equal job
opportunities”. (Case no. 23)
“They are not less than normal people in intelligence and mental capacity”.
(Case no. 08)
“I don’t feel ashamed sitting beside disable friend”. (Case no. 20)
“We should encourage disable person to get admission in school and provide
financial and academic support”. (Case no. 13)
“We should behave with them in good way. If we treat them badly, they can
become victim of inferiority complex”. (Case no. 04)

Learning from all discussions.
At the end of all discussions, students were asked to report what they learned
from the discussion sessions. Students pointed out many things but the most important
point they reported was a change in their previous thoughts regarding the issues
discussed. Only one student denied any change or point of learning as a result of
discussions.
Students’ responses are quoted below:
“My opinion is same as it was before. Still I am not in favor of job of women”.
(Case no. 22)
“I had very strict feelings about some of the issues. Now I feel that intensity is
lessened”. (Case no 02)
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Activity 3.
Exposure to literature.
Students reflected their opinions in writing after reading various materials.
Following table denotes the count of their statements regarding tolerance or
intolerance.
Table 4.13
Frequency and Percentages of Statements of Tolerance and Intolerance in Exposure
to Literature Activity
Factor

Tolerance

Intolerance

Frequency

percentage

Frequency

Percentage

Gender

50

96.2

2

3.8

Ethnicity

62

89.9

7

10.1

Other Religion

55

84.6

10

15.4

Religion Sect

56

88.9

7

11.1

Disability

59

98.3

1

1.7

Caste

43

84.3

8

15.7

Total

325

90.3

35

9.7

Table 4.13 explains the frequency and percentages of sentences regarding
“tolerance and intolerance” used by participants involved in activity “Exposure to
Literature”. Overall during the whole activity of “Exposure to Literature” the
participants used 90.3% sentences indicating “tolerance”” and 9.7% sentences
indicating “intolerance”.
Similarly the participants used 96.2% sentences indicating “tolerance” for
“Gender” and 3.8% sentences indicating “intolerance” for “Gender”. While
participants used 89.9% sentences indicating “tolerance” for “Ethnicity” and 10.1%
sentences indicating “intolerance” for “Ethnicity”, and the participants used 84.6%
sentences indicating “tolerance” for “Other Religion” and 15.4% sentences indicating
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“intolerance” for “Other Religion” . The participants used 88.9% sentences indicating
“tolerance” for “Religious Sect” and 11.1% sentences indicating “intolerance” for
“Religious sect”. Similarly the participants used 98.3 % sentences indicating
“tolerance” for “Disability” and 1.7% sentences indicating “intolerance” for
“Disability”. The participants used 84.3% sentences indicating “tolerance” for “Caste”
and 15.7 % sentences indicating “intolerance” for “Caste”.
Gender.
“The prosperity of country is incomplete without the contribution of women”.
(Case no. 33)
“Women are working in different fields as men. Society should consider their
importance”. (Case no. 19)
“I think women play important role in development of country. They are
intelligent and can do every task as men”. (Case no. 32)
“We cannot progress until we finish narrow mindedness about women”. (Case
no. 26)
“We should praise women for the work they do and should provide educational
opportunities for girls”. (Case no. 37)
“Educational opportunities for girls are must so that they can train the next
generation”.(Case no. 05)
“We should encourage female education so that they can participate in progress
of country”. (Case no. 36)
“We should give attention to female education if we want to progress in the
world”.(Case no. 02)
“Treat women respectfully and in good way because they are valuable as men”.
(Case no.27 ).
“Women should be given respect and place in society”. (Case no. 14)
“A woman has the ability to perform all sorts of work; society should accept
the status of women”. (Case no. 31 )
“Islam has given a great value to women. Education for girls is essential”.
(Case no. 29)
“Women education is more important because she has to train her children and
whole family”. (Case no. 18)
“Both genders are important and without contribution of women country
cannot progress”. (Case no. 12)
“Females have important place in society”. (Case no. 01)

Intolerance.
“Society criticizes women going out for job. (Case no. 18)
“People usually have a negative impression of working ladies”. (Case no. 06)
“Females doing job neglect their home and children which is their first duty”.
(Case no. 20)

Ethnicity.
“When we come to know bout others, our feelings change about them”. (Case
no. 13)
“Listen to all ethnic groups and bring them on one main point. Only solution is
to educate people about the importance of being united”. (Case no. 15)
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“If all ethnic groups are treated equally we can resolve the issue”. (Case no. 21)
“People should be educated about peace. The only solution is that we should
understand importance of unity”. (Case no. 02)
“People should be given their due rights. All decisions should be made on
justice”. (Case no. 29)
“Leaders should sit together and talk about their problems. Discussion can help
in finding some solution”. (Case no. 24)
“Problems can be solved if each province is ready to sacrifice for the other
province”. (Case no. 01)
“If all provinces take them as part of Pakistan and think about the whole
benefits, only then they can be solved”. (Case no. 37)
“Be flexible and open”. (Case no. 17)
Intolerance.
“I think it is not possible to solve the issues. People of one province are against
other provinces”. (Case no. 22)
“I think these problems cannot be solved”. (Case no.10)

Caste.
“I do have the same opinion: caste and race has no significance”, (Case no. 16)
“Marriage outside the caste and close family can improve social relations.”
(Case no. 19)
“Islam has no concept of superiority on base of race, caste; color. We should
follow the teachings of Islam rather than social customs”. (Case no. 03)
“My personal opinion is that we should try to get marriage outside the close
relation and caste to save children from genetic diseases”. (Case no. 27)
“Mismatch marriages are done due to condition of caste; this is a wrong social
custom”. (Case no. 07)
“We should not divide human beings on the basis of caste and race”. (Case no.
26)
“People should be educated about the medical advice of dangers related to close
family marriages”. (Case no 30)
“We should see an individual as a person; how good he is as a human being. We
should not give importance to caste and tribe”. (Case no. 37)
Intolerance
“No the information is not correct. There are many families who have healthy
children”. (Case no. 22)
“It is difficult to go against social customs, people criticize if we do out caste
marriage”. (Case no. 24)

Other religion.
“We should try to understand the feelings of others” (Case no. 06).
“I will follow the rules and never ever use any power in negative way”. (Case
no. 22)
“It is not fair to show aggression against other religions”. (Case no. 17)
“Every citizen has right to live according to his willingness”. (Case no. 29)
“This is the right of Christian community to protest against the crime”. (Case no.
36)
“I think the demand of Christians is not wrong; this is the duty of government to
provide security to its citizens”.(Case no. 26)
“I think such investigations should be on facts and no emotional decisions be
made”. (Case no. 34)
“Non Muslims should also be given their rights”. (Case no. 33)
“It is totally injustice. Religion is important for every person or nation. We
should respect every religion and don’t see with disgrace”. (Case no 09 )
“We should not hurt the other religions people by damaging their religious
places or books”. (Case no. 01)
“I will investigate the situation impartially. Non Muslims are also citizens. No
one is above the law in Islam. Non Muslim should be given their right”. (Case
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no. 02)
“I would have been with the victim and the one who faced injustice”. (Case no.
14)
“If Muslims hurt them it is fault of Muslims”. (Case no. 09)
“We should follow the teachings of Islam which preaches love , peace and
brotherhood”. (Case no. 31)
“I am going against Christians, because when Christians don't care about
feelings of Muslims then why we try to save the Christians”. (Case no. 20)

Religious sects.
“We should not develop misunderstandings about other sects. We should not
become extremist in our beliefs” (Case no. 03).
“I do agree that there are no big differences between both sects. We all are
Muslims and we should live in peace”. (Case no. 36)
“I think it was a good thing to do because people have clashes on sects in our
country. There are similarities among sects which are more important than
differences”. (Case no. 27)
“We should resolve misunderstandings among sects. We should get
information about them. The differences are not so big people should look for
similarities among sects”. (Case no. 06)
“I think it is good if religious leaders tell people about the reality. All sects
have same base. All the sub groups have same initial beliefs. We should finish
their mental hate about other sects”. (Case no. 33)
“We should not condemn any sect. each has their own belief. All the sects of
Muslims should forget the differences and become united” (Case no. 01).
“We should accept other people as well who have different beliefs. We should
develop unity among us and preach brotherhood. Religious leaders should play
their role in clarifying the misconception of people about other sects” (Case
no. 16).
“These differences can be removed if people start thinking reasonably. .They
should tolerate one another”. (Case no. 02)

Disability.
All students had encouraging remarks for the disables:
“They are very brave. They can do a lot of things to progress. I appreciate the
courage of these brothers. I will help the disabled by providing them facilities to
grow and enable them to live a useful life”. (Case no. 04)
“Disable people also have abilities and they can perform like normal people.
Society should facilitate the disable people and should encourage them”. (Case
no.01)
“I think disable person are also very important like the able people in society”.
(Case no. 09)
“Every person has some quality. We should not take disable as useless people,
they can do work hard as normal people. They are also human beings and can
achieve success in life”. (Case no. 20)
“If a person doesn’t have complete parts of body, even then they have ability
given by God to do great jobs. I think educated and skillful person don’t need to
depend on others, even if they are disabled”. (Case no. 24)
We should treat disable in good manner”. (Case no. 19)
“Disable also has will power and they can get respectable place in society if they
work hard and do not lose hop”. (Case no. 11)
“Social behavior toward disable is not good, it must be changed” (Case no. 03).
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Chapter 5
Findings, Conclusions, Discussion &
Recommendations
In this chapter findings of the study are discussed in detail. The findings and
discussions are based on quantitative and qualitative analysis of results of the study.

Findings
The findings are further divided into two major parts;
Findings regarding quantitative analysis
1. The experiment and control groups on pre-test of tolerance scale were
significantly different having t value (2.119) at p<0.05. Students of control
group (M=361.69, SD=30.33) scored significantly higher on tolerance scale
than students of experimental group (M=347.26, SD=32.97). Further analysis
on basis of scale’s factors separately, reveals different results for different
factors. The experiment and control groups on pre test of tolerance scale on
factor “Gender” were significantly different having t value (2.388) at p<0.05.
2. The students of control group (M=76.6.69, SD=9.45) scored significantly
higher on factor “Gender” of tolerance scale than students of experimental
group (M=71.36, SD=10.53). The eta2 value for this difference was 0.01.
Similarly students of control group (M=71.43, SD=6.91) scored significantly
higher on factor “Caste” of tolerance scale than students of experimental
group (M=67.59, SD=7.79) having t value (2.326) at p<0.05. The eta2 value
for this difference was 0.02.
3. The t value (2.818) was significant at p<0.01, with students of control group
mean score (M=53.97, SD=5.97) significantly higher on factor “Disability” of
tolerance scale than students of experimental group mean score (M=77.79,
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SD=7.01). The eta2 value for this difference was 0.01.
4. Whereas on “ethnicity” and “religious sect” factors of tolerance scale, the
control group students (M=81.76, SD=5.97 & M=39.72, SD=38.62) were not
significantly different than experimental group students (M=51.9, SD= 6.07&
M=38.62, SD=5.95) having t values (1.333 & 0.789) at p<0.05 respectively.
Similarly t value (-1.035) at p<0.05was not significant for students of
experiment group mean score (M=41.65, SD=7.75) and students of control
group (M=39.85, SD=8.08) on factor “other religion” of tolerance scale.
(Table 4.1)
5. The mean scores difference between pre test and post test regarding “Role
Play” activity on tolerance scale and its factors were compared separately.
The t value (1.292) at p<0.05 was not significant when post test of experiment
group students mean score (M=355.11, SD=31.34) was compared with pre
test of experimental group students’ mean score (M=348.19, SD=33.62) of
the “Role Play” activity.
6. While analysis for all factors on “Role Play” activity were different for each
other. The t values (2.881& 1.01) at p<0.05 was significant for factors
“Ethnicity” and “Gender” respectively. The mean score (M=55.75, SD=7.24)
of experiment group students of post test was significantly higher than the
mean score (M=51.65, SD=8.4) of experimental group students on pre test on
factor “Ethnicity” of tolerance scale; and the mean score (M=73.45, SD=9.02)
of experiment group students of post test was significantly higher than the
mean score (M=71.43, SD=11.29) of experimental group students on pre test
on factor “Gender” of tolerance scale.
7. Whereas t values (-0.141, -0.141, 1.446 & 1.089) were not significant
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different at p<0.05 for “Other Religion”, “Religious Sect”, “Disability” and
“Disability” factors. The mean score (M=41.72, SD=7.13) of experiment
group students of post test was not significantly higher than the mean score
(M=41.94, SD=8.01) of experimental group students on pre test on factor
“Other Religion” of tolerance scale.
8. The mean score (M=38.33, SD=5.94) of experiment group students of post
test was not significantly higher than the mean score (M=38.81, SD=5.7) of
experimental group students on pre test on factor “Religious Sect” of
tolerance scale.
9.

The mean score (M=79.37, SD=9.76) of experiment group students of post
test was not significantly higher than the mean score (M=77.23, SD=7.51) of
experimental group students on pre test on factor “Disability” of tolerance
scale.

10. The mean score (M=86.94, SD=6.92) of experiment group students of post
test was not significantly higher than the mean score (M=67.4, SD=7.76) of
experimental group students on pre test on factor “Caste” of tolerance scale.
(Table 4.2)
11. The mean scores difference between pre test and post test regarding
“Discussion” activity on tolerance scale and its factors were compared
separately. The mean score (M=368.65, SD=29.23) of experiment group
students on post test was significantly higher on tolerance scale than the mean
score (M=355.11, SD=31.43) of experimental group students on pre test
having t value (2.732) at p<0.05.
12. The t value (3.516) was significant at p<0.05for “Religious Sect” factor. The
mean score (M=41.25, SD=5.88) of experiment group students on post test
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was significantly different than the mean score (M=38.54, SD=5.88) of
experimental group students on pre test on factor “Religious Sect” of
tolerance scale.
13. While the t values (1.74, -0.124, 1.898, 1.902 &1.635) for factors “Gender”,
“Ethnicity”, “Other Religion”, “Disability” and “cast” respectively were not
significant at p<0.05. The mean score (M=77.03, SD=10.03) of experiment
group students of post test was not significantly different than the mean score
(M=73.83, SD=9.12) of experimental group students on pre test on factor
“Gender” of tolerance scale. Similarly the mean score (M=55.35, SD=7.49) of
experiment group students on post test was not significantly different than the
mean score (M=55.52, SD=7.12) of experimental group students on pre test
on factor “Ethnicity” of tolerance scale. The mean score (M=42.91, SD=5.98)
of experiment group students on post test was not significantly different than
the mean score (M=40.88, SD=7.61) of experimental group students on pre
test on factor “Other Religion” of tolerance scale. The mean score (M=82.55,
SD=7.45) of experiment group students of post test was not significantly
different than the mean score (M=79.26, SD=9.89) of control group students
on pre test on factor “Disability” of tolerance scale. The mean score
(M=70.66, SD=6.24) of experiment group students on post test was not
significantly different than the mean score (M=68.66, SD=7.02) of
experimental group students on pre test on factor “Caste” of tolerance scale.
(Table 4.3)
14. The mean scores difference between pre test and post test regarding
“Exposure to Literature” activity on tolerance scale and its factors were
compared separately. The mean score (M=368.65, SD=29.23) of experiment
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group students on post test was significantly higher on tolerance scale than the
mean score (M=355.11, SD=31.43) of experimental group students on pre test
having t value (2.732) at p<0.05. It reflects that the tolerance of students
increases significantly after the “Exposure to Literature” activity.
15. The t values (3.516) for factor “Religious Sect” was significant at p<0.05. The
mean score (M=41.25, SD=4.43) of experiment group students on post test
was significantly higher than the mean score (M=38.54, SD=5.88) of
experimental group students on pre test on factor “Religious Sect” of
tolerance scale.
16. The t values (1.744, -0.124, 1.898 & 1.902) for factors “Gender”, “Ethnicity”,
“Other Religion” & “Disability”. The mean score (M=77.03, SD=10.03) of
experiment group students of post test was not significantly different than the
mean score (M=73.83, SD=9.17) of experimental group students on pre test
on factor “Gender” of tolerance scale. Similarly the mean score (M=55.35,
SD=7.49) of experiment group students on post test was not significantly
different than the mean score (M=55.52, SD=7.12) of experimental group
students on pre test of factor “Ethnicity” of tolerance scale. The mean score
(M=42.91, SD=5.98) of experiment group students on post test was not
significantly different than the mean score (M=40.88, SD=7.61) of
experimental group students on pre test on factor “Other Religion” of
tolerance scale. The mean score (M=82.56, SD=7.45) of experiment group
students of post test was not significantly different than the mean score
(M=79.26, SD=9.89) of experimental group students on pre test on factor
“Disability” on tolerance scale. (Table 4.4)
17. The t value (-5.813) was significant at p<0.001with the mean scores of
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students of experimental group (M=385.91, SD=21.26) scored significantly
higher than students of control group (M=355.78, SD=24.41) on post test on
tolerance scale.
18. Further analysis on scale’s factors separately reveals that t value (-2.225) was
significant at p<0.05 for factor “Gender”. The students of experimental group
(M=77.77, SD=6.39) scored significantly higher than students of control
group (M=74.33, SD=7.15) on factor “Gender” of tolerance scale. Similarly t
values (-7.375, -5.347, -3.960 & -3.757) for factors “Other Religion”,
“Religious Sect”, “Disability” and “Caste” were significant at p<0.001. The
mean score of students of experiment group (M=49.64, SD=3.86) scored
significantly higher than the mean score of students of control group
(M=40.57, SD=6.54) on factor “Other Religion” of tolerance scale. Similarly
mean score of students of experiment group (M=45.24, SD=4.68) scored
significantly higher than students of control group (M=38.91, SD=5.67) on
factor “Religious Sect” of tolerance scale the mean score. While the mean
score students of experimental group (M=85.24, SD=5.42) scored
significantly higher than mean score of students of control group (M=79.73,
SD=6.71) on factor “Disability” of tolerance scale. The mean score of
students of experimental group (M=74.45, SD=5.18) scored significantly
higher than mean score of students of control group (M=68.73, SD=7.85) on
factor “Caste” of tolerance scale.
19. Whereas on “Ethnicity” factor of tolerance scale, the mean score of
experimental group students (M=53.64, SD=7.06) were not significantly
different than mean score of control group students (M=53.57, SD= 5.83)
having t value

(-0.053) at p<0.05. (Table 4.5)
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20. The pre test and post test of experiment and control groups on tolerance scale
were analyzed separately. For experimental group, the t value (6.72) was
significant at p<0.001. The mean score (M=385.91, SD=21.26) on post test
was significantly higher than mean score (M=348.18, SD=33.62) on pre test
on tolerance scale for students of experimental group.
21. On the other hand, for control group t value (1.245) was not significant at
p<0.05. The mean score (M=361.69, SD=30.33) on pre test was not
significantly different than mean score (M=355.78, SD=24.41) on post test on
tolerance scale of control group students. (Table 4.7)
22. When pre test and post test of control and experimental groups were
compared by applying Univariate Analysis of Variance, the F value (24.207)
was significant at p<0.000. The R2 was 2.0. It reflects that both groups show
variation in their pre and post tests. The interaction between both groups
shows the change in tolerance level among students of control and
experimental groups. The experimental group students have significantly
increased in their tolerance level. On the other hand students of control group
sustained their tolerance level (Table 4.8, 4.9 & figure 4.1).
23. The F value (0.993) for three activities (Role Play, Discussion & Exposure to
Literature) of students of experimental group on tolerance scale was not
significant at p<0.05. The activity Exposure to Literature has the highest
mean gain score (14.31), followed by mean gain score (13.92) of activity
“Discussion”, and mean gain score (8.01) of activity “Role Play” of the
experimental group. (Table 4.10 & 4.11)
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Discussion
Tolerance level of control and experimental groups.
The results of pre test on tolerance scale shows that students of control group
were significantly different than students of experimental group in their tolerance
level. This difference between these groups could not be controlled due to
experimental design of the study as; intact classes were randomly taken as control and
experimental groups.
Impact of academic subject on tolerance level.
The students having/with different subjects (Elective) at B A level were not
significantly different in their tolerance level enrolled in B Ed level. This finding is an
important aspect that the conceptual understanding and reasoning ability is positively
associated with tolerance level of the students (Gutherie; King &Palmer,n.d).Whereas
in Pakistan the curricula of any grade do not demand thinking or reasoning from the
individual. Students who think reason and question are less likely to exhibit
stereotyping behavior and to discriminate. (Gabelko, 1988, as cited by Klein, 1992) It
mostly demands cramming of material without comprehending and understanding of
the concepts. Second reason is that our examination system is grade oriented and does
not cater the affective domain (feelings, opinions, etc) of the students and it ultimately
does not develop feelings for others among Pakistani students. Third possible reason
is that schooling/ class teacher(s) usually focus on delivery of concepts and students
do not take interests in discussion and class environment is passive in nature, so no
grooming of the students occurs with respect to affective domain. The most important
reason that seems to be near the reality is that in our society, usually teachers try to
avoid discussing the controversial issues like minorities, gender, religious sect etc in
class room setting. Not discussing or ignoring such issues sends signals to students
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that these are acceptable or trivial issues (Pollard 1989, as cited by Klein 1992). So it
seems that due to these reasons, sample of this study with different elective subjects at
B A does not differ in their tolerance level.
Effect of Role Play activity on the tolerance level of students of
experimental group.
The results of the pre and post test on role play activity shows that the
tolerance level of the students has started to increase but this difference at present
stage was not significant. This finding contradicts with Avery, Sullivan, and Wood
(1997) which indicate that that role play activities cause a significant change in
tolerance level of the students of different grades. The major reason of contradiction
of present study with the previous studies is that, in Pakistani educational scenario,
students are not familiar with this nature of activity demanding their active
involvement in class room settings. But results also indicate that there is gradual and
clear although not significant increased in the tolerance level of the students. It shows
that that activity itself laid a foundation for the proceeding scheduled activities i.e.
discussion, and exposure to the literature. Even of the factor of ethnicity the
difference between pre-test and post was significant, supporting the evidence of start
of incremental change in tolerance level.
Effect of discussion on tolerance level of students.
The results of the pre and post test on discussion activity indicate that there
was significant incremental change in the tolerance level of the students. The similar
results have been reported by Eve M. Adams, 1; 3 Michael Waldo, 1 Robert Steiner,2
Robert Mayfield,1 Stacy J. Ackerlind,1 and Luisa P. Castellanos1 2003, Constructive
ways of conflict management and confronting prejudice happen when we speak and
listen to each other. It can also be concluded that discussion activity is more effective
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than role play activity. The possible reason is that in discussion students got more
chances not only to express their idea and feelings but they were able to listen to
others’ ideas that ultimately increase the tolerance. The further analysis of the factors
reveal that they in continuous incremental change in all factors of tolerance. An
important finding of this discussion activity has significantly increased the tolerance
about religious aspect. At present in Pakistani society there is increasing in sectarian
hatred and intolerance towards other sects. Discussion activity seems to be an
effective tool to bridge the gaps and create religious harmony among the sects,
especially in educational institutions.
Effect of exposure to literature on the level of tolerance of students.
The results of the pre and post test on exposure to diverse literature activity
indicate that there was significant incremental change in the tolerance level of the
students. The similar result has been reported by Titus, 1998; yeoman 1999 and
Frances as cited by Gray, Colette and leith Helen 2004. The possible reason is this
change may be the situation that while exposure to diverse literature help the students
to understand the traditions and social norms of other groups/segment of population.
In this way they rectify there myths and presuppositions about other groups and find
the similarities between their own group and the other. Hence it ultimately improves
tolerance level among the students. The further analysis of the factors reveals that
there is continuous incremental change in all factors of tolerance except ethnicity.
Again an important finding of the exposure to diverse literature activity has
significantly increased the tolerance about religious aspect.
Cumulative effect of classroom activities.
An increase in level of tolerance is seen after the completion of each activity.
In other words we can conclude that all the three activities have contributed in the
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development of tolerance level of students with a variation of effect size. The major
finding of the study is related to tolerance as teachable phenomenon. Mean gain
scores and standard deviation with small variation (table 4.9) depicts that students had
developed a convergence of views about tolerance.
Discussion on qualitative data.
Analysis of students’ responses recorded at the end of each activity denotes a
gradual shift in their thinking regarding certain factors of tolerance. Thus there is an
overall development in experimental group from less tolerant to more tolerant as
compared to control group which sustained its level of tolerance during the study.
Classroom activities were conducted in a sequence putting role play first followed by
discussion and exposure to literature. The reason behind this order was the
assumption that role play would create basic interest and awareness among students.
It prolonged during the whole first semester utilizing 9 academic hours for the
purpose. The second activity discussion was conducted when an intellectual
development regarding tolerance had occurred as a result of role play as recorded by
the post test. It was the time when students could discuss for or against issues
presenting their own opinion based on reasons. Third activity exposure to literature
was conducted at the end when students had developed their own opinion about the
issues. It helped strengthening their views about various aspects of social tolerance.
Almost all students responded that information presented about the religion
Islam was already known and nothing was new to them. However six out of thirty
seven students expressed their surprise that mehndi, a ritual performed at wedding
ceremony, is not an Islamic ritual. This surprise on the part of students reveals the
current condition of society regarding the level of actual knowledge people have
about the religion. Our focus is on the worship part of religion and beliefs and actual
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teachings are neglected. Many of the rituals performed at Muslims’ weddings are
derived from Hinduism, with which we had a close contact for centuries. No doubt,
we have religious teachings as part of our curriculum but many instructions related to
social aspects are still ignored and need to be included to guide students toward right
direction ; thus enabling them to sort religious teachings from global impacts.
A student expressed her thought about the importance of interaction with other
religions as “People should know more about one another when they are living in a
society”. This idea shows the acceptance of differences and openness of thought.
More students knew about the basic beliefs of religion Hinduism and
Christianity than Judaism. Almost all except two reported that they had knowledge
about the rituals performed at wedding ceremony of Hindus and Christians. It shows
that media has strong impact on the level of information of students as there is wide
and open information through media, these days.
Another social factor of intolerance was caste. Majority of students were not
in favor of caste system. “Caste system is not good; sometimes relationships are
broken due to caste differences.” This situation can be made better if we take all
human beings equal. To decrease negativity from society, we should bring equality
among people. In a student’s words:” If we consider all people equal and love them,
positive things will be possible”.
Some of the students reflected their feelings of superiority for belonging to
some high caste. Their responses show that caste discrimination is prevailing in
society. It is a socially accepted norm and people earn respect or disrespect due to
their caste. A student expressed her thought in following words:
“Yes my caste is superior. Because of high caste people respect, marriages can be
settled in good families; I consider it a gift from God”.
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All activities contributed in developing tolerance however discussion had
major positive impact on the level of tolerance of students.

Recommendations
The discussion of the study shows that different activities have increased the
tolerance of the students. Hence following recommendations is given:
1. Class room environment needs a change from passive to active involvement of
the students especially related to social and religious issue in Pakistani
society. For this purpose different topics different subject at all grades needs
teachers’ special attention and focus on change of teaching methodology e.g.
any topic in subject of Urdu, taught by the teacher by book reading method or
explaining only difficult words may not fulfill the objectives of curricula. Of
it if teacher starts discussion on that topic among the students may leads to
fulfillment of the objectives of the curricula
2. Different activities that can enhance including role pay, discussion, and
exposure to diverse literature may be incorporated in co co-curricular
activities.
3. The curricular developers and examination system personal needs to rethink to
impart the effective domain (attitude, tolerance, feeling, opinions etc)
4. Text books at different levels should contains/included material/topics that
address ethnicity, other religion, religious sects, and gender disparity among
students. It ultimately increases their information regarding others and hence
affects tolerance.
5. This study has the limitation that male participants in experimental group were
very small in number whereas of the major factor of the tolerance scale was
“gender”. As Pakistani society is male oriented society and usually females
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are considered as deprived group. So there is need to conduct a study that
focuses on male participants
In this research study, ethnicity was the factor on which least tolerance was
developed among participants. There is need to explore it and especially having a
heterogeneous sample.
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I am doing research on the topic, “A Study of Developing Tolerance among
Prospective Teachers through Classroom Activities” with following objectives and
research questions:
Objectives of the study
1. Examining the existing level of tolerance among students (prospective
teachers) enrolled in post graduate classes.
2. To develop tolerance through classroom activities
3. To find out the effect of classroom activities.
4. To find out the relationship of academic background and tolerance level.
Research Questions:
1. What is the present level of tolerance of students at Graduation/Master’s
level?
2. What is the effect of role play on inter-student social harmony?
3. What is the effect of discussion on the level of tolerance?
4. Does exposure to diverse literature has any effect on tolerance level of
students?
5. What is the effect of teaching tolerance activities on the tolerance level of
students?
6. Is there any relationship between the tolerance level of students and the
subjects/institutes opted at B.A level by the students?
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components.
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Supervisor
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Activity 1: Role play
Theme 1: Different Religions (Islam, Christianity, Hinduism, Sikhism,
Judaism).
Frame Work for students to gather data:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Basic beliefs of the particular religion
Moral/Ethical values
Concept of God, life, death
Rules for social life
The following questions were asked for written reflection.

1.
2.
3.
4.

What have you learnt about the religion presented?
What information was new/familiar to you?
Why should we interact with people of other religion?
Should we get knowledge about other religions, why?
Theme 2: Religious Sects (ahle sunnah, ahle hadith, ahle tashi)
Frame work: Basic beliefs (God, Man, Life, Death)
Situation 1 : a group of friends talking in light mood. The time of prayer they

depart to offer prayer
Situation 2
Questions for reflection:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are points of similarities among all sects?
What are differences?
Can accept the differences- how and to what extent?
Differences among sects are of trivial nature and can be ignored, is it so?
Theme 3: Caste
Following Situations were given to the students to prepare and present their

own dialogues. Students worked in small groups
•
•
•

Malikani refuses the proposal of an able and well established guy son of their
family friends on the basis of low caste(true event)
Dialogue between chaudary and mazara. Mazara wants some financial help for
his son’s admission fee for higher education. Chudhary refuses and argues no
need for education for a mzara.
Situation: a low caste person gets high post but is not respected for his caste.
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Questions for reflection:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Is it just to discriminate people on the basis of caste?
Would you seek help of a low caste person in the hour of need? If no, why not?
Suggest some ways to eliminate such discrimination from the society?
Do you think your caste or some castes in society are superior than other
castes? On what basis/ how?
Theme 4: Disability
Students presented following situations in the class:

•
•
•

Handicapped is refused admission to medical college. He seeks help of court
and finally wins.
A blind person is rejected for friendship by group of peers.
An interview is going on. A physically handicapped boy appears in inter view
he is given conditional job.
Questions for reflection:

1. Do you think disabled persons should be treated differently from normal
people?
2. What kind of facilities should be provided to disabled person in an institution’
3. What you can do personally to make a disabled person useful part of the
society?
4. Why a handicapped be given admission to the college?
5. What do you think how a differently abled person can contribute to the
progress of the country?
6. How did you feel (as a blind) being rejected by the peers?
7. How did you feel as a handicapped refused admission?
(Those students will answer who played the role of blind and handicapped).
Theme 5: Ethnicity
Four Groups worked on the four ethnic groups of Pakistan and present the
following information:
1. Geographical conditions of all four ethnic groups
2. Social customs
On the last day of activity jokes about all ethnic groups (presented by one
student) were cracked (the jokes were selected and provided by the teacher);
Questions for reflection:
1. How did you feel as a Pathan (Punjabi, Sindhi, Baloch) on hearing an
insulting/sarcastic joke against you?
2. Enlist areas where you feel yourself biased (having negative feelings) toward
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other ethnic group
3. Enlist the similarities among all four ethnic groups which are acceptable to
you
4. Enlist the differences among all four ethnic groups which are not acceptable to
you.
Theme 6: Gender
Students worked in small groups to prepare dialogues on following five
situations: (in all situations male participant played the role of female and vise versa)
• Result is declared: Brother and Sister passed. Girl with good marks but his
admission is not approved.
• Females busy in household tasks and male in recreational activities.(picture
story)
• Female Boss- employee biased for her competency.
• Husband and wife exchange roles. Husband looks after house and performs
routine tasks. Wife goes to farm and spends a hectic day there. In the evening
they accept each other as equally hardworking. They conclude: Both are
playing important roles.
• Parents don’t seek the consent of girl for her marriage decision
Questions for reflection:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How the other gender is important? Its contribution to your life.
Can you accept the superiority of other gender? How?
Enlist ten positive roles of people of opposite gender.
How did you feel playing the role of other gender? Is it just to treat them in
such a way?
5. Identify and enlist ten areas where you do have negative feelings about other
gender.
Following topics were given to class for discussion;
(All topics were related to the sub factors of tolerance)
•

Gender

Who should make household decisions?
Can women be economically independent?
Males and females should have equal educational opportunities.
Parents should seek girl’s consent for making her marriage decision.
• Ethnicity

•

How Pakistan can stand united. Give some suggestions.
Other ethnic groups are not well wishers of Punjab.?
Religious sect
Discussion based on findings of group work and literature. How can we
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tolerate differences?
•

Differences in religion

•

Why to respect others religions?
Why should we get knowledge about other religions?
Differences in Abilities

•

Behavior of society towards disabled persons.
How do you treat/feel about disabled people?
Caste
Do you believe in caste system?
Do you believe there are some high level and some low level castes?
How some castes are superior to others? Give reasons.
How would you behave as an authority while settling a cross caste marriage?
Activity 3 Exposure to Literature
Reading material related to tolerance factors, taken from books, news and

columns published in daily newspapers were provided to class.
Each student provided with following written reflection about the material.
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In smaller religious communities and tribes where marriage
outside the religion or tribe is forbidden, and in small
geographically isolated population where migration into the
population from the outside is at near zero, occurrence of
genetic diseases such as cystic fibrosis, limb-gridle muscular
dystrophy, pyruvate kinase deficient hemolytic anemia is very
high. Therefore, marriages outside the religious sub groups,
clan and family are recommended to reduce the incidents of
genetics diseases and child death”.

Dr. Anjum Sohail, Associate Professor, Centre of
Excellence of Molecular Biology (CEMB)
& Dr. Muhammad Amin Athar, Assistant Professor, Center
for Advanced Molecular Biology (CAMB) University of the
Punjab, Lahore
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Annexure 2
)Questionnaire (Urdu Version

سوالنامہ برائے طلبہ
عزيز طلبہ ،السالم عليکم!
يہ سوالنامہ ’’برداشت‘‘ ) (Toleranceکے بارے ميں آپ کے رجحان؍رويہ سے متعلق ہے۔
گزارش ہے کہ درج ذيل بيانات کو پﮍھ کر ممکنہ جواب پر ) (aکا نشان لگائيں۔ تمام معلومات خالصتا ً
تحقيقی مقاصد کے ليے ہيں۔ اور تمام کوائف صيغۂ راز ميں رہيں گے۔اس سلسلے ميں آپ کے تعاون کو
سراہا جائے گا۔شکريہ
شائستہ خالد
پی ايچ ڈی سکالر
اداره تعليم و تحقيق ،پنجاب يونيورسٹی ،الہور
کالس ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔جنس۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔ گذشتہ تعليمی اداره ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔حاصل کرده ڈگری۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔ بی اے مضامين
)اختياری( ١۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔ ۔۔۔٢۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔ ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔ ) ٣آپشنل(۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔ مذہب۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔ ۔۔۔ مذہبی فرقہ ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔
عمر ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔ ذات۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔
زياده
مک مت
سواالت
نمبر
زياده غير غير مکمل
شمار
غير
مت
مل فق متفق کم متفق کم
غير
مت
فق متفق
متفق
متفق
فق
لﮍکيوں کے ليے تعليم ضروری ہے۔
1
تمام ذاتيں برابر ہوتی ہيں۔
2
غيرمسلم بچوں کے ليے الگ سکول ہونے
3
چاہئيں۔
پٹھان مہمان نواز ہوتے ہيں۔
4
لﮍکوں اور لﮍکيوں کو تعليم کے برابر
5
مواقع ملنے چاہئيں۔
معاشرے ميں ايسے افراد سے دوستی
6
کرنے ميں کوئی حرج نہيں جو کمترذات
سمجھے جاتے ہيں۔
معذور افراد ملکی ترقی ميں کوئی حصہ
7
نہيں ليتے۔
پٹھانوں کے متعلق لطيفے حقائق پر مبنی
8
ہوتے ہيں۔
غيرمسلم بچوں کو مسلمان بچوں کے ساتھ
9
نہيں کھيلنا چاہيے۔
ميں ذات کی بنياد پر افراد کو حقير
10
سمجھنے کے حق ميں نہيں۔
کسی دوسرے مسلک کی مسجد ميں نماز
11
پﮍھی جا سکتی ہے۔
سندھی محنتی قوم ہيں۔
12
معذور افراد کو تعليم دينا ضروری نہيں۔
13
غيرمسلم افراد کو مسلمان شہريوں کے
14
برابر حقوق ملنے چاہئيں۔
لﮍکيوں کی تعليم پر پيسہ خرچ کرنا فضول
15
خرچی ہے۔
غيرمسلم بچوں کوکمره جماعت ميں
16
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نمبر
شمار

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

سواالت

مک
مل
مت
فق

مسلمان بچوں کے برابر اہميت دينی
چاہيے۔
بلوچی بہت بہادر ہوتے ہيں۔
اگر ميرا دوست معذور ہو تو مجھے
دوسروں کے سامنے شرمندگی ہو گی۔
ميرے دوستونسہيليوں ميں تمام ذاتوں سے
تعلق رکھنے والے افراد شامل ہيں۔
اعلی عہدے اونچی ذات کے لوگوں کو
ٰ
ملنے چاہئيں۔
گھريلو فيصلوں کا اختيارصرف شوہر کو
ہونا چاہيے۔
لﮍکوں اور لﮍکيوں کو ايک جيسے
مضامين پﮍھنے چاہئيں۔
ملکی ترقی ميں سب سے ذياده حصہ
پنجابيوں کا ہے۔
معذور افراد باہمت ہوتے ہيں ۔
عورتوں کو صرف گھريلو کام کرنے
چاہئيں۔
دوسری ذات کے افراد سے شادی بياه
درست ہے۔
ميں غيرمسلم استاد سے پﮍھنا نہيں چاہوں
گاگی۔
معاشرے ميں ذات پات کا نظام درست ہے۔
سندھی اورپنجابی ميرے لئے يکساں قابل
احترام ہيں۔
والدين کو چاہيے کہ معذور بچوں کو
دوسروں سے چھپا کر رکھيں۔
تمام مسالک کے طلبہ کے ليے اسالميات
کا کورس الگ ہوناچاہيے۔
پٹھان بےوقوف ہوتے ہيں۔
پنجاب کو دوسرے صوبوں کی نسبت زياده
مراعات ملنی چاہئيں۔
معذور فرد ساری زندگی دوسروں کا
محتاج رہتا ہے۔
ميرا مسلک درست ہے اس ليے تمام افراد
کو ميرا مسلک اپنانا چاہيے۔
مصيبت پﮍنے پر ميں کمترذات افراد سے
مدد لے لوں گا/گی۔
والدين کو چاہيے کہ گھر ميں لﮍکوں کو
لﮍکيوں پر ترجيح ديں۔
خواتين کے نوکری کرنے ميں کوئی حرج
نہيں۔
تمام مسالک کے درميان فرق معمولی
نوعيت کے ہيں۔
مجھے پسند نہيں کہ کوئی غيرمسلم ميری
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مت
فق

زياده
متفق کم
غير
متفق

زياده غير
متفق کم
متفق

غير
مت
فق

مکمل
غير
متفق

نمبر
شمار

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

سواالت

مک
مل
مت
فق

ہمسائيگی ميں رہے۔
سندھی ہمارے دوست اور خيرخواه ہيں۔
معذور افراد معاشرے کے ليے بوجھ ہيں۔
عورت کو معاشی طور پر مرد کا محتاج
رہنا چاہيے۔
شادی کے معاملے ميں لﮍکيوں سے ان کی
رائے معلوم کرنی چاہيے۔
عورتوں کو صرف تعليم اور صحت کے
شعبے ميں کام کرنا چاہيے۔
بلوچی لوگ پنجاب کے ہمدرد نہيں ہيں۔
معذور افراد کسی کی مدد نہيں کرسکتے۔
مختلف مسالک سے تعلق رکھنے والوں
کے درميان دوستی ہوسکتی ہے۔
کمتر ذات افراد کو ديگر ذاتوں کے ساتھ
ميل جول رکھنا چاہيے۔
سندھی محب وطن نہيں ہيں۔
جسمانی معذور کند ذہن بھی ہوتے ہيں۔
اعلی تعليم
کمتر ذات طلبہ کے ليے
ٰ
ضروری نہيں۔
ميں معذور افراد سے دوستی نہيں
کرتاکرتی۔
غيرمسلم طلبہ کی پہچان کے لئے شناختی
نشان ہوناچاہئے۔
ميرے نزديک کم ذات افراد ترقی کے
باوجود قابل عزت نہيں ہو سکتے۔
سرحد کے لوگ اپنی بات کے پکے ہوتے
ہيں۔
معذور افراد والدين کے ليے شرمندگی کا
باعث بنتے ہيں۔
دوسرے مذہب کے افراد سے ميل جول
رکھنا درست ہے۔
مجھے فخرہے کہ لوگ مجھے ميری ذات
)(casteکے حوالے سے پہچانيں۔
اعلی عہدوں پر صرف مردوں کو فائز ہونا
ٰ
چاہيے۔
معذور افراد کو سہوليات کی فراہمی وسائل
کا ضياع ہے۔
لﮍکيوں کو صرف آرٹس کے مضامين
پﮍھنے چاہئيں۔
معذور افراد کے تمام ادارے الگ ہونے
چاہئيں۔
مردوں کو گھريلو کاموں ميں عورتوں کا
ہاتھ بٹانا چاہيے۔
مجھے دوسرے مسالک کے متعلق جاننے
کی ضرورت نہيں۔
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مت
فق

زياده
متفق کم
غير
متفق

زياده غير
متفق کم
متفق

غير
مت
فق

مکمل
غير
متفق

نمبر
شمار

66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

سواالت

مک
مل
مت
فق

شادی بياه کے معاملے ميں سب سے اہم
ترجيح ذات ميں يکسانيت ہونی چاہئے ۔
ہميں ديگر مذاہب کے متعلق بھی جاننا
چاہيے۔
لﮍکيوں کو کھيلوں ميں بھرپور حصہ لينا
چاہيے۔
نابينا افراد بہت مکار ہوتے ہيں۔
پنجابی سب سے ذياده محب وطن ہيں۔
کمره جماعت ميں مختلف مسالک پر بات
ہونی چاہيے۔
معذور افراد ميں آگے بﮍھنے کی
صالحيت نہيں ہوتی۔
ميں لوگوں ميں ذات کی بنياد پر گروه بندی
کے خالف ہوں۔
دوسرے مسلک کے متعلق پﮍھنے /
جاننے سے ميرے عقائد متاثر ہو سکتے
ہيں۔
معذور افراد معا شرے ميندوسرے درجے
کے شہری ہوتے ہيں اس لئے انہيں کم
سہولتيں ملنی چاہئيں۔
غير مسلم اقوام ہماری دشمن ہيں۔
ميں دوسرے مسلک کے افراد کا بھی
احترام کرتا /کرتی ہوں۔
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مت
فق

زياده
متفق کم
غير
متفق

زياده غير
متفق کم
متفق

غير
مت
فق

مکمل
غير
متفق

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
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Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

There is no harm in women doing job.
There should be equality of castes.
There should be separate schools for non Muslims
Pathans are hospitable.
Equal education opportunities for male and females.
No harm in making friends with low caste.
Disable has no role in country development
Jokes about pathan are based on facts.
Non-Muslim children play separately.
I don’t favor inferiority due to caste.
Prayers can be offered in other sect mosques.
Sindhis are hard working.
No need of education for disables.
Muslims and non-Muslims have equal rights.
To spend on girl education is lavish.
Non-Muslim may sit equal to Muslim children in class.
Balochis are very brave.
I feel shame due to disable friend
My friends belong to all castes.
My friends belong to all castes.
Higher posts are only for high caste people.
Home decisions to be made by husband only.
Punjab has the greatest contribution in the country
development
Disables are very courageous.
Female should do household only.
Marriage is possible out of caste.
I dislike to be taught from non-Muslim teacher.
Caste system is justified.
Sindi and Punjabi are equally respectable for me.
Parents should hide disable children.
Separate course of Islamic studies for different sects is
necessary.
Pathans are idiots.
Punjabis are given more facilities.
Disables always depend on others.
My sect is right all people should follow it.
I may get help from low caste in need.
Boys should be preferred over girls.
Women should join only in health and education profession
There are minor differences among all sects.
I dislike Non-Muslim in neighborhood.
Sindhis are friend and well wisher.
Disables are burden over society.
Women to be dependent on man economically.
Same subjects must be offered to girls and boys
Girls should participate actively in sports.
Balochis are not sincere to Punjabis.
Disables can’t help anybody.
Friendship is possible between different sects.

More Disagree,
Less Agree

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

More Agree,
Less Disagree

Statements

Strongly Agree

S.
No.

Agree

The following is the English translation of the questionnaire.

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
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Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

More Disagree,
Less Agree

Low caste should meet other castes.
Sindis are not loyal.
Physically handicaps are also mentally retarded.
Higher education is not needed for low caste.
I don’t make friends with disables.
There should be separate identity mark for non-Muslim
There is no respect for lower caste even with higher
positions.
People of NWFP stand to their words.
Disables cause shame to parents.
It is all right to mix with people of other religion.
I am proud to be known by my caste.
Higher positions are only for men.
Its wastage of resources to provide facilities to disables.
Girls should take only arts subjects.
There should be separate institutions for disables
There is a need for girls' education.
I need not to know about other sects.
Preference should be given to same caste in marriage.
We should also know about other religions.
Girls’ consent to be known in marriage.
Blind people very clever.
Punjabis are most loyal.
Discussion on different sects in class-room should be
allowed.
There is no ability in disables to grow.
I am against caste based grouping.
My beliefs can be influenced by knowing by other sects.
Disable people are second level citizens so they should be
given less facilities.
Non Muslim nations are our enemies
I respect people of other sects.

More Agree,
Less Disagree

49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Agree

Statements

Strongly Agree

S.
No.

Annexure 3
Reflection
Roll No…..
Dear student,
During the whole session of your B.Ed (semester on to the end of teaching
practice) you have been doing some activities with me in the class i.e. Role Play on
various social and religious issues, class room discussion and then reading and
reflecting on the Literature related to these issues. Kindly recall whole session and
express your opinion what have you learnt from these activities?
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